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Summary of the report
WP3 decided to write the deliverable encyclopedia-like and present it in the form of a
publically accessible WIKI. To do so, the Jupiter Book framework has been used
This report describes the initial structure and design of the TAILOR Handbook on
Trustworthy AI wiki, which is currently and temporarily available at
https://prafra.github.io/jupyter-book-TAILOR-D3.2/TAILOR.html
An automatically generated pdf of the wiki is appended to this document.
The plan will be to integrate it into the TAILOR web page and to make a Wikipedia entry (by
v2 of the handbook). A final paper book is also planned by then.

Introduction
The Handbook on Trustworthy AI assumes an encyclopedia-like structure and is presented
in the form of a publically accessible WIKI. To do so, the Jupiter Book framework has been
used.
In the long term, the handbook is meant to become a point of reference for resources (key
concepts, tools, documentation, tutorials, teaching material, etc.) related to Trustworthy AI.
The plan is also to integrate it into the TAILOR web page, and also to make a Wikipedia
entry (by v2 of the handbook).
Each task leader of WP3 contributed to it and will update the content he is responsible for,
as soon as major changes occur during the life period of the project.
An automatically generated pdf of the wiki is appended to this document.
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This report describes the initial structure and design of the TAILOR Handbook on
Trustworthy AI wiki, which is currently available at
https://prafra.github.io/jupyter-book-TAILOR-D3.2/TAILOR.html.
The link is temporary until the handbook will be included within the TAILOR web site.
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Hosting
Currently and temporarily, the TAILOR Handbook on Trustworthy AI (v1), is hosted at
https://prafra.github.io/jupyter-book-TAILOR-D3.2/TAILOR.html
but will be integrated in the TAILOR web site (on-going).

Structure of the TAILOR Handbook on Trustworthy AI (v1)
Overall, the handbook content’s structure has been inspired by similar encyclopedia-like
works such as the
Encyclopedia of Machine Learning and Data Mining. Editors: Claude Sammut, Geoffrey I.
Webb, 2017. Springer. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4899-7687-1
Besides an introductory part to TAILOR, for each dimension of Trustworthy AI,
-

Explainable AI Systems
Safety and Robustness
Fairness, Equity, and Justice by Design
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-

Accountability and Reproducibility by design
Respect for Privacy
Sustainability

there are the following sections:
-

Brief summary
Abstract
Motivation & Background
Guidelines
Software Frameworks Supporting Dimension
Main Keywords
List of authors that contributed to that dimension
Bibliography

Each dimension has a series of entries associated. At the moment (i.e., in this first version)
the number of entries ranges from 8 to 10 for each dimension.
Each entry has:
-

Potential synonyms
Brief summary
A more detailed section
Bibliography
List of authors

There is also an
-

Index

that lists all entries in alphabetical order, references to a short definition of an entry and
where it is used within the handbook. Potential synonyms have their own entries in this
index.

Appendix: PDF of the Handbook on Trustworthy AI (v1)
An automatically generated pdf of the handbook’s wiki is included in here for completeness.
However, the published version is the updated version.
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Welcome to TAILOR
TAILOR: Foundations of Trustworthy AI – Integrating Reasoning, Learning and Optimization
D3.3 Handbook on Trustworthy AI (Version 1)

Read this first
This is a working document for the Version 1 of the D3.3 Handbook on Trustworthy AI, the Tailor WP3 Handbook
on Trustworthy AI. This is a Tailor project deliverable with two versions: Version 1 (M22) and Version 2 (M46).

About TAILOR
TAILOR is an EU-funded ICT-48 Network (GA 952215) with the purpose of building the capacity of providing the
scientific foundations for Trustworthy AI in Europe by developing a network of research excellence centres
leveraging and combining learning, optimization and reasoning.
TAILOR will create a network of research excellence centres across all of Europe on the Foundations of
Trustworthy AI based on four powerful instruments (a strategic roadmap committee, basic research
program to address grand challenges, a connectivity fund for active dissemination to the larger AI
community, and network collaboration activities promoting research exchanges, training materials and
events, and joint PhD supervision.
TAILOR will develop an ambitious research and innovation roadmap for the foundation of Trustworthy AI
leveraging Europe’s strengths and opportunities, across multiple disciplines, maturity levels, and
geographical location. Seeds for its implementation will be proposed: challenges regarding both the basic
research themes and application use-cases; a PhD program favouring immersion of PhDs in industry.
TAILOR will launch and execute five basic research programs validating the operation of the network and
performing ground-breaking basic research integrating learning, optimisation and reasoning in key areas for
providing the scientific foundations for Trustworthy AI.
TAILOR will develop and build on new mechanisms to step up AI outreach, harmonize training curricula,
and significantly strengthen European capacities in AI research on Trustworthy AI.
TAILOR brings together leading AI research centres from learning, optimisation and reasoning together with
major European companies representing important industry sectors into a single scientific network to
reduce the fragmentation, boost the collaboration, and increase the AI research capacity of Europe as well
as attracting and retaining talents in Europe.
TAILOR, like all the research projects, is based on Work Pakages (WPs). WP3 (Trustworthy AI) aims at
advancing knowledge on the six dimensions and putting each of them in relationships with foundation themes.

About the Encyclopedia
This book (to be consolidated in the second phase of the project) represents the first period deliverable, providing
an encyclopedia of the major terms related to trustworthiness. Here, you can find definitions related to:
Explainable AI.
Safety and Robustness.
Fairness, Equity, and Justice by Design.
Accountability and Reproducibility.
Respect for Privacy.
Sustainability.
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Explainable AI

In Brief
Explainable AI (often shortened to XAI) is one of the ethical dimensions that is studied in the TAILOR project.
The origin of XAI dates back to the entering into force of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The
GDPR [1], in its Recital 71, also mentions the right to explanation, as a suitable safeguard to ensure fair and
transparent processing in respect of data subjects. It is defined as the right “to obtain an explanation of the
decision reached after profiling”. According to NIST report [2], an explanation is the evidence, support, or
reasoning related to a system’s output or process, where the output of a system differs by task, and the process
refers to the procedures, design, and system workflow which underlie the system.

Abstract
While other aspects of ethics and trustworthiness, such as Respect for Privacy, are not novel concepts, and a lot
of scientific literature has been explored on these topics, the study of explainability is a new challenge. In this
part, we will cover the main elements that define the explanation of AI systems. First, we will try to survey briefly
the main guidelines related to explainability. Then, we summarize a taxonomy that can be used to classify
explanations. We will define the possible Dimensions of Explanations (e.g., we can discriminate between ModelSpecific vs Model-Agnostic Explainers). Next, we will describe the requirements to provide good explanations
and some of the problems related to the Explainability topic. Finally, we will give some examples of possible
solutions we can adopt to provide explanations describing the reasoning behind an ML/AI model.

Motivation and Background
So far, the usage of black boxes in AI and ML processes has implied the possibility of inadvertently making wrong
decisions due to a systematic bias in training data collection. Several practical examples have been provided,
highlighting the “bias in, bias out” concept. One of the most famous examples of this concept regards a
classification task: the algorithm’s goal was to distinguish between photos of Wolves and Eskimo Dogs (huskies)
[1]. Here, the training phase of the process was done with 20 images, hand-selected such that all pictures of
wolves had snow in the background, while pictures of huskies did not. This choice was intentional because it was
part of a social experiment. In any case, on a collection of additional 60 images, the classifier predicts “Wolf” if
there is snow (or light background at the bottom), and “Husky” otherwise, regardless of animal color, position,
pose, etc (see an example in Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Raw data and explanation of a bad model’s prediction in the “Husky vs Wolf” task [1]. On
the right, there is the original image; on the left, there is the explanation of the classification.

However, one of the most worrisome cases was discovered and published by ProPublica, an independent,
nonprofit newsroom that produces investigative journalism with moral force. In [4], the authors showed how
software can actually be racist. In a nutshell, the authors analyzed a tool called COMPAS (which stands for
Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions). COMPAS tries to predict, among other
indexes, the recidivism of defendants, who are ranked low, medium, or high risk. It was used in many US states
(such as New York and Wisconsin) to suggest to judges an appropriate probation or treatment plan for individuals
being sentenced. Indeed, the tool was quite accurate (around 70 percent overall with 16,000 probationers), but
ProPublica journalists found that black defendants were far more likely than white defendants to be incorrectly
judged to be at a higher risk of recidivism, while white defendants were more likely than black defendants to be
incorrectly flagged as low risk.

From the above examples, it appears evident that explanation technologies can help companies for creating
safer, more trustable products, and better managing any possible liability they may have.

Open the Black-Box Problem
The Open the Black Box Problems for understanding how a black box works can be summarized in the taxonomy
proposed in [1] and reported in Fig. 2. The Open the Black Box Problems can be separated from one side as the
problem of explaining how the decision system returned certain outcomes (Black Box Explanation) and on the
other side as the problem of directly designing a transparent classifier that solves the same classification problem
(Transparent Box Design). Moreover, the Black Box Explanation problem can be further divided among Model
Explanation when the explanation involves the whole logic of the obscure classifier, Outcome Explanation when
the target is to understand the reasons for the decisions on a given object, and Model Inspection when the target
to understand how internally the black box behaves changing the input.

Fig. 2 A possible taxonomy about solutions to the Open the Black-Box problem [1].

On a different dimension, a lot of effort has been put into defining what are the possible Dimensions of
Explanations (e.g., we can discriminate between Model-Specific vs Model-Agnostic Explainers), the requirements
to provide good explanations (see guidelines), how to evaluate explanations and to understand the Feature
Importance. Then, it is important to note that a variety of different kinds of explanations can be provided, such as
Single Tree Approximation, feature_importance, Saliency Maps, Factual and Counterfactual, Exemplars and
Counter-Exemplars, and Rules List and Rules Sets.

Guidelines
Given the relative novelty of the topic, a lot of guidelines have been developed in recent years.
However, the most authoritative guideline is the High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence - Ethics
Guidelines for Trustworthy AI. Here, the explainability topic is included in the broader ./T3.1/transparency.
According to this guideline, explainability concerns the ability to explain both the technical processes of an AI
system and the related human decisions (e.g., application areas of a system). Following the GDPR interpretation,
in [1], it is stated that whenever an AI system has a significant impact on people’s lives, it should be possible to
demand a suitable explanation of the AI system’s decision-making process. Such explanation should be timely
and adapted to the expertise of the stakeholder concerned (e.g., layperson, regulator, or researcher). In addition,
explanations of the degree to which an AI system influences and shapes the organizational decision-making
process, design choices of the system, and the rationale for deploying it, should be available (hence ensuring
business model transparency).
Another distinguished authority that has been worked on ethical guidance is the Alan Turing Institute, the UK’s
national institute for data science and artificial intelligence, where David Leslie [7] summarized the risks due to
the lack of transparency or the absence of a valid explanation, and he advocates the use of
./T3.1/counterfactuals for contrasting unfair decisions. Together with the Information Commissioner’s Office
(ICO), which is responsible for overseeing data protection in the UK, it has been published more recent and
complete guidance [2]. Here, six steps are recommended to develop a system:

1. Select priority explanations by considering the domain, use case, and impact on the individual.
2. Collect and pre-process data in an explanation-aware manner, stressing the fact that the way in which data
is collected and pre-processed may affect the quality of the explanation.
3. Build systems to ensure to being able to extract relevant information for a range of explanation types.
4. Translate the rationale of your system’s results into useable and easily understandable reasons, e.g.,
transforming the model’s logic from quantitative rationale into intuitive reasons or using everyday language
that can be understood by non-technical stakeholders.
5. Prepare implementers to deploy the AI system, through appropriate training.
6. Consider how to build and present the explanation, particularly keeping in mind the context and contextual
factors (domain, impact, data, urgency, audience) to deliver appropriate information to the individual.
Nevertheless, the attention on this theme is not relegated to the European border. Indeed, as an example of US
effort in dealing with Explainability and Ethics, NIST, the National Institute of Standards and Technology of
Maryland, developed some guidelines, and a white paper [2] was published after a first draft[1] was published in
2020, a variety of comments[2] was collected, and a workshop[3] involving different stakeholders was held. The
white paper [2] analyzes the multidisciplinary nature of explainable AI and acknowledges the existence of
different users who requires different kinds of explanations, stating that one-size-fits-all explanations do not exist.
The fundamental properties of explanations contained in the report are:
Meaningfulness, i.e., explanations must be understandable to the intended consumer(s). This means that
there is the need to consider the intended audience and some characteristics they can have, such as prior
knowledge or the overall psychological differences between people. Moreover, the explanation’s purpose is
relevant too. Indeed, different scenarios and needs impact on what is important and useful in a given
context. This implies understanding the audience’s needs, level of expertise, and relevancy to the question
or query.
Accuracy, i.e., explanations correctly reflect a system’s process for generating its output. Explanation
accuracy is a distinct concept from decision accuracy. Explanation accuracy needs to account for the level
of detail in the explanation. This second principle might be in contrast with the previous one: a detailed
explanation may accurately reflect the system’s processing but sacrifice how useful and accessible it is to
certain audiences, while a brief, simple explanation may be highly understandable but would not fully
characterize the system.
Knowledge limits, i.e., characterizing the fact that a system only operates under conditions for which it was
designed and when it reaches sufficient confidence in its output. This practice safeguard answers so that a
judgment is not provided when it may be inappropriate to do so. This principle can increase trust in a
system by preventing misleading, dangerous, or unjust outputs.

Software Frameworks Supporting Dimension
Within the European Research Council (ERC) XAI project and the European Union’s Horizon 2020 SoBigData++
project, we are developing an infrastructure for sharing experimental datasets and explanation algorithms with
the research community, creating a common ground for researchers working on explanations of black boxes from
different domains. All resources, provided they are not prohibited by specific legal/ethical constraints, will be
collected and described in a findable catalogue. A dedicated virtual research environment will be activated, so
that a variety of relevant resources, such as data, methods, experimental workflows, platforms, and literature, will
be managed through the SoBigData++ e-infrastructure services and made available to the research community
through a variety of regulated access policies. We will provide a link to the libraries and framework as soon as
they be will fully published.

Main Keywords
Kinds of Explanations: Explanations returned by an AI system depend on various factors (such as the task
or the available data); generally speaking, each kind of explanations serves better a specific context.
Feature Importance: The feature importance technique provides a score, representing the “importance”,
for all the input features for a given AI model, i.e., a higher importance means that the corresponding
feature will have a larger effect on the model.

Saliency Maps: Saliency maps are explanations used on image classification tasks. A saliency map is an
image where each pixel’s color represents a value modeling the importance of that pixel in the original
image (i.e., the one given in input to the explainer) for the prediction.
Single Tree Approximation: The single tree appoximation is an approach that aims at building a decision
tree to approximate the behavior of a black box, typically a neural network.
Dimensions of Explanations: Dimensions of explanations are useful to analyze the interpretability of AI
systems and to classify the explanation method.
Black Box Explanation vs Explanation by Design: The difference between Black Box Explanation (or
Post-hoc Explanations) and Explanation by Design (or Ante-hoc Explanations) regards the ability to
know and exploit the behaviour of the AI model. With a black box explanation, we pair the black box model
with an interpretation the black box decisions or model, while in the second case, the strategy is to rely, by
design, on a transparent model.
Model-Specific vs Model-Agnostic Explainers: We distinguish between model-specific or model-agnostic
explanation method depending on whether the technique adopted to retrieve the explanation acts on a
particular model adopted by an AI system, or can be used on any type of AI.
Global vs Local Explanations: We distinguish between a global or local explanation depending on whether
the explanation allows understanding the whole logic of a model used by an AI system or the explanation
refers to a specific case, i.e., only a single decision is interpretable.
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Kinds of Explanations
In brief
Explanations returned by an AI system depend on various factors (such as the task or the available data);
generally speaking, each kind of explanations serves better a specific context.

More in detail
Increasing research on XAI is bringing to light a wide list of explanations and explanation methods for “opening”
black box models. The explanations returned depend on various factors, such as:
the type of task they are needed for,
on which kind of data the AI system acts,
who is the final user of the explanation,
if they allow to explain the whole behavior of the AI system (global explanations) or reveal the reasons for
the decision only for a particular instance (local explanations),
the business perspective, i.e., which are the implication of companies in having explainable and
interpretable systems and models, in terms of business strategies and secrecy,
the fact that, in a decentralized node, an explanation could require information that is nor directly available
on site.
In this part of the Encyclopedia, we review a subset of the most used types of explanations and show how some
state-of-the-art explanation methods can return them. The interested reader can refer to [2], [1] for a complete
review of XAI literature.
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Feature Importance
In brief
The feature importance technique provides a score, representing the “importance”, for all the input features for
a given AI model, i.e., a higher importance means that the corresponding feature will have a larger effect on the
model.

More in detail
Local explanations, especially when dealing with tabular data, can also be returned in the form of features
importance. This technique considers both the sign and the magnitude of the contribution of the features for a
given AI decision. In particular, if the value of a feature is positive, then it contributes by increasing the model’s
output; at the same time, if the sign is negative, then the feature decreases the output of the model. At the same
time, if a feature has a higher contribution than another, both positively and negatively, then it means that it has a
stronger influence on the prediction of the black box outcome. The magnitude of the provided score expresses
this meaning.

The features importance summarizes the outcome of the black box model, allowing quantifying the changes of
the black box decision for each test record. This means it is possible to identify the features leading to a specific
outcome for a certain instance and how much they contributed to the decision. In the following, we provide a
couple of examples obtained with two of the most popular methods, namely LIME and SHAP, both model-agnostic
local explanation methods.
The LIME explanation method [1] randomly generates synthetic instances around the analyzed record. Then it
returns the features importance as the coefficient of a linear regression model adopted as a local surrogate. The
synthetic instances are weighted according to their proximity to the instance of interest. The Lasso model is
trained to approximate the probability of the decision of the black box in the synthetic neighborhood of the
instance analyzed. Fig. 3 shows the features importance returned by LIME in a scenario where we want to predict
if a mushroom is edible or poisonous. Indeed, here the prediction class has only two classes, and we want to
understand which features are most relevant to discriminate between the two classes. In this example, the
feature odor=foul has a positive contribution of 0.26 in predicting of a mushroom as poisonous, stack-surfaceabove-ring=silky has a positive contribution of 0.11, spore-print-color=chocolate has a positive contribution of
0.08, stack-surface-below-ring=silky has a positive contribution of 0.06, while gill-size=broad has a negative
contribution of 0.13.

Fig. 3 Example of explanation based on features importance by LIME [1].

The SHAP explanation method [3] connects game theory with local explanations exploiting the Shapely values of a
conditional expectation function of the black box to explain the AI. Shapley values are introduced in [4] with a
method for assigning “payouts” to “players” depending on their contribution to the “total payout”. Players
cooperate in a coalition and receive a certain “profit” from this cooperation. The connection with explainability is
as follows. The “game” is the decision of the black box for a specific instance, while the “profit” is the actual value
of the decision for this instance minus the average values for all instances. The “players” are the feature values of
the instance that leads towards a certain value, i.e., collaborate to receive the profit. Thus, a Shapley value is the
average marginal contribution of a feature value across all possible coalitions, i.e., combinations [5]. Therefore,
SHAP

returns the local unique additive feature importance for each specific record. The higher a Shapely value,

the higher the contribution of the feature. Fig. 4 shows an example of SHAP explanation, where the features
importance is expressed in the form of a force plot. The example is based on the Boston Housing Dataset[1], a
dataset that collects information relative to a portion of US census data (such as the age) along with some
information about the areas (i.e., pupil-teacher ratio by town or accessibility to radial highways). This explanation
each feature’s contribution levelin pushing the black box prediction from the base value (the average model
output over the dataset, which is 24.41 in this example) to the model output. The features pushing the prediction
higher are shown in light blue, and those pushing the prediction lower are shown in orange.

Fig. 4 Example of explanation based on features importance by SHAP [1].

Even if the classic application case of feature importance is with tabular data, it is important to note that, under
appropriate settings, LIME and SHAP can also be used to explain the decisions of AI working on textual data and
images.
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Saliency Maps
In brief
Saliency maps are explanations used on image classification tasks. A saliency map is an image where each
pixel’s color represents a value modeling the importance of that pixel in the original image (i.e., the one given in
input to the explainer) for the prediction.

More in detail
The most used type of explanation for explaining AI systems working on images consists of saliency maps. A
saliency map is an image where each pixel’s color represents a value modeling the importance of that pixel for
the prediction, i.e., they show the positive (or negative) contribution of each pixel to the black box outcome.
Saliency maps are a very typical example of local explanation methods since they are tailored to the image that
must be explained.

In the literature, there exist different explanation methods locally explaining deep neural networks for image
classification. The two most used model-specific techniques are perturbation-based attribution methods [3, 4] and
gradient attribution methods such as SAL [5], ELRP [6], GRAD [7], and INTG [8].
Without entering into the details, these XAI approaches aim at attributing an importance score to each pixel in
order to minimize the probability of the deep neural network (DNN) labeling the image with a different outcome
when only the most important pixels are considered. Indeed, the areas retrieved by these methods are also
called attention areas.
The aforementioned XAI methods are specifically designed for specific DNN models, i.e., they are model-specific.
However, relying on appropriate image transformations that take advantage of the concept of “superpixels” [1],
i.e., the results of the segmentation of an image into regions by considering proximity or similarity measures, also
model-agnostic explanation methods (such as LIME [1], ANCHOR [9], and LORE [10]) can be employed to explain AI
working on images for any kind of black box model.
The attention areas of explanations returned by these methods are strictly dependent on both:
the technique used for segmenting the image to explain and
to a neighborhood consisting of unrealistic synthetic images with “suppressed” superpixels [11].
A different approach for generating neighborhoods is introduced by the local model-agostic explanation method
ABELE

[12]. This method relies on a generative model, i.e., an adversarial autoencoder [13], to produce a realistic

synthetic neighborhood that allows retrieving more understandable saliency maps. Indeed, saliency maps
returned by ABELE highlight the contiguous attention areas that can be varied while maintaining the same
classification from the black box used by the AI system.
Fig. 5 reports a comparison of saliency maps for the classification of the handwritten digits “9” and “0” for the
explanation methods ABELE [12, 14], LIME [1], SAL [5], ELRP [6], GRAD [7], and INTG [8].

Fig. 5 Example of saliency maps returned by different explanation methods. The first column
contains the image analyzed and the label assigned by the black box model b of the AI system.
[1].
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Single Tree Approximation
In brief
The single tree appoximation is an approach that aims at building a decision tree to approximate the behavior
of a black box, typically a neural network.

More in detail
Decision trees are the simplest example of transparent techniques. Moreover, they can be built to provide posthoc explanations of black-boxes. One of the first approaches introduced to explain neural networks is TREPAN [2].
TREPAN

is a global explanation method that is able to model the whole logic of a neural network working on tabular

data with a single decision tree [3]. The decision tree returned by TREPAN as an explanation is a global
transparent surrogate. Indeed, every path from the root of the tree to a leaf explains the reasons for the final
decision that is reported in the leaf itself. An example of a decision tree returned by TREPAN is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Example of global tree-based explanation returned by TREPAN [1].

This global explanation reveals that the black box first focuses on the value of the feature rest ECG; Depending
on its degree (abnormal, normal, hypertrophy), tha black box takes different decisions depending on additional
factors such as sex or cholesterol. In particular, TREPAN queries the neural network to induce the decision tree by
maximizing the gain ratio [3] on the data with respect to the neural network’s predictions.
A weakness of common decision trees like ID3 or C4.5 [4] is that the amount of data to find the splits near to the
leaves is much lower than those used initially. Thus, in order to retrieve how a neural network works in detail,
TREPAN

adopts a synthetic generation of data that respects the path of each node before performing the splitting

such that the same amount of data is used for every split. In addition, it allows flexibility by using “m-of-n” rules
where only m conditions out of n are required to be satisfied to classify a record. Therefore, TREPAN maximizes the
fidelity of the single tree explanation with respect to the black box decision.
It is worth noting that, even though TREPAN is proposed to explain neural networks, in reality it is model-agnostic
because it does not exploit any internal characteristic of neural networks to retrieve the explanation tree.
Moreover, it does not place any requirements on either the architecture of the network or its training method.
Thus, it can be theoretically employed to provide explanations to every kind of classifier.
In [5] is presented an extension of TREPAN that aims to keep the tree explanation simple and compact by
introducing four splitting approaches in order to find the most relevant features during the tree construction. In [6],
genetic programming is used for building a single decision tree that approximates the behavior of a neural
network ensemble by considering additional genetic features obtained as combinations of the original data and
the novel data annotated by the black box models. Both methods described in [5], [6], like TREPAN, return
explanations in the form of a global decision tree.
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Dimensions of Explanations
In brief
Dimensions of Explanations are useful to analyze the interpretability of AI systems and to classify the explanation
method.

More in detail
The goal of Explainable AI is to interpret AI reasoning. According to Merriam-webster, to interpret means to give

or provide the meaning or to explain and present in understandable terms some concepts. Therefore, in AI,
interpretability is defined as the ability to explain or to provide the meaning in understandable terms to a human
[4],[5]. These definitions assume that the concepts composing an explanation and expressed in understandable
terms are self-contained and do not need further explanations. An explanation is an “interface” between a human
and an AI, and it is simultaneously both human understandable and an accurate proxy of the AI.
We can identify a set of dimensions to analyze the interpretability of AI systems that, in turn, reflect on existing
different types of explanations [1]. Some of these dimensions are related to functional requirements of
explainable artificial intelligence, i.e., requirements that identify the algorithmic adequacy of a particular approach
for a specific application, while others to the operational requirements, i.e., requirements that take into
consideration how users interact with an explainable system and what is the expectation. Some dimensions
instead derive from the need for usability criteria from a user perspective, while others derive from the need for
guarantees against any vulnerability issues.
Recently, all these requirements have been analyzed [6] to provide a framework allowing the systematic
comparison of explainability methods. In particular, in [6], Sokol and Flach propose Explainability Fact Sheets,
which enable researchers and practitioners to assess capabilities and limitations of a particular explainable
method. As an example, given an explanation method m, we can consider the following functional requirements.
(i) Even though m is designed to explain regressors, can we use it to explain probabilistic classifiers?
(ii) Can we employ m on categorical features even though it only works on numerical features? On the other
hand, as an operational requirement, can we consider which is the function of the explanation? Provide
transparency, assess the fairness, etc.
Besides the detailed requirements illustrated in [6], in the literature it is recognized a categorization of explanation
methods among fundamental pillars [2],[1]:
(i) Black Box Explanation vs Explanation by Design,
(ii) Global vs Local Explanations,
(iii) Model-Specific vs Model-Agnostic Explainers.
Fig. 7 illustrates a summarized ontology of the taxonomy used to classify XAI methods.

Fig. 7 A summarized ontology of the taxonomy of XAI methods [1].
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Black Box Explanation vs Explanation by Design
Synonyms: Post-hoc vs Ante-hoc Explanations.

In brief
The difference between Black Box Explanation (or Post-hoc Explanations) and Explanation by Design (or
Ante-hoc Explanations) regards the ability to know and exploit the behaviour of the AI model. With a black box
explanation, we pair the black box model with an interpretation the black box decisions or model, while in the
second case, the strategy is to rely, by design, on a transparent model.

More in detail
When we talk about Black Box Explanation, the strategy is to couple an AI with a black box model with an
explanation method able to interpret the black box decisions. In the case of Explanation by Design (aka
Transparency), the idea is to substitute the obscure model with a transparent model in which the decision
process is accessible by design, i.e., explainability is inserted into a model from the very beginning.
Figure 8 depicts this distinction.

Fig. 8 (Top) Black box explanation pipeline. (Bottom) Explanation by design pipeline. [1].

Starting from a dataset X, the black box explanation idea is to maintain the high performance of the obscure
model b used by the AI, which is allowed to be trained normally, and to use an explanation method f to retrieve an
explanation e by reasoning over b and X. In such a way, we aim to reach both accuracy and the ability to gain
some Kinds of Explanations. This kind of approach is the one more addressed nowadays in the XAI research
field [1] [2] [3].
On the other hand, the explanation by design consists of directly designing a comprehensible model c over the
dataset X, which is interpretable by design and returns an explanation e besides the prediction y. Thus, the idea
is to use this transparent model directly in the AI system [5] [6]. In the literature, there are various models
recognized to be interpretable. Examples include decision trees, decision rules, and linear models [7]. These
models are considered easily understandable and interpretable for humans. However, nearly all of them sacrifice
performance in favor of interpretability. In addition, they cannot be applied effectively on data types such as
images or text, but only on tabular, relational data, i.e., tables.
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Model-Specific vs Model-Agnostic Explainers
Synonyms: Not Generalizable vs Generalizable Explanations.

In brief
We distinguish between model-specific or model-agnostic explanation methods depending on whether the
technique adopted to retrieve the explanation acts on a particular model adopted by an AI system, or can be
used on any type of AI.

More in detail
This is one of the first Dimensions of Explanations we should consider.
The most used approach to explain AI black boxes is known as reverse engineering. The name comes from the
fact that the explanation is retrieved by observing what happens to the output, i.e., the AI decision, when
changing the input in a controlled way. An explanation method is model-specific, or not generalizable [2], whether
it considers inputs or outputs as well as the inner-workings of a machine learning model. The drawback of this
approach is that it can be used to interpret only particular types of black box models. For example, if an
explanation approach is designed to interpret a Random Forest [3] and internally uses a concept of distance
between trees, then such an approach cannot be used to explain the predictions of a neural network.
On the other hand, an explanation method is model-agnostic, or generalizable, when it can be used
independently from the black box model being explained. In other words, the AI’s internal characteristics are not
exploited to build the interpretable model approximating the black box behavior.
In Fig. 9, there is a summarization of these two kinds of approaches.

Fig. 9 On the left, an explainer which exploites the internal structure and behaviour of the model.
On the right, an explainer which uses the model as a black-box to understand its reasoning.
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Global vs Local Explanations
In brief
We distinguish between a global or local explanation depending on whether the explanation allows
understanding the whole logic of a model used by an AI system or the explanation refers to a specific case, i.e.,
only a single decision is interpretable.

More in detail

A global explanation consists in providing a way for interpreting any possible decision of a black box model.
Generally, the black box behavior is approximated with a transparent model trained to mimic the obscure model
(see Black Box Explanation vs Explanation by Design) and also to be human-understandable. In other words, the
interpretable model approximating the black box provides a global interpretation. Unfortunately, global
explanations are quite hard to achieve and, up to now, can be provided only for AI working on relational data.
A local explanation consists in retrieving the reasons for a specific outcome returned by a black box model
relatively to the decision for a certain instance. In this case, it is not required to explain the whole logic underlying
the AI, but a local explanation only provides the reason for the prediction on a specific input instance. Hence, an
interpretable model is used to approximate the black box behavior only in the “neighborhood” of the instance
analyzed, i.e., with respect to similar instances only. The idea is that it is easier to approximate the AI with a
simple and understandable model, in such a neighborhood. Regarding Figure 8 (top) (see Black Box Explanation
vs Explanation by Design), a global explanation method f uses many instances X over which the explanation is
returned.

Fig. 10 Global explanation example in the form of decision tree [1].

Figure 10 illustrates an example of a global explanation e obtained by a decision tree structure for a classifier
recommending to play tennis or not. The overall decision logic is captured by the tree that says that the classifier
recommends playing tennis or not by first looking at the Outlook feature. If its values Overcast, then the
prediction is “not to play”. Otherwise, if its value is Sunny, the classifier checks the Humidity feature and
recommends “not to play” if the Humidity is High and “to play” if it is Normal. The same reasoning applies to the
other branch of the tree. Again, with reference to Figure 8 (top) (see Black Box Explanation vs Explanation by
Design), a local explanation method f returns an explanation only for a single instance x.
Two examples of local explanations are given in the following.

Fig. 11 Local explanation example in the form of decision rule [1].

The local rule-based explanation (Figure 11) e for a given record x says that the black box b suggested playing
tennis because the Outlook is Sunny and the Humidity is Normal.

Fig. 12 Local explanation example in form of feature importance [1].

On the other hand, the explanation e formed by features importance (Figure 12) says that the black box b
suggested playing tennis because the Outlook has a large positive contribution, Humidity has a consistent
negative contribution, and Wind has no contribution in the decision.
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Safety and Robustness
In Brief
Safety and Robustness: The safety of an AI system refers to the extent the system meets its intended
functionality without producing any physical or psychological harm, especially to human beings, and by extension
to other material or immaterial elements that may be valuable for humans, including the system itself. Safety
must also cover the way and conditions in which the system ceases its operation, and the consequences of
stopping. The term robustness emphasises that safety and —conditionally to it— functionality, must be preserved
under harsh conditions, including unanticipated errors, exceptional situations, unintended or intended damage,
manipulation or catastrophic states.

Abstract
In this part we will cover the main elements that define the safety and robustness of AI systems. Some of them
are common to system safety in general, to software-hardware computer systems or to critical systems
engineering, such as software bugs. Some others are magnified in artificial intelligence, such as denial of
service, a robustness issue that can appear by inducing an AI system to unrecoverable states or by generating
inputs that collapse the system due to high computational demands. Some other issues are more specific to AI
systems, such as reward hacking. These new issues appear more clearly in those systems that are specified in
non-programmatic or non-explicit ways (e.g., through a utility function to be optimised, through examples,
rewards or other implicit ways), as exemplified by systems that operate with solvers or machine learning models.
We will pay more attention to these more AI-specific issues because they are less covered in the traditional
literature about safety in computer systems. They are also more challenging because of their cognitive character,
the ambiguities of human intent, several ethical issues and the relevance of long-term risks. This character and
the fast development of the field has also blurred some distinctions between safety (threats without malicious
intent) and Security (intentional threats), especially in now popular research areas such as Adversarial Attack and

data_poisoning, and also within data privacy (e.g., information leakage by querying machine learning models or
other side channel attacks). In the end, protecting the environment from the system (safety) also requires
protecting the system from the environment (Security). Taking into account the changing character of the field, we
include a taxonomic organisation of terms in the area of AI safety and robustness and their definition.

Motivation and Background

Given the increasing capabilities and widespread use of artificial intelligence, there is a growing concern about its
risks, as humans are progressively replaced or sidelined from the decision loop of intelligent machines. The
technical foundations and assumptions on which traditional safety engineering principles are based are
inadequate for systems in which AI algorithms, and in particular Machine Learning (ML) algorithms, are
interacting with people and the environment at increasingly higher levels of autonomy. There have been
regulatory efforts to limit the use of AI systems in safety-critical or hostile environments, such as health, defense,
energy, etc. [1, 2], but the consequences can also be devastating in areas that were not considered high risk, just
by the scaling numbers or domino effects of AI systems. On top of the numerous safety challenges posed by
present-day AI systems, a forward-looking analysis on more capable future AI systems raises more systemic
concerns, such as highly disruptive scenarios in the workplace, the effect on human cognition in the long term
and even existential risks.

Guidelines
Actions to ensure safety and robustness of AI systems need to take a holistic perspective, encompassing all the
elements and stages associated with the conception, design, implementation and maintenance of these systems.
We organise the field of AI safety and robustness into seven groups, following similar categorisations[1]:
AI Safety Foundations: This category covers a number of foundational concepts, characteristics and
problems related to AI safety that need special consideration from a theoretical perspective. This includes
concepts such as uncertainty, generality or value alignment, as well as characteristics such autonomy
levels, safety criticality, types of human-machine and environment-machine interaction. This group intends
to collect any cross-category concerns in AI Safety and Robustness.
Specification and Modelling: The main scope of this category is on how to describe needs, designs and
actual operating AI systems from different perspectives (technical concerns) and abstraction levels. This
includes the specification and modelling of risk management properties (e.g., hazards, failures modes,
mitigation measures), as well as safety-related requirements, training, behaviour or quality attributes in AIbased systems.
Verification and Validation: This category concerns design and implementation-time approaches to
ensure that an AI-based system meets its requirements (verification) and behaves as expected (validation).
The range of techniques covers any formal/mathematical, model-based simulation or testing approach that
provides evidence that an AI-based system satisfies its defined (safety) requirements and does not deviate
from its intended behaviour and causes unintended consequences, even in extreme and unanticipated
situations (robustness).
Runtime Monitoring and Enforcement: The increasing autonomy and learning nature of AI-based
systems is particularly challenging for their verification and validation (V&V), due to our inability to collect an
epistemologically sufficient quantity of evidence to ensure correctness. Runtime monitoring is useful to
cover the gaps of design-time V&V by observing the internal states of a given system and its interactions
with external entities, with the aim of determining system behaviour correctness or predicting potential risks.
Enforcement deals with runtime mechanisms to self-adapt, optimise or reconfigure system behaviour with
the aim of supporting fallback to a safe system state from the (anomalous) current state.
Human-Machine Interaction: As autonomy progressively substitutes cognitive human tasks, some kind of
human-machine interaction issues become more critical, such as the loss of situational awareness or
overconfidence. Other issues include: collaborative missions that need unambiguous communication to
manage self-initiative to start or transfer tasks; safety-critical situations in which earning and maintaining
trust is essential at operational phases; or cooperative human-machine decision tasks where understanding
machine decisions are crucial to validate safe autonomous actions.
Process Assurance and Certification: Process Assurance is the planned and systematic activities that
assure system lifecycle processes conform to its requirements (including safety) and quality procedures. In
our context, it covers the management of the different phases of AI-based systems, including training and
operational phases, the traceability of data and artefacts, and people. Certification implies a (legal)
recognition that a system or process complies with industry standards and regulations to ensure it delivers
its intended functions safely. Certification is challenged by the inscrutability of AI-based systems and the
inability to ensure functional safety under uncertain and exceptional situations prior to its operation.

Safety-related Ethics, Security and Privacy: While these are quite large fields, we are interested in their
intersection and dependencies with safety and robustness. Ethics becomes increasingly important as
autonomy (with learning and adaptive abilities) involves the transfer of safety risks, responsibility, and
liability, among others. AI-specific security and privacy issues must be considered with regard to its impact
on safety and robustness. For example, malicious adversarial attacks can be studied with focus on
situations that compromise systems towards a dangerous situation.
Fig. 13 reflects the seven categories described above. Many of the terms and concepts we will expand on
correspond to one or more of these categories.

Fig. 13 Taxonomy of AI Safety. Taken from [3]-

Main Keywords
Alignment: The goal of AI alignment is to ensure that AI systems are aligned with human intentions and
values. This first requires determining the normative question of what values or principles we have and
what humans really want, collectively or individually, and second, the technical question of how to imbue AI
systems with these values and goals..
Robustness: Robustness is the degree in which an AI system functions1 reliably and accurately under
harsh conditions. These conditions may include adversarial intervention, implementer error, or skewed goalexecution by an automated learner (in reinforcement learning applications). The measure of robustness is
therefore the strength of a system’s integrity and the soundness of its operation in response to difficult
conditions, adversarial attacks, perturbations, data poisoning, and undesirable reinforcement learning
behaviour.
Reliability: The objective of reliability is that an AI system behaves exactly as its designers intended and
anticipated, over time. A reliable system adheres to the specifications it was programmed to carry out at
any time. Reliability is therefore a measure of consistency of operation and can establish confidence in the
safety of a system based upon the dependability with which it operationally conforms to its intended
functionality.
Evaluation: AI measurement is any activity that estimates attributes as measures— of an AI system or
some of its components, abstractly or in particular contexts of operation. These attributes, if well estimated,
can be used to explain and predict the behaviour of the system. This can stem from an engineering
perspective, trying to understand whether a particular AI system meets the specifications or the intention of
their designers, known respectively as verification and validation. Under this perspective, AI

measurement is close to computer systems testing (hardware and/or software) and other evaluation
procedures in engineering. However, in AI there is an extremely complex adaptive behaviour, and in many
cases, with a lack of a written and operational specification. What the systems has to do depends on some
constraints and utility functions that have to be optimised, is specified by example (from which the system
has to learn a model) or ultimately depends on feedback from the user or the environment (e.g., in the form
of rewards).
Negative side effects: Negative side effects are an important safety issue in AI system that considers all
possible unintended harm that is caused as a secondary effect of the AI system’s operation. An agent can
disrupt or break other systems around, or damage third parties, including humans, or can exhaust
resources, or a combination of all this. This usually happens because many things the system should not do
are not included in its specification. In the case of AI systems, this is even more poignant as written
specifications are usually replaced by an optimisation or loss function, in which it is even more difficult to
express these things the system should not do, as they frequently rely on ‘common sense’.
Distributional shift: Once trained, most machine learning systems operate on static models of the world that
have been built from historical data which have become fixed in the systems’ parameters. This freezing of
the model before it is released ‘into the wild’ makes its accuracy and reliability especially vulnerable to
changes in the underlying distribution of data. When the historical data that have crystallised into the trained
model’s architecture cease to reflect the population concerned, the model’s mapping function will no longer
be able to accurately and reliably transform its inputs into its target output values. These systems can
quickly become prone to error in unexpected and harmful ways. In all cases, the system and the operators
must remain vigilant to the potentially rapid concept drifts that may occur in the complex, dynamic, and
evolving environments in which your AI project will intervene. Remaining aware of these transformations in
the data is crucial for safe AI.
Security: The goal of security encompasses the protection of several operational dimensions of an AI
system when confronted with possible attacks, trying to take control of the system or having access to
design, operational or personal information. A secure system is capable of maintaining the integrity of the
information that constitutes it. This includes protecting its architecture from the unauthorised modification or
damage of any of its component parts. A secure system also keeps confidential and private information
protected even under hostile or adversarial conditions.
Adversarial Attack: An adversarial input is any perturbation of the input features or observations of a
system (sometimes imperceptible to both humans and the own system) that makes the system fail or take
the system to a dangerous state. A prototypical case of an adversarial situation happens with machine
learning models, when an external agent maliciously modify input data –often in imperceptible ways– to
induce them into misclassification or incorrect prediction. For instance, by undetectably altering a few pixels
on a picture, an adversarial attacker can mislead a model into generating an incorrect output (like
identifying a panda as a gibbon or a ‘stop’ sign as a ‘speed limit’ sign) with an extremely high confidence.
While a good amount of attention has been paid to the risks that adversarial attacks pose in deep learning
applications like computer vision, these kinds of perturbations are also effective across a vast range of
machine learning techniques and uses such as spam filtering and malware detection. A different but related
type of adversarial attack is called Data Poisoning, but this involves a malicious compromise of data
sources (used for training or testing) at the point of collection and pre-processing.
Data Poisoning: Data poisoning occurs when an adversary modifies or manipulates part of the dataset
upon which a model will be trained, validated, or tested. By altering a selected subset of training inputs, a
poisoning attack can induce a trained AI system into curated misclassification, systemic malfunction, and
poor performance. An especially concerning dimension of targeted data poisoning is that an adversary may
introduce a ‘backdoor’ into the infected model whereby the trained system functions normally until it
processes maliciously selected inputs that trigger error or failure. Data poisoning is possible because data
collection and procurement often involves potentially unreliable or questionable sources. When data
originates in uncontrollable environments like the internet, social media, or the Internet of Things, many
opportunities present themselves to ill-intentioned attackers, who aim to manipulate training examples.
Likewise, in third-party data curation processes (such as ‘crowdsourced’ labelling, annotation, and content
identification), attackers may simply handcraft malicious inputs.

Recommended reading
Some introductory sources for AI Safety and Robustnes are [3, 1, 1, 1, 7].
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Alignment
Synonyms: (Mis)directed, (Un)intended behaviour

In brief
The goal of AI alignment is to ensure that AI systems are aligned with human intentions and values. This first
requires determining the normative question of what values or principles we have and what humans really want,
collectively or individually, and second, the technical question of how to imbue AI systems with these values and
goals.

More in detail
The concept of alignment has been mostly covered at the philosophical and ethical levels, because the
normative question involves fundamental issues about human behaviour and ethics, and goes beyond the related
concept of validity. Also, the technical question is hard to solve even if the normative question is clear, because
it depends on a very diverse collection of paradigms about what an AI system is and what it is expected to be, in
terms of techniques and capabilities.

Let us start with the normative question. Following Gabriel (2020) [1], there is no consensus of what alignment
means:
“there are significant differences between AI that aligns with instructions, intentions, revealed
preferences, ideal preferences, interests and values”.
In particular, these six different perspectives can be summarised as follows:
“Instructions: the agent does what I instruct it to do”.
“Expressed intentions: the agent does what I intend it to do.”
“Revealed preferences: the agent does what my behaviour reveals I prefer.”
“Informed preferences or desires: the agent does what I would want it to do if I were rational and informed.”
“Interest or well-being: the agent does what is in my interest, or what is best for me, objectively speaking.”
“Values: the agent does what it morally ought to do, as defined by the individual or society.”
None of these interpretations fully captures what alignment should be, and some of them may lead to important
problems and paradoxes. As said before, even in those cases where there could be some agreement and
disambiguation in clear cases, the technical question is also fraught with difficulties. One general technical
problem of aligning AI systems is that it is hard to say what the system has to do, but it is much harder to specify
what the system should not do, mostly because this is taken for granted or appeals to “common” sense, which
machines lack today.
Then, many specific problems manifest differently depending on the particular AI paradigm. For instance, in
reinforcement learning (RL), “the learner system actively solves problems by engaging with its environment
through trial and error. This exploration and ‘problem-solving’ behaviour is determined by the objective of
maximising a reward function that is defined by its designers. […] An RL system, which is operating in the realworld without sufficient controls, may determine a reward-optimising course of action that is optimal for achieving
its desired objective but harmful to people.” [1]. A significant research and philosophical effort about the AI
systems of the future has been framed as a RL problem.
Other kinds of systems show different problems. For instance, digital assistants are commanded by natural
language. As a result, alignment problems can come from misunderstanding of the commands, given the
ambiguity of natural language. For instance, after the command “prepare something proteic for dinner” a digital
robotic assistant may put the cat in the oven. Even non-agential systems such as a simple supervised model may
end up terribly misaligned with human values by being trained by biased or narrow datasets. For instance, a selfdriving car with a pedestrian recognition system may fail to detect a group of people being disguised at a carnival.
These are examples of three kinds of AI systems (reinforcement learning, digital assistants, and object
recognition systems) that have been around for some time, and we still face many safety and robustness issues
with them. The problems with new paradigms, such as language models, are still being recognised.
Overall, AI alignment is a critical and fundamental open problem that requires philosophical, ethical and technical
progress. The progress so far is not keeping up with the developments of AI as a field.
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Robustness
Synonyms: Brittleness.

In brief
Robustness is the degree in which an AI system functions[1] reliably and accurately under harsh conditions.
These conditions may include adversarial intervention, implementer error, or skewed goal-execution by an
automated learner (in reinforcement learning applications). The measure of robustness is therefore the strength
of a system’s integrity and the soundness of its operation in response to difficult conditions, adversarial attacks,
perturbations, data poisoning, and undesirable reinforcement learning behaviour.

More in detail
Robustness is a broad term that usually encompasses many problems that can affect the stability and good
behaviour of an AI system. However, it does not cover the failure of a system under normal operation, attrition or
obsolescence, issues that are covered by the related term of Reliability. Robustness is also closely related to
Security, as in both cases the system must withstand (adversarial) attacks. However, robustness does not usually
cover elements such as unauthorised access that compromises privacy, but only those that can lead to
operational failure or damage.
Robustness can be ensured by prevention or by recovery procedures. The prevention aspect of robustness has
to do with preventive testing of the functioning of the AI System under uncommon or stressful conditions. This
has been argued by the European Commission as a key piece to ensure the trustworthiness of AI systems [2],
and is similar to the testing any software would undergo before taking decisions in the real world, from aircraft
control systems to banking web pages. Testing for robustness not only considers attrition over time, covered by
Reliability, but especially in abnormal working mode, such as for example when human users make mistakes. An
example of this is the automatic brake system cars introduce: in normal conditions the human will be in charge of
braking. However, since the car is designed with collision prevention in mind, it should also be robust to human
errors.
The recovery procedure, on the other hand, ensures that even if the AI system is not able to prevent the failure, it
will limit the amount of damage produced. For example, if a conversational AI support system is unsure how to
respond to specific queries, it may still have the safe policy of deferring to a human agent.
Robustness is compromised when systems are brittle to unfamiliar events and scenarios. They may make
unexpected and serious mistakes, because they have neither the capacity to contextualise the problems they are
programmed to solve nor the common-sense ability to determine the relevance of new ‘unknowns’. This fragility
or brittleness can have especially significant consequences in safety-critical applications like fully automated
transportation and medical decision support systems where undetectable changes in inputs may lead to
significant failures. Alternatively, robustness might also be critical in situations where it is very hard for a human
to intervene and manually recover from the error, such as for instance, in a space mission.
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From here the definition is taken from [1] under Creative Commons Attribution License 4.0.

Reliability
Synonyms: Dependability.

In brief
The objective of reliability [1] is that an AI system behaves exactly as its designers intended and anticipated,
over time. A reliable system adheres to the specifications it was programmed to carry out at any time. Reliability
is therefore a measure of consistency of operation and can establish confidence in the safety of a system based
upon the dependability with which it operationally conforms to its intended functionality.

More in detail
The usual definition of reliability is the probability of a system performing its intended functions under expected
conditions. Reliability is closely related to Robustness and resilience, but the focus is on the time dimension,
which is different from other safety considerations. That is, the system can perform its designed functionality for
the intended period of time. Hardware reliability is in general well studied, or there are mature methods for testing
and assessing hardware reliability. Thus, the focus of AI reliability, different from traditional reliability studies, is on
the software system. Compared to hardware reliability, software reliability is typically more difficult to test, which
brings challenges to the research and development of reliable AI systems.
Kaur and Bahl [1] defined the reliability of software as “the probability of the failure-free software operation for a
specified period of time in a specified environment”. There are thus three key elements in the definition of
reliability, “failure”, “time” and “environment” (or “operational profile”). Failure means that in some way the
software has not functioned according to the customer’s requirements [2]. The failure events of an AI system can
be mostly related to software errors, in addition to the failure of hardware. For hardware failures, [3] discussed
that AI hardware failures are related to software errors, aging, process variation, and temperature. Software
failures, understood as a departure of the external behavior of the program from the user’s requirements, are
usually related to software errors and interruptions. For example, the occurrence of a disengagement event is
considered as a failure of the system for autonomous vehicles [4]). Note also the related term of software “fault”,
which refers to a defect in a program that, when executed under certain conditions, causes a failure—that is,
what is generally called a “bug”. The time scale in AI reliability can be different for different structure levels or AI
applications (e.g., calendar time, cycles, calls, etc., to AI algorithms, or, miles driven for autonomous vehicles or
the length of a conversation between a customer and an AI chatbot, when analysing particular applications).
Finally, the operating environment includes both the physical environment for hardware systems (e.g., compute,
temperature, humidity, etc.), and non-physical for software systems (e.g., data, libraries, meta-settings, etc.).
Software reliability is not only one of the most important and immediate attributes of software quality, it is also the
most readily quantified and measured. From the basic notion of reliability, many different measures can be
developed to quantify the occurrence of failures in time. Some of the most important of these measures, and their
interrelationships are summarised below (adapted from [2]):
Hazard Rate, denoted by \(z(t)\), is the conditional failure density at time \(t\), given that no failure has
occurred up to that time. That is, \(z(t) = f(t)/R(t)\), where \(f(t)\), is the probability density for failure at time t,
and \(R(t)\) is the probability of failure-free operation up to time \(t\). Reliability and hazard rate are related
by \(R(t) = e^{-\int_{0}^{t} z(x) dx}\).
Mean Value Function, denoted by \(\mu(t)\), is the mean number of failures that have occurred by time \
(t\).
Failure Intensity, denoted by \(\lambda(t)\), is the number of failures occurring per unit time at time \(t\).
This is related to the mean value function by \(\lambda(t) = \frac{d}{dt} \mu(t)\). The number of failures
expected to occur in the half open interval \((t,t + \delta t]\) is \(\lambda(t) \dot \delta t\).
Failure intensity is the measure most commonly used in the quantification of software reliability [2]. Software
reliability models have appeared as people try to understand the features of how and why software fails, and
attempt to quantify software reliability. Given that the quantities associated with reliability are usually random
variables (due to of the complexity of the factors influencing the occurrence of a failure), reliability models follow
the form of random stochastic processes defining the behaviour of software failures to time. Over 200 models
have been established since the early 1970s (see [5] for a survey of software reliability models). Since the
number of faults in a program generally changes over time (as they are usually repaired when they appear), the
probability distributions of the components of a reliability model vary with time and, thus, reliability models are
based on nonhomogeneous random processes.

Finally, it should be stressed that, when people desire extremely high reliability because of the critical nature of a
particular application, e.g. for autopilot software, they often use formal logical systems to maximise their certainty
of implementation correctness [6, 7].
While many of the concepts in software reliability apply to artificial intelligence, some approaches are not directly
applicable because the lack of a clear specification, and accordingly there are many other sources of faults that
are not software ‘bugs’ or hardware errors.
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Evaluation
Synonyms: Assessment, Testing, Measurement.

In brief
AI measurement is any activity that estimates attributes as measures— of an AI system or some of its
components, abstractly or in particular contexts of operation. These attributes, if well estimated, can be used to
explain and predict the behaviour of the system. This can stem from an engineering perspective, trying to
understand whether a particular AI system meets the specifications or the intention of their designers, known
respectively as verification and validation. Under this perspective, AI measurement is close to computer
systems testing (hardware and/or software) and other evaluation procedures in engineering. However, in AI
there is an extremely complex adaptive behaviour, and in many cases, with a lack of a written and operational
specification. What the systems has to do depends on some constraints and utility functions that have to be
optimised, is specified by example (from which the system has to learn a model) or ultimately depends on
feedback from the user or the environment (e.g., in the form of rewards).

More in detail

AI measurement has been taken place since the early days of AI and has framed the discipline very significantly.
Actually, one of the foundational ideas behind AI is the famous imitation game [2], which —somewhat
misleadingly— is usually referred to as the Turing test. However, this initial emphasis on evaluation, albeit mostly
philosophical, did not develop into technical AI evaluation as an established subfield in AI, in the same way the
early Reliability and Robustness problems in software engineering led to the important areas of software
validation, verification and testing, today using both theoretical and experimental approaches [5, 3]. Still, there
are some recent surveys and books covering the problem of AI evaluation, and giving comprehensive or partial
views of AI measurement, such as [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
The tradition in AI measurement turns around the concept of ‘task-oriented evaluation’. For instance, given a
scheduling problem, a board game or a classification problem, systems are evaluated according to some metric
of task performance. To standardise the comparisons among systems, there are datasets and benchmarks that
are used for evaluating these systems, so that evaluation data is not cherry-picked by the AI designers. We find a
myriad of examples of the latter in PapersWithCode[1] (PwC), an open-source, community-centric platform which
offers researchers access to hundreds of benchmarks and thousands of results from associated papers, with an
emphasis on machine learning. PwC collects information about the performance of different AI systems during a
given period, typically ranging from the introduction of the benchmark to the present day. Figure 14 shows an
example of the evolution of results for ImageNet[15].

Fig. 14 State-of-the-Art for the image classification task using the benchmark ImageNet. The
points represent the accuracy of all the attempts from 2011 to 2022. The connected points on the
Pareto front are shown in blue. Chart from https://paperswithcode.com/sota/image-classificationon-imagenet

However, the focus on particular benchmarks (which are known by the researchers in advance) and the power of
machine learning techniques has led to a problem of benchmark specialisation, a phenomenon that is related to
issues such as “teaching to the test” (students prepare for the test but do not know how to solve cases that differ
slightly from those of the exam) or Goodhart’s or Campbell’s laws (optimising to the indicator may lead to the
metric not measuring what it measured originally, with possibly some other side effects). One clear manifestation
of this phenomenon is the ‘challenge-solve-and-replace’ evaluation dynamics [16] or a ‘dataset-solve-and-patch’
adversarial benchmark co-evolution [17], which means that as soon as a benchmark is released, performance
grows quickly because researchers specialise the design and training of the system to the benchmark, but not to
the general task [11]. Ultimately the benchmark needs to be replaced by another one (usually more complex or
adversarially designed), in a continuous cycle.
This task-oriented evaluation has been blamed for some of the failures or narrowness of AI in the past —lack of
common sense, of generality, of adaptability to new contexts and distributions. As we said, since the beginning of
the discipline, other approaches for AI measurement have been used or proposed. These include the Turing test,
and endless variants [18, 19], the use of human tests, from science exams [20] to psychometric tests [21], the

adaptation of psychophysics [22] or item response theory [23], the use of collections of video games [24], the
exploration of naive physics [25], or the adaptation of tests from animal cognition [26]. All these approaches
attempt to measure intelligence more broadly, some general cognitive abilities or at least skills that could be
applied to a range of different tasks. Accordingly, these fall under the paradigm of ‘capability-oriented evaluation’
[4].
The key difference between performance and capability is that performance is affected by the distribution, while
capability is not. For instance, the same individual (an AI system or a human) can have different degrees of
performance for the same task or set of tasks if we change the distribution of examples (e.g., by including more
difficult examples), but the capability should be the same, since it should be a property of an individual. If a
person or computer has the capability of resolving simple negation, this capability is not changed by including
many double negations in the dataset, even if this decreases performance. However, identifying and estimating
the level for different capabilities is much more challenging than measuring performance. Also, drawing
conclusions about the cognitive abilities of AI systems requires caution, even from the most-well designed
experiments. But this is also true even when performance is used as a proxy for capability [27].
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Negative side effects
In brief
Negative side effects are an important safety issue in AI system that considers all possible unintended harm
that is caused as a secondary effect of the AI system’s operation. An agent can disrupt or break other systems
around, or damage third parties, including humans, or can exhaust resources, or a combination of all this. This
usually happens because many things the system should not do are not included in its specification. In the case

of AI systems, this is even more poignant as written specifications are usually replaced by an optimisation or loss
function, in which it is even more difficult to express these things the system should not do, as they frequently rely
on ‘common sense’.

More in detail
Negative Side Effects are unanticipated or unintended effects caused by an AI system during operation.
Negative side effects are a key issue within the AI safety literature [1] and typically stem from the difficulty of fully
articulating everything that we want the AI system not to do. Negative side effects can be of two kinds, related to
some preservation of the environment or related to the use of resources. For instance, a clumsy incompetent
agent may break everything around it [2], not preserving things that should be unrelated to the goal. On the other
hand, a very proficient agent may exhaust all available resources and disrupt any other agent (machine or
human) that interferes with its goals [3]. Recognising these two different causes for side effects is crucial for the
design of safer AI systems.
There are a number of proposed methods for measuring the negative side effects caused by a system [4, 5, 6],
but a recurring theme is based on estimating counterfactual scenarios in which the system was not present (or
acted differently), and comparing the changes in the state of the world. Alternatively, in some approaches for
mitigating side effects, these are set externally (marked safe areas) or incorporated as a “secondary objective” [7]
for which trade-offs are found. But in these approaches side effects just become part of the specification or the
optimisation function, significantly deviating from the original definition of side effect.
For machine learning systems, the real challenge of side effects is that many of them are not known during
training, and they cannot be incorporated as a regulariser in the target function to be optimised. In many cases,
this information is not even available to the agent during operation, so we cannot modify the agent’s behaviour
according to this information, such as marking some forbidden areas of operation.
While some other safety issues in RL have received important attention [8], dealing with side effects is still mostly
unexplored, especially in realistic situations where the agent does not have any feedback about side effects
during training or operation. Also, the analysis of AI safety in reinforcement learning has usually been conducted
with toy scenarios, not having the complex interaction of the real world. SafeLife [9] is an exception in this
landscape, as a very rich and full ecosystem where many complex behaviours and effects can be analysed.

Fig. 15 An example task instance from SafeLife. The agent

structures

must create life

in the designated blue positions before moving to the goal

Ideally the agent should not disturb the green life cells

.

.

Fig. 15 gives the visual representation of a state of a SafeLife instance. There we can see that achieving the
goals can be done carefully so that the green life cells are not disturbed. The real challenge is when the system is
not informed explicitly (as part of the reward or a constraint) that the green life cells should not be disturbed. In
this case, only agents that try to be minimise changes that are not necessary for the goals will be expected to
have low side effects.
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Distributional shift
Synonyms: Data shift.

In brief
Once trained, most machine learning systems operate on static models of the world that have been built from
historical data which have become fixed in the systems’ parameters. This freezing of the model before it is
released ‘into the wild’ makes its accuracy and reliability especially vulnerable to changes in the underlying
distribution of data. When the historical data that have crystallised into the trained model’s architecture cease to

reflect the population concerned, the model’s mapping function will no longer be able to accurately and reliably
transform its inputs into its target output values. These systems can quickly become prone to error in unexpected
and harmful ways. In all cases, the system and the operators must remain vigilant to the potentially rapid concept
drifts that may occur in the complex, dynamic, and evolving environments in which your AI project will intervene.
Remaining aware of these transformations in the data is crucial for safe AI. [1]

More in detail
A common use case of machine learning in real world settings is to learn a model from historical data and then
deploy the model on future unseen examples. When the data distribution for the future examples differs from the
historical data distribution (i.e., the joint distribution of inputs and outputs differs between training and test o
deployment stages), machine learning techniques that depend precariously on the i.i.d. assumption tend to fail.
This phenomena is call distributional shift and is a very common problem [3]. Note that a particular case of
distributional shift occurs when only the input distribution changes (covariate shift) or there is a shift in the target
variable (prior probability shift).
The problem of distributional shift is of relevance not only to academic researchers, but to the machine learning
community at large. Distributional shift is present in most practical applications, for reasons ranging from the bias
introduced by experimental design to the irreproducibility of the testing conditions at training time. An example is
email spam filtering, which may fail to recognise spam that differs in form from the spam the automatic filter has
been built on [4], yet often the model being highly confident in its erroneous classifications. This issue is
especially important in high-risk applications of machine learning, such as finance, medicine, and autonomous
vehicles, where a mistake may incur financial or reputational loss, or possible loss of life. It is therefore important
to assess both a model’s robustness to distribution shift and its estimates of predictive uncertainty, which enable
it to detect distributional shifts [1, 5].
In general, the greater the degree of shift, the poorer the model’s performance is. The performance of learned
models tend to drop significantly even with a tiny amount of distribution shift between training and test [6, 7],
which makes it challenging to reliably deploy machine learning in real world applications. Although one can
always increase training coverage by adding more sources of data [8], data augmentation [9, 10], or injecting
structural bias into models [11, 12, 13] for generalisation to any potential input for the learned model, it is
unrealistic to expect a learned model to predict accurately under any form of distribution shift due to the
combinatorial nature of real world data and tasks.
On the other hand, adapting a model to a specific type of distribution shift might be more approachable than
adapting to any potential distribution shift scenarios, under appropriate assumptions and with appropriate
modifications. By knowing where the model can predict well, one can use the model to make conservative
predictions or decisions, and to guide future active data collection to covered shifted distributions. Therefore, in
addition to improving the generalisation performance of models in general, methods that explicitly deal with the
presence of distribution shift are also desirable for machine learning to be used in practice [14].
In terms of assessment, the robustness of learning models to distributional shift is typically assessed via metrics
of predictive performance on a particular task: given two (or more) evaluation sets, where one is considered
matched to the training data and the other(s) shifted, models which have a smaller degradation in performance
on the shifted data are considered more robust. The quality of uncertainty estimates is often assessed via the
ability to classify whether an example came from the “in-domain” dataset or a shifted dataset using measures of
uncertainty.
For its part, concept shift (or concept drift) is different from distributional shift in that it is not related to the input
data or the class distribution but instead is related to the relationship between two or more dependent variables.
An example may be the customer purchasing behavior over time in a particular online shop. This behaviour may
be influenced by the strength of the economy, this being not explicitly specified in the data. In this case, the
concept of interest (consumer behaviour) depends on some hidden context, not known a priori, and not given
explicitly in the form of predictive features, making the learning task more complicated [15]. In this sense, concept
shift can be categorised into 3 types:
1. sudden, abrupt or instantaneous concept shift (e.g., following the previous example, the COVID-19
lockdowns significantly changed customer behaviour);

2. gradual concept shift (e.g., customers are influenced by wider economic issues, unemployment rates or
other trends) which can be divided further into moderate and slow drifts, depending on the rate of the
changes [16];
3. cyclic concept drifts, where hidden contexts may be expected to recur due to cyclic phenomena, such as
seasons of the year or may be associated with irregular phenomena, such as inflation rates or market mood
[17].
Concept drift may be present on supervised learning problems where predictions are made and data is collected
over time. These are traditionally called online or incremental learning problems [18], given the change expected
in the data over time. For its part, the common methods for detecting concept drift in machine learning generally
include ongoing monitoring of the performance (e.g., accuracy) and confidence scores of a learning model. If
average performance or confidence deteriorates over time, concept shift could be occurring
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Security
In brief
The goal of security encompasses the protection of several operational dimensions of an AI system when
confronted with possible attacks, trying to take control of the system or having access to design, operational or
personal information. A secure system is capable of maintaining the integrity of the information that constitutes it.
This includes protecting its architecture from the unauthorised modification or damage of any of its component
parts. A secure system also keeps confidential and private information protected even under hostile or
adversarial conditions. [1]

More in detail
Security must be an integral part of the AI process. Protecting AI systems, their data and their communications is
critical to the security and privacy of users, as well as protecting business investments. The AI systems
themselves are incredibly expensive and possess valuable intellectual property to protect against disclosure and
misuse. The confidentiality of the program code associated with AI systems may be considered less critical, but
access to it, as well as the ability to manipulate this code, can result in the disclosure of important and
confidential assets.
Several kinds of attacks against AI systems have been reported. Currently, the most prominent attack vector
categories are [2]: adversarial inputs [3]; data poisoning attacks [4]; model stealing techniques [5, 6]; model
poisoning [7], data leakage [8] and neural network Trojans [9], among others. Attack vectors directed against the
AI systems’ deployment or training environment are equally applicable. These may be attack vectors directed
against servers, databases, protocols or libraries utilised within the AI system [10].
Currently, AI systems often lack sufficient security assessments [11]. This may be the result of the mutually
independent development of AI methods and their implementation in applications: while the application should
have a security assessment, embedded AI (via APIs or frameworks) is rarely considered in terms of its security
vulnerabilities by application developers and/or practitioners. While AI developers may follow coding standards
and guidelines for secure software development, they will not assess the potential attack surface of an AI system
(i.e., the means by which an attacker may enter, extract data or manipulate the system in question) using the
system.
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Adversarial Attack
Synonyms: Adversarial Input, Adversarial Example.

In brief
An adversarial input is any perturbation of the input features or observations of a system (sometimes
imperceptible to both humans and the own system) that makes the system fail or take the system to a dangerous
state. A prototypical case of an adversarial situation happens with machine learning models, when an external
agent maliciously modify input data –often in imperceptible ways– to induce them into misclassification or
incorrect prediction. For instance, by undetectably altering a few pixels on a picture, an adversarial attacker can
mislead a model into generating an incorrect output (like identifying a panda as a gibbon or a ‘stop’ sign as a
‘speed limit’ sign) with an extremely high confidence. While a good amount of attention has been paid to the risks
that adversarial attacks pose in deep learning applications like computer vision, these kinds of perturbations are
also effective across a vast range of machine learning techniques and uses such as spam filtering and malware
detection. A different but related type of adversarial attack is called Data Poisoning, but this involves a malicious
compromise of data sources (used for training or testing) at the point of collection and pre-processing.

More in detail
The vulnerabilities of AI systems to adversarial examples have serious consequences for AI safety. The existence
of cases where subtle but targeted perturbations cause models to be misled into gross miscalculation and
incorrect decisions have potentially serious safety implication for the adoption of critical systems like applications
in autonomous transportation, medical imaging, and security and surveillance.
To get an idea of what adversarial examples look like, consider the example in Fig. 16 shown in [3]: starting with
an image of a panda from ImageNet [4], the attacker adds a imperceptibly perturbation (i.e., an small vector
whose elements are equal to the sign of the elements of the gradient of the cost function with respect to the
input), to make the image be recognised as a gibbon with high confidence by a particular deep neural net
(GoogLeNet [3]). Also, recent research has shown that even in physical world scenarios, machine learning
systems are vulnerable to adversarial examples: [4] shows how printed adversarial images (with modifications
imperceptible to the human eye) obtained from a cell-phone camera are not correctly classified by the models. In
general, adversarial examples have the potential to be dangerous. For example, attackers could target
autonomous vehicles by using stickers or paint to create an adversarial stop sign that the vehicle would interpret
as a ‘yield’ or other sign, as discussed in [5].

Fig. 16 An adversarial input, overlaid on a typical image, can cause a classifier to miscategorise
a panda as a gibbon. Adapted from [3].

In response to concerns about the threats posed to a safe and trusted environment for AI technologies by
adversarial attacks a field called adversarial machine learning has emerged over the past several years. Work in
this area focuses on securing systems from disruptive perturbations at all points of vulnerability across the AI
pipeline. One of the major safety strategies that has arisen from this research is an approach called model
hardening, which has advanced techniques that combat adversarial attacks by strengthening the architectural
components of the systems. Model hardening techniques may include adversarial training, where training data is
methodically enlarged to include adversarial examples. Other model hardening methods involve architectural
modification, regularisation, and data pre-processing manipulation. A second notable safety strategy is runtime
detection, where the system is augmented with a discovery apparatus that can identify and trace in real-time the
existence of adversarial examples. A valuable collection of resources to combat adversarial attack can be found
at this link.
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Data Poisoning
In brief
Data poisoning occurs when an adversary modifies or manipulates part of the dataset upon which a model will
be trained, validated, or tested. By altering a selected subset of training inputs, a poisoning attack can induce a
trained AI system into curated misclassification, systemic malfunction, and poor performance. An especially
concerning dimension of targeted data poisoning is that an adversary may introduce a ‘backdoor’ into the
infected model whereby the trained system functions normally until it processes maliciously selected inputs that
trigger error or failure. Data poisoning is possible because data collection and procurement often involves
potentially unreliable or questionable sources. When data originates in uncontrollable environments like the
internet, social media, or the Internet of Things, many opportunities present themselves to ill-intentioned
attackers, who aim to manipulate training examples. Likewise, in third-party data curation processes (such as
‘crowdsourced’ labelling, annotation, and content identification), attackers may simply handcraft malicious inputs.
[1]

More in detail
Data poisoning is a security threat to AI systems in which an attacker controls the behaviour of a system by
manipulating its training, validation or testing data [4]. While it usually refers to the training data for machine
learning algorithms, it could also affect some other AI systems by corrupting the testing data. Note that when the
deployment data is corrupted during operation, we are in the situation of an Adversarial Attack. Data_poisoning is
related to data contamination, although contamination is usually more accidental than intentional. For instance,
many language models [8, 5, 6, 7]. are trained with data that is then used for test or validation, leading to an
overoptimistic Evaluation of a system’s behaviour.
In the particular case of an attacker manipulating the training data by inserting incorrect or misleading
information, as the algorithm learns from this corrupted data, it will draw unintended and even harmful
conclusions. This type of threat is particularly relevant for deep learning systems because they require large
amounts of data to train which is usually extracted from the web, and, at this scale, it is often infeasible to
properly vet content. We find examples such as Imagenet [4] or the Open Images Dataset [8] containing tens or
hundreds of millions of images from a wide range of potentially insecure and, in many cases, unknown sources.
The current reliance of AI systems on such massive datasets that are not manually inspected has led to fears
that corrupted training data can produce flawed models [9].
According to the breadth of the attack, data poisoning attacks fall into two main categories: attacks targeting
availability and attacks targeting integrity. Availability attacks are usually unsophisticated but extensive, injecting
as much erroneous data as possible into a database, so that the machine learning algorithm trained with this data
will be totally inaccurate. Attacks against the integrity of machine learning are more complex and potentially more
damaging. They leave most of the database intact, except for an imperceptible backdoor that allows attackers to
control it. As a result, the model will apparently work as intended but with a fatal flaw. For instance, in a
cybersecurity application, a classifier could make right predictions except when reading a specific file type, which
is considered benign because hundreds of examples were included with that labelled in the corrupted dataset.
Depending on the timing of the attack, poisoning attacks can also be classified into two broad categories:
backdoor and triggerless poisoning attack. The former causes a model to misclassify samples at test time that
contain a particular trigger (e.g., small patches in images or characters sequence in text) [10, 11, 12, 13]. For
example, training images could be manipulated so that a vision system does not identify any person wearing a

piece of clothing having the trigger symbol printed on it. In this case model, the attacker modifies both the training
data (placing poisons) and test data (inserting the trigger) [14, 15, 16]. Backdoor attacks cause a victim to
misclassify any image containing the trigger. On the other hand, triggerless poisoning attacks do not require
modifications at the time of inference and cause a victim to misclassify an individual sample [17].
Data poisoning attacks can cause considerable damage with minimal effort. Their effectiveness is almost directly
proportional to the quality of the data. Poor quality data will produce subpar results, no matter how advanced the
model is. For instance, the experiment ImageNet Roulette [18] used user-uploaded and labelled images to learn
how to classify new images. Before long, the system began using racial and gender slurs to label people.
Seemingly small and easily overlooked considerations, such as people using harmful language on the internet,
become shockingly prevalent when an AI system learns from this data. As machine learning becomes more
advanced, it will make more connections between data points that humans would not think of. As a result, even
small changes to a database can have substantial repercussions.
While data poisoning is a concern, companies can defend against it with existing tools and techniques. The U.S.
Department of Defense’s Cyber Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) outlines four basic cyber principles for
keeping machine learning data safe[2]: network (e.g., setting up and updating firewalls will help keep databases
off-limits to internal and external threats), facility (e.g., restricting access to data centres), endpoint (e.g., use of
data encryption, access controls and up-to-date anti-malware software) and people protection (e.g., user
training). However, this assumes that the data is generated inside the limits of the organisation, but many training
datasets are complemented with sources used for research or coming from social media, which are very difficult
to vet. Also, with the current trend of using pretrained models and tuning them with smaller amounts of particular
data, the risk is more on the data used for these pretrained models than unauthorised access to the finetuning
data. Inspecting the models once trained, using techniques from explainable AI is also challenging, as the
trapdoors may represent a very small percentage of the behaviour of the system. Overall, data poisoning is a
complex problem that is closely related to other major problems in AI safety, and will remain problematic with the
current paradigm of learning from massive amounts of data.
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Fairness, Equity, and Justice by Design
In brief
The term fairness is defined as the quality or state of being fair; or a lack of favoritism towards one side.
However, fairness can mean different concepts to different peoples, different contexts, and different disciplines
[1]. An unfair Artificial Intelligence (AI) model produces results that are biased towards particular individuals or
groups. The most relevant case of bias is discrimination against protected-by-law social groups. Equity requires
that people are treated according to their needs, which does not mean all people are treated equally [2]. Justice
is the “fair and equitable treatment of all individuals under the law” [1].

Abstract
We first provide motivations and background on fairness, equity and justice in AI. This consists of warnings and
legal obligations about potential harms of unscrutinized AI tools, especially in socially sensitive decision making.
A taxonomy of fair-AI algorithms is then presented, based on the step of the AI development process in which

fairness is checked/controlled for. Next, we summarize the guidelines and draft standards for fair-AI, and the
software frameworks supporting the dimension. Finally, the main keywords of the dimension are extensively
detailed.

Motivations and background [1]
Increasingly sophisticated algorithms from AI and Machine Learning (ML) support knowledge discovery from big
data of human activity. They enable the extraction of patterns and profiles of human behavior which are able to
make extremely accurate predictions. Decisions are then being partly or fully delegated to such algorithms for a
wide range of socially sensitive tasks: personnel selection and wages, credit scoring, criminal justice, assisted
diagnosis in medicine, personalization in schooling, sentiment analysis in texts and images, people monitoring
through facial recognition, news recommendation, community bulding in social networks, dynamic pricing of
services and products.
The benefits of algorithmic-based decision making cannot be neglected, e.g., procedural regularity – same
procedure applied to each data subject. However, automated decisions based on profiling or social sorting may
be biased [4] for several reasons. Historical data may contain human (cognitive) bias and discriminatory practices
that are endemic, to which the algorithms assign the status of general rules. Also, the usage of AI/ML models
reinforces such practices because data about model’s decisions become inputs in subsequent model
construction (feedback loops). Algorithms may wrongly interpret spurious correlations in data as causation,
making predictions based on ungrounded reasons. Moreover, algorithms pursue the optimization of quality
metrics, such as accuracy of predictions, that favor precision over the majority of people against small groups.
Finally, the technical process of designing and deploying algorithms is not yet mature and standardized. Rather, it
is full of small and big decisions (sometimes, trial and error steps) that may hide bias, such as selecting nonrepresentative data, performing overspecialization of the models, ignoring socio-technical impacts, or using
models in deployment contexts they are not tested for. These risks are exacerbated by the fact that the AI/ML
models are complex for human understanding, or not even intelligible, sometimes they are based on randomness
or time-dependent non-reproducible conditions [5].
Legal restrictions on automated decision-making are provided by the EU General Data Protection Regulation,
which states (Article 22) “the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing”.
Moreover, (Recital 71) “in order to ensure fair and transparent processing in respect of the data subject […] the
controller should use appropriate mathematical or statistical procedures […] to prevent, inter alia, discriminatory
effects on natural persons”.
Fair algorithms are designed with the purpose of preventing biased decisions in algorithmic decision making.
Quantitative definitions have been introduced in philosophy, economics, and machine learning in the last 50
years [6, 7, 1], with more than 20 different definitions of fairness appeared thus far in the computer science
literature [1, 10]. Four non-mutually exclusive strategies can be devised for fairness-by-design of AI/ML models.
Pre-processing approaches. They consists of a controlled sanitization of the data used to train an AI/ML model
with respect to specific biases. Pre-processing approaches allow for obtaining less biased data, which can be
used for training AI/ML models. An advantage of pre-processing approaches is that they are independent of the
AI/ML model and algorithm at hand.
In-processing approaches. The second strategy is to modify the AI/ML algorithm, by incorporating fairness criteria
in model construction, such as regularizing the optimization objective with a fairness measure. There is a fast
growing adoption of in-processing approaches in many AI/ML problems other than in the original setting of
classification, including ranking, clustering, community detection, influence maximization, distribution/allocation of
goods, and models on non-structured data such as natural language texts and images. An area somehow in the
middle between pre-processing and in-processing approaches is fair representation learning, where the model
inferred from data is not used directly for decision making, but rather as intermediate knowledge.
Post-processing approaches. This strategy consists of post-processing an AI/ML model once it has been
computed, so to identify and remove unfair decision paths. This can be achieved also by involving human experts
in the exploration and interpretation of the model or of the model’s decisions. Post-processing approaches

consist of altering the model’s internals, for instance by correcting the confidence of classification rules, or the
probabilities of Bayesian models. Post-processing becomes necessary for tasks for which there is no inprocessing approach explicitly designed for the fairness requirement at hand.
Prediction-time approaches. The last strategy assumes no change in the construction of AI/ML models, but rather
correcting their predictions at run-time. Proposed approaches include promoting, demoting or rejecting
predictions close to the decision boundary, differentiating the decision boundary itself over different social groups,
or wrapping a fair classifier on top of a black-box base classifier. Such approaches may be applied to legacy
software, including non-AI/ML algorithms, that cannot be replaced by in-processing approaches or changed by
post-processing approaches.

Standards and guidelines
Several initiatives have started to audit, standardize and certify algorithmic fairness, such as the ICO Draft on AI
Auditing Framework, the draft IEEE P7003™ Standard on Algorithmic Bias Considerations, the IEEE Ethics
Certification Program for Autonomous and Intelligent Systems, and the ISO/IEC TR 24027:2021 Bias in AI
systems and AI aided decision making (see also the entry on Auditing AI). Regarding the issue of equality data
collection, the European Union High Level Group on Non-discrimination, Equality and Diversity has set up
“Guidelines on improving the collection and use of equality data”, and the European Union Agency for
Fundamental Rights (FRA) maintains a list of promising practices for equality data collection.
Very few scientific works attempt at investigating the practical applicability of fairness in AI [11, 12]. This issue is
challenging, and likely to require domain-specific approaches [13]. On the educational side, however, there are
hundreds of university courses on technology ethics [14], many of which cover fairness in AI.

Software frameworks supporting dimension
The landscape of software libraries and tools is very large. Existing proposals cover almost every step of the
data-friven AI development process (data collection, data processing, model development, model deployment,
model monitoring), every type of AI models (classification, regression, clustering, ranking, community detection,
influence maximization, distribution/allocation of goods), and every type of data (tabular, text, images, videos).
Reviews and critical discussions of gaps for a few fairness toolkits can be found in [1, 16].

Main keywords
Fairness, Equity, and Justice by Design: Auditing AI aims to identify and address possible risks and
impacts while ensuring robust and trustworthy Accountability.
Bias: Bias refers to an inclination towards or against a particular individual, group, or sub-groups. AI models
may inherit biases from training data or introduce new forms of bias.
Discrimination & Equity: Forms of bias that count as discrimination against social groups or individuals
should be avoided, both from legal and ethical perspectives. Discrimination can be direct or indirect,
intentional or unintentional.
Fairness notions and metrics: The term fairness is defined as the quality or state of being fair; or a lack of
favoritism towards one side. The notions of fairness, and quantitative measures of them (fairness metrics),
can be distinguished based on the focus on individuals, groups and sub-groups.
Fair Machine Learning: Fair Machine Learning models take into account the issues of bias and fairness.
Approaches can be categorized as pre-processig, which transform the input data, as in-processing, which
modify the learning algorithm, and post-processing, which alter models’ internals or their decisions.
Grounds of Discrimination: International and national laws prohibit discriminating on some explicitly
defined grounds, such as race, sex, religion, etc. They can be considered in isolation, or interacting, giving
rise to multiple discrimination and intersectional discrimination.
Justice: Justice encompasses three different perspectives: (1) fairness understood as the fair treatment of
people, (2) rightness as the quality of being fair or reasonable, and (3) a legal system, the scheme or
system of law. Justice can be distinguished between substantive and procedural.
Segregation: Social segregation refers to the separation of groups on the grounds of personal or cultural
traits. Separation can be physical (e.g., in schools or neighborhoods) or virtual (e.g., in social networks).
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Auditing AI
In brief
Auditing AI aims to identify and address possible risks and impacts while ensuring robust and trustworthy
Accountability.

More in Detail
One of the measures to ensure that AI is used responsibly is the initiation of auditing practices as they facilitate to
verify if the system works as intended.
Audits can be conducted either in-house or by external parties. The former requires internal evaluation regarding
whether systems are fit, the human elements involved with the system are appropriate and monitored, and the
technical elements of the system are in perfect condition and function correctly [2, 3]. The latter involves both
regulators and third-parties verifying compliance [3]. Interestingly, critical external audits encompasses “disparate
methods of journalist, technicians, and social scientist who have examined the consequences of alreadydeployed algorithmic systems and who have no formal relationship which the institutions designing or integrating
the audited systems” [5]. Well-known examples of these practices such as the Propublica’s examination of
Northpoint recivism prediction API [6] or the Gender Shade Project [7], have played a crucial role pointing out
harmful application of algorithm systems to draw the attention of the society and require companies an active role
setting out governance and accountability mechanism.
As a result of these social demands, internal governance mechanisms [5] have been introduced from within the
own companies that design and deployed the algorithmic systems. The goal is to propose technical and
organisational procedures, among which are detailed frameworks for algorithm auditing [8], able to identify and
address possible risk and impacts while ensuring robust and trustful accountability. In essence, precise and welldocumented audits facilitate later scrutiny offering records on the reasons for the audit to be initiated, the
procedures that were followed as well as the conclusions that were reached and, if carried out, the remedies or
measures that were adopted.
To this regard, more and more voices consider audits as indispensable accountability mechanism to ensure the
compliance of AI systems along their life-cycle with the different applicable legislation, concerning in particular
privacy and data protection law [9]. Moreover, AI auditing can benefit from extensive literature in more mature
disciplines, such as audit studies in social sciences [10] and empirical economics [1]. Audits facilitate private
entities the provision of documentation when requested by public bodies, favouring a systematic governance [11]
of AI systems through a general transparency and enforcement regime. This joint effort between public and
private institutions would, in turn, result in collaborative governance scheme [11].
The upcoming EU Artificial Intelligence Act can be seen as a proposal to establish a Europe-wide ecosystem for
conducting AI auditing [12] and in line with that idea more and more research is done on auditing procedures for
algorithms (for reviews see [13, 14]). For example, [8] propose a framework for internal AI auditing which includes
both ethical aspects (a social impact assessment and ethical risk analysis chart) and technical audits (such as
adversarial testing and a Failure Modes and Effect Analysis). Such audits are often supported by technical
documentation, such as the Datasheets for Datasets proposal [15] to maintain information on datasets used to
train AI systems. Such documentation can both help to ensure that AI systems are deployed for tasks in line with
the data they were trained on and help to spot ethical risks stemming from the data [16], such as biases.
Ethical risks can also be the sole focus of AI audits, as in ethics-based auditing (proposed for AI in [17]). While
still in development, several options are emerging where: “functionality audits focus on the rationale behind
decisions; code audits entail reviewing the source code of an algorithm; and impact audits investigate the types,
severity, and prevalence of effects of an algorithm’s outputs.” [18] For these audits in particular determining what
is measured can be a challenge, as it is difficult to define clear metrics on which ethical aspects of AI systems
can be evaluated. Fairness metrics (cf. the entry on ) can certainly help here, but as discussed there is a difficulty
in the selection of the right metric and even then there are limitations and trade-offs with other metrics. In

addition, for the integration of AI ethics in ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) reporting towards
investors [19] such fairness metrics need not give sufficient insights into whether algorithms are used responsibly
at an organisational level. Existing ESG criteria for organizational audits may help here, as well as work on KPIs
for Responsible Research and Innovation [20]. Despite all this work on metrics, it is however still an open
question to what extent ethics can be captured in numbers the way other aspects of audits are, with some
arguing that it is impossible to develop benchmarks for how ethical an AI system is [21]. Instead, they argue, the
focus should be on values and value trade-offs.
Z-Inspection, another auditing framework proposed based on the European High Level Expert Group’s
Guidelines for Trustworthy AI [22], takes values as its starting point [23]. As can also be seen in a case study for
the framework involving an algorithm that recognizes cardiac arrests in emergency calls [24] this framework
proceeds from a wide identification of stakeholders and their values to the analysis of (socio-)technical scenario’s
to reach an identification and (potentially) resolution of ethical, technical and legal issues of an AI system.
Ultimately this still depends on the translation of values into metrics, and so the main challenge of developing
such metrics stands regardless of one’s auditing approach.
Standards represent a natural framework for the proceduralization of audits. Certification by neutral third party
states compliance to certain standards as the result of auditing. Several draft proposals are being prepared which
include (at least implicitely) elements for conducting audits, such as the following:
ISO/IEC TR 24027:2021 - Artificial intelligence (AI) — Bias in AI systems and AI aided decision making.
IEEE 7010-2020: Recommended Practice for Assessing the Impact of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems
on Human Well-being.
IEEE P2863 - Recommended Practice for Organizational Governance of Artificial Intelligence.
IEEE CertifAIEd – Ontological Specification for Ethical Accountability
IEEE CertifAIEd – Ontological Specification for Ethical Algorithmic Bias.
NIST AI Risk Management Framework.
However, there is not yet a formal professional standard to guide auditors of AI systems, yet some guidelines
exist.
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Bias
In brief
Bias refers to an inclination towards or against a particular individual, group, or sub-groups. AI models may
inherit biases from training data or introduce new forms of bias.

More in Detail
The success of Machine Learning (ML) systems in visual recognition, online advertising, and recommendation
systems have inspired its use in applications such as employee hiring, legal systems, social systems, and voice
interfaces such as Alexa, Siri, and the like. Along with the proliferation of these domains, a significant concern
regarding the trustworthiness of decisions has risen due to various biases (or systematic errors) which may
produce skewed results in the automated decision making. The word ‘bias’ has an established normative
explanation in legal language, where it refers to ‘judgement based on preconceived notions or prejudices, as
opposed to the impartial evaluation of facts’ [2]. In a more generalized version, bias refers to an inclination
towards or against a particular individual, group, or sub-groups. The real world is often described as biased in this
sense, and since machine learning techniques simply imitate observations of the world, it should come as no
surprise that the resulting systems also capture the same bias [3].
Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative Sanctions (COMPAS) [4] software for recidivism
prediction, used by the U.S department courts to decide whether to release a person or keep them in prison, has
discontinued its use after a careful investigation conducted by the U.S officers as they concluded that the
software is biased against African-Americans. Also, the use of predictive policing [5] software has been ceased
due to the presence of racial biases. Amazon’s employment hiring [6] application realized that it is biased against
women. Content personalization and ad ranking systems have been accused of filter bubbles and racial and
gender profiling. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT), has shown signs of gender
biases in google search as it is observed that the gender-neutral terms (such as receptionist, doctor, nurse etc.)
acquire stereotype and bias due to the context in which they are present in the corpus [7]. In image domain, a
latest gender classification report from the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) pointed out
that image classification algorithms performed worse for female-labeled faces than male-labeled faces , exhibit
gender biases [8]. A bias can exist in different forms and shapes based on the domain and context of application.
The main reasons for the origin of these biases are manifold. An outline of bias-inducing stages in the ML
pipeline is detailed in [1]. Based on this study, bias definitions can be induced in data, algorithms, and user
interaction feedback loops.
ML systems are primarly based on data-driven approaches; therefore, the outcome of ML-based decision-making
processes depends on the input data and the interpretation of that data. This decision-making process involves
numerous data analyses, such as uncovering patterns in the data, finding correlations and trends, missing data
imputations, and data pre-processing. The performance of ML models depends on the data used to train these
models and the analysis performed on the training data. It is noted that the primary source of biases is from the
data and its processing- involves what data was used for training, how it was collected, and how the data was
generated and pre-processed. A general definition of dataset bias is that the data is not representative of the
population of study [9]. Nevertheless, in a broader sense, it also occurs when the data does not contain features
for specific applications we are interested in. Additionally, human interactions with the data produce bias against
a specific group or individual [9]. Various forms of dataset biases have been identified in ML systems.
Sample/selection biases emerge due to the non-random sampling of groups and sub-groups. Exclusion bias
arises at the data pre-processing stage when valuable data are omitted thought to be unnecessary. When the
data used for training a model is different from the data collected from the real world, for example, the training
data is collected using a fixed camera in image training, but the production data is collected using different
cameras, a measurement bias can be occurred. Recall bias is a kind of measurement bias, and it occurs when
similar data are inconsistently labeled. Observer bias occurs when we observe data based on what we want to
see or expect to see. Association biases are resultant of the spurious correlations between features in the data.

Furthermore, algorithmic biases are systematic errors in computer systems or models that cause certain
privileges in outcomes concerning a particular group or a person. These biases can emerge in various ways.
Foremost among these are the design of the algorithm or the way it uses the datasets to be coded, collected,
selected, and processed. Algorithmic errors may lead to biased outcomes even though the data used for training
are unbiased. A clear example is pre-existing bias, arising as the result of underlying social and institutional
ideologies [10]. Another algorithmic bias is caused by technical biases manifested due the technical limitations of
code, its computational resources, its design, and the constraints on the system. Technical biases are more
frequent when we rely more on the algorithm in other domains or unanticipated contexts. Moreover, and related
to the algorithm internals, correlation biases materialise when algorithms assume conclusions from the
correlations in data attributes without knowing the specific purpose of those attributes. Finally, another known
bias – in between the identified ones – are feedback loop biases. These arise when there is a recursion error in
the mechanism in which information is processed into the data-model-experience pipeline.
The skewed outcomes from the biased data or (and) biased algorithms affect user decisions which may result in
a more biased data for future ML systems. For example, consider a search engine which ranks queries. The end
users interact mostly with the top ranked results, rather than going down the list, that can affect popularity and
user interest of the upcoming decisions, due to the biased interactions.
As a long term vision to create responsible ML systems, identifying and mitigating biases throughout the ML
development life cycle should be given paramount importance. In a broader sense, the different ways the bias
could be mitigated are:
1. Identify and define potential sources
2. Set up guidelines and rules for data collection as well as a model use
3. Define accurate representative data for training
4. Properly document and share how the entire data collection process has been done
5. Incorporate ways to measure and mitigate biases as part of the standard evaluation procedure.
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Discrimination & Equity
In brief
Forms of bias that count as discrimination against social groups or individuals should be avoided, both from legal
and ethical perspectives. Discrimination can be direct or indirect, intentional or unintentional.

More in Detail
Not all forms of bias (also known as statistical discrimination) are problematic. Here we use the normative sense
of discrimination, where all forms of bias that count as discrimination are considered problematic and should be
avoided. This discrimination can be direct (where a protected feature is intentionally used in the decision making
procedure). In such a case explainability tools such as feature importance methods can help to detect whether a
model’s decisions are based on the feature, in addition to the fairness metrics in the entry on . Often, however,
protected features are purposely not included among the input variables, and so no direct discrimination will take
place. Instead, indirect discrimination (where there is direct discrimination on features that strongly correlate with
a protected feature, in such a way that users with a socially salient value of the feature – e.g. women – are worse
off, cf. [1]) is the most common type of discrimination in machine learning systems. For ways to detect these
cases of indirect discrimination, see the fairness metrics.
This type of indirect discrimination is often unintentional. Philosophical accounts thus disagree about the degree
of intentionality that is required for bias to count as discrimination: mental state accounts [2] require systematic
animosity or preferences towards a certain group. Such animosity need not be present among the designers of
the system, though it may be part of the reason for the societal biases that filter through into the data. Other
accounts [1, 2] opt for weaker notions of intentionality, where it is sufficient to enable the feature/group
membership to play a role in the decision making procedure. This clearly allows for the (frequent) scenario where
an algorithm has disparate impacts on groups even when this was not the result of preferences/animosities of the
developers. Yet even then not all types of bias are considered normatively problematic: a statistical bias that
negatively impacts smokers is not clearly a case of discrimination. So when is a bias a case of discrimination?
An influential point of departure is the idea that biases should not be on features outside of people’s control [4, 5].
This might explain why the paradigmatic cases of discrimination is when there is disparate treatment based on
gender, race, or ethnicity (cf. the entry Grounds of Discrimination), as we cannot choose these. However, there
are more features beyond our control, as illustrated by the ‘other people’s choice principle’ [4]: statistical patterns
resulting from other people’s choices are not in our control either, and thus may lead to discrimination.
Consequently, charging higher premiums to a buyer of a red car because on average drivers of red cars cause
more accidents may be seen as problematic. It violates the other people’s choice principle, as a buyer has no
control over the driving of other car owners. On the other hand, charging higher premiums to smokers does not
violate this principle, since smoking is a direct cause of higher health risks. In practice, however, it is difficult to
draw a clear border, as e.g. socio-economic status impacts people’s choices. Instead, some authors [2] suggest
to consider notions of Justice as guiding the distribution of benefits and burdens resulting from the use of AI. For
example, luck egalitarianism would consider it discriminatory to uphold biases which reflect factors of luck. Still,
while the exact confines of normatively problematic discrimination are difficult to define, it is clear that gender,
race, etc. are protected features and that such discrimination needs to be detected and tackled.
Following the egalitarian principles of [7, 8], some authors address fairness from a multi-agent perspective [9, 10]
in automated decision making. Taking a welfare perspective [11] propose a family of welfare based measures that
can be integrated together with other fairness and performance constraints. Following the same tracks, [12]
considered the temporal/sequential dimension and addressed fairness in the context of Markov decision

processes and reinforcement learning. Such multi-objective and welfare approaches not only enforce human
intervention and social criteria to prevent unfair outcomes for some users or stakeholders, but could be adapted
to ensure equity and fair trade-off between privilege and unprivileged groups.
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Fairness notions and metrics
In brief
The term fairness is defined as the quality or state of being fair; or a lack of favoritism towards one side. The
notions of fairness, and quantitative measures of them (fairness metrics), can be distinguished based on the
focus on individuals, groups and sub-groups.

More in Detail
The term fairness is defined as the quality or state of being fair; or a lack of favoritism towards one side.
However, like Bias, fairness can mean different concepts to different peoples, different contexts, and different
disciplines. The definition of fairness in various disciplines is detailed in [1]. An unfair model produces results that
are skewed towards particular individuals or groups. The primary sources of this unfairness are the presence of
biases. There are two important categories of biases which play crucial role in fairness; (i) technical bias and (ii)

social bias. Technical biases can be traced back to the sources , but social biases are very difficult to fix as these
are a matter of politics, perspectives, and shifts in prejudices and preconceptions that can take years to change
[3]. Most of the state-of-the-art techniques tackle technical errors, but it cannot resolve the root causes of bias.
Based on this observation, Sandra et al. [3] proposed three responses concerning algorithmic bias and resulting
social inequality. The first is not an active choice as it allows the system to get worse and do nothing to fix biases.
Second, incorporate techniques to fix technical errors and maintain a status quo to ensure that the system do not
make it worse. Much works in fairness focused on this option, called ‘bias preserving fairness’, maintains a status
quo as a baseline, aligns with the formal equality of EU non-discrimination law. Finally, ‘bias transforming
fairness’, the third response focuses on the substantive equality of EU non-discrimination which can only be
achieved by accounting for historical (social) inequalities. As argued in [3], users (developers,deployers etc.)
should give preference to ‘bias transforming’ fairness metrics, when a fairness metric is used to make substantive
decisions about people in contexts where significant disparity has been previously observed.
The notions of fairness fall under individuals, groups and sub-groups. Individual fairness ensures that similar
individuals should be treated similarly. It accounts for the distance measures to evaluate the similarity of
individuals [4, 5]. On the other hand, group fairness compares quantities at the group level primarily identified by
protective features such as gender, ethnicity etc. etc. [6, 7]. Sub-group fairness is more rigid than group fairness
as this ensures fairness concerning one or more structured sub-groups defined by sensitive features, interpolates
between individual and group fairness notions [8]. According to [9], it is impossible to satisfy all of the above
notions, leading to conflicts between fairness definitions. Therefore, one suggestion could be to select
appropriate fairness criteria and use those based on the application and deployment. Another concern has risen
in [10], temporal aspects of fairness notions may harm the sensitive groups over time if not updated.
Some widely used fairness metrics: In order to recall some widely used fairness metrics we need to introduce
some notation. Let \(V\), \(A\), and \(X\) be three random variables representing, respectively, the total set of
features, the sensitive features, and the remaining features describing an individual such that \(V=(X,A)\) and \
(P(V=v_i)\) represents the probability of drawing an individual with a vector of values \(v_i\) from the population.
For simplicity, we focus on the case where \(A\) is a binary random variable where \(A=0\) designates the
protected group, while \(A=1\) designates the non-protected group. Let \(Y\) represent the actual outcome and \
(\hat{Y}\) represent the outcome returned by the prediction algorithm. Without loss of generality, assume that \(Y\)
and \(\hat{Y}\) are binary random variables where \(Y=1\) designates a positive instance, while \(Y=0\) a negative
one. Typically, the predicted outcome \(\hat{Y}\) is derived from a score represented by a random variable \(S\)
where \(P[S = s]\) is the probability that the score value is equal to \(s\).
Statistical parity [11] is one of the most commonly accepted notions of fairness. It requires the prediction to be
statistically independent of the sensitive feature \((\hat{Y} \perp A)\). In other words, the predicted acceptance
rates for both protected and unprotected groups should be equal. Statistical parity implies that
\(\displaystyle \frac{TP+FP}{TP+FP+FN+TN}\) [1]
is equal for both groups. A classifier Ŷ satisfies statistical parity if:
\(\label{eq:sp} P[\hat{Y} \mid A = 0] = P[\hat{Y} \mid A = 1].\)
Conditional statistical parity [12] is a variant of statistical parity obtained by controlling on a set of resolving
features[2]. The resolving features (we refer to them as \(R\)) among \(X\) are correlated with the sensitive feature
\(A\) and give some factual information about the label at the same time leading to a legitimate discrimination.
Conditional statistical parity holds if:
\(\label{eq:csp} P[\hat{Y}=1 \mid R=r,A = 0] = P[\hat{Y}=1 \mid R=r,A = 1] \quad \forall r \in range(R).\)
Equalized odds [13] considers both the predicted and the actual outcomes. The prediction is conditionally
independent from the protected feature, given the actual outcome \((\hat{Y} \perp A \mid Y)\). In other words,
equalized odds requires that both sub-populations to have the same true positive rate \(TPR = \frac{TP}{TP+FN}\)
and false positive rate \(FPR = \frac{FP}{FP+TN}\):
\(\label{eq:eqOdds} P[\hat{Y} = 1 \mid Y=y,\; A=0] = P[\hat{Y}=1 \mid Y= y,\; A=1] \quad \forall{ y \in \{0,1\}}.\)
Because equalized odds requirement is rarely satisfied in practice, two variants can be obtained by relaxing its
equation. The first one is called equal opportunity [13] and is obtained by requiring only TPR equality among
groups:

\(\label{eq:eqOpp} P[\hat{Y}=1 \mid Y=1,A = 0] = P[\hat{Y}=1\mid Y=1,A = 1].\)
As \(TPR\) does not take into consideration \(FP\), equal opportunity is completely insensitive to the number of
false positives.
The second relaxed variant of equalized odds is called predictive equality [12] which requires only the FPR to
be equal in both groups:
\(\label{eq:predEq} P[\hat{Y}=1 \mid Y=0,A = 0] = P[\hat{Y}=1\mid Y=0,A = 1].\)
Since \(FPR\) is independent from \(FN\), predictive equality is completely insensitive to false negatives.
Conditional use accuracy equality [14] is achieved when all population groups have equal positive predictive
value \(PPV=\frac{TP}{TP+FP}\) and negative predictive value \(NPV=\frac{TN}{FN+TN}\). In other words, the
probability of subjects with positive predictive value to truly belong to the positive class and the probability of
subjects with negative predictive value to truly belong to the negative class should be the same. By contrast to
equalized odds, one is conditioning on the algorithm’s predicted outcome not the actual outcome. In other words,
the emphasis is on the precision of prediction rather than its recall:
\(\label{eq:condUseAcc} P[Y=y\mid \hat{Y}=y ,A = 0] = P[Y=y\mid \hat{Y}=y,A = 1] \quad \forall{ y \in \{0,1\}}.\)
Predictive parity [15] is a relaxation of conditional use accuracy equality requiring only equal \(PPV\) among
groups: $\(\label{eq:predPar} P[Y=1 \mid \hat{Y} =1,A = 0] = P[Y=1\mid \hat{Y} =1,A = 1]\)$ Like predictive
equality, predictive parity is insensitive to false negatives.
Overall accuracy equality [14] is achieved when overall accuracy for both groups is the same. This implies that
\[\label{eq:accuracy} \frac{TP+TN}{TP+FN+FP+TN}\]
is equal for both groups:
\[\label{eq:ovAcc} P[\hat{Y} = Y | A = 0] = P[\hat{Y} = Y | A = 1]\]
Treatment equality [14] is achieved when the ratio of FPs and FNs is the same for both protected and
unprotected groups:
\(\label{eq:treatEq} \frac{FN}{FP}\)A=0 \(= \frac {FN}{FP}\)A=1
Total fairness [14] holds when all aforementioned fairness notions are satisfied simultaneously, that is, statistical
parity, equalized odds, conditional use accuracy equality (hence, overall accuracy equality), and treatment
equality. Total fairness is a very strong notion which is very difficult to hold in practice.
Balance [9] uses the score (\(S\)) from which the outcome \(Y\) is typically derived through thresholding.
Balance for positive class focuses on the applicants who constitute positive instances and is satisfied if the
average score \(S\) received by those applicants is the same for both groups:
\(\label{eq:balPosclass} E[S \mid Y =1,A = 0)] = E[S \mid Y =1,A = 1].\)
Balance of negative class focuses instead on the negative class:
\(\label{eq:balNegclass} E[S \mid Y =0,A = 0] = E[S \mid Y =0,A = 1].\)
Calibration [15] holds if, for each predicted probability score \(S=s\), individuals in all groups have the same
probability to actually belong to the positive class:
\(\label{eq:calib} P[Y =1 \mid S =s,A = 0] = P[Y =1 \mid S =s,A = 1] \quad \forall s \in [0,1].\)
Well-calibration [9] is a stronger variant of calibration. It requires that (1) calibration is satisfied, (2) the score is
interpreted as the probability to truly belong to the positive class, and (3) for each score \(S=s\), the probability to
truly belong to the positive class is equal to that particular score:
\(\label{eq:wellCalib} P[Y =1 \mid S =s,A = 0] = P[Y =1 \mid S =s,A = 1] = s \quad \forall \; {s \in [0,1]}.\)
Fairness through awareness [11] implies that similar individuals should have similar predictions. Let \(i\) and \(j\)
be two individuals represented by their attributes values vectors \(v_i\) and \(v_j\). Let \(d(v_i,v_j)\) represent the
similarity distance between individuals \(i\) and \(j\). Let \(M(v_i)\) represent the probability distribution over the
outcomes of the prediction. For example, if the outcome is binary (\(0\) or \(1\)), \(M(v_i)\) might be \([0.2,0.8]\)
which means that for individual \(i\), \(P[\hat{Y}=0]) = 0.2\) and \(P[\hat{Y}=1] = 0.8\). Let \(d_M\) be a distance
metric between probability distributions. Fairness through awareness is achieved iff, for any pair of individuals \(i\)
and \(j\):
\(d_M(M(v_i), M(v_j)) \leq d(v_i, v_j)\)
In practice, fairness through awareness assumes that the similarity metric is known for each pair of

individuals [16]. That is, a challenging aspect of this approach is the difficulty to determine what is an appropriate
metric function to measure the similarity between two individuals. Typically, this requires careful human
intervention from professionals with domain expertise [17].
Process fairness [18] (or procedural fairness) can be described as a set of subjective fairness notions that are
centered on the process that leads to outcomes. These notions are not focused on the fairness of the outcomes,
instead they quantify the fraction of users that consider fair the use of a particular set of features. They are
subjective as they depend on user judgments which may be obtained by subjective reasoning.
A natural approach to improve process fairness is to remove all sensitive (protected or salient) features before
training classifiers. This simple approach connects process fairness to fairness through unawareness. However,
there is a trade-off to manage since dropping out sensitive features may impact negatively classification
performance [19].
Nonstatistical fairness metrics: Recently, further metrics have been proposed and that differ from the previous
in that they do not fully rely on statistical considerations, and take into account domain knowledge, that is not
directly observable from data, require expert input, or reason about hypothetical situations. As they fall out of the
scope of this chapter, we will not further dwell into these and simply mention a few to the interested reader: total
effect [20] (that is the “causal” version of statistical parity and measures the effect of changing the value of an
attribute, taking into account a given causal graph), effect of treatment of the treated [20] (that relies on
counterfactuals with respect to sensitive features and measures the difference between the probabilities of
instances and their counterfactuals), and counterfactual fairness [17] (which is a fine-grained variant of the
previous but with respect to the set all features).
Discussion: As the above fairness metrics often conflict, and it is not possible to be fair according to all of these
definitions, it is a challenge to choose the relevant metric to focus on. While still very much an open research
area, some suggestions on how one can deal with conflicts between fairness metrics can be found in [2, 21].
Indeed, fairness metrics frequently conflict with other metrics such as accuracy and privacy. [22] show that in a
credit scoring case enforcing fairness metrics can lead to significant drops in accuracy and, thus, maximum profit.
This is unavoidable: improvements on fairness often result in lower accuracy, and research on the Pareto frontier
for this trade-off is now emerging [23, 24]. Similarly, there is a trade-off between fairness and privacy, as fairness
metrics typically require sensitive information in order to be used. As a result, fairness affects privacy (and vice
versa), for example in facial recognition [25] and medical applications [26].
Finally, there is a connection between fairness and Justice, seen in for example Rawls’ work on Justice as
Fairness [27]. And indeed, a range of theories of (distributive) justice describe how benefits and burdens should
be distributed (cf. the entry on ). As such, they can be seen as guiding the outcomes of algorithms even if they
describe what these distributions should be in society as a whole. Yet, as [3] argue at length, there is little overlap
between theories of distributive justice and fairness metrics. Non-comparative notions of justice are not captured
by fairness metrics, nor are notions such as Rawls’ difference principle, on which the right distribution is the one
where the worst off have the highest absolute level of benefits. Fairness metrics have focused more on
discrimination than on justice.
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Fair Machine Learning
In brief
Fair Machine Learning models take into account the issues of bias and fairness. Approaches can be
categorized as pre-processig, which transform the input data, as in-processing, which modify the learning
algorithm, and post-processing, which alter models’ internals or their decisions.

More in Detail
Fairness can be promoted in three different ways in ML as surveyed in [3]. This survey provides a clear
categorization of methods under pre-process, in-process and post-process approaches.
Pre-process approaches are the most flexible ones that transforms the data so that the underlying bias is
removed. One advantage of using pre-process techniques is that it is the most inspectable method, as it is the
earliest opportunity to mitigate biases and measure how it affects the outcome compared to the other two
approaches in fair machine learning [4]. Suppression or Fairness Through Unawareness is a baseline method
that accounts for removing the sensitive features and proxy sensitive features from the dataset [5]. A recent study
[6] proved that removing sensitive information does not guarantee fair outcomes. Massaging the dataset
(relabeling) method can act in two ways:
1. Identify unfair outcomes and correct them by changing the label to what ought to have happened.
2. Identify sensitive classes and relabel them so that the outcome is fair.
Reweighting approach has several positive aspects compared to suppression and relabeling. It works by
postulating that a fair dataset would have no conditional dependence on the outcome of any of the sensitive
attributes. That means it corrects the past unfair outcomes by giving more weightage to correct cases and less

weightage to incorrect cases. Learning fair representations approach fairness fundamentally differently by aiming
for a middle ground between-group fairness and individual fairness [7]. It turns the pre-process problem into a
combined optimization problem that finds trade-offs between-group fairness, individual fairness, and accuracy.
In-process approaches modify the learning algorithms to remove biases during model training by either
incorporating fairness into the optimization equation or imposing a constraint as regularization [8, 9]. The main
categories of in-processing approaches are adversarial debiasing and prejudice removal. The former involves an
adversary to predict the sensitive attributes from a downstream task (classification or regression), and thus the
model learns a representation independent of sensitive features. Learning fair representations can be done by
adding noise to the predictive power using the regulation. Adversarial reweighted learning [10] uses non-sensitive
features and labels to measure unfairness and co-train the adversarial reweighting approach to improving
learning. On the other hand, the prejudice remover approach has various techniques to mitigate biases during
training. Some of the standard methods are:
1. Heuristic-based: Use Roony rules [11], which effectively rank problems.
2. Algorithmic Changes: These can be made in every single step of calibration, such as input, output, and
model structure [4, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
3. Using pre-trained models: It involves combining available pre-trained models and transferring them to
reduce bias [20]
4. Counterfactual and Causal Reasoning: This considers a model to be group or individual fair if its prediction
in the real world is similar to the counterfactual world, where individuals belong to a different protected
group. Causal reasoning can be used to caution against those counterfactual explanations [21] [22]. A
primary concern on the use and misuse of counterfactual fairness has been studied in [23].
Finally, post-process approaches are the most versatile approaches if the model is already in the production
stage and it does not require retraining the model. Another advantage of using post-processing is that the
fairness (individual and group) of any downstream tasks can be easily satisfied concerning the domain and
application of the model [24]. Also, post-processing is agnostic to the input data, which makes it easier to
implement. However, post-processing procedures may present weaker results when compare to pre-processing
ones [22, 25].
Assessment tools: Tools can assist practitioners or organizations in documenting the measures, providing
guidance, helping formalize processes, and empowering automated decisions. There are various types of tools to
identify and mitigate the biases. Out of which, technical/quantitative tools and qualitative tools are primarily used
in real-world applications by engineers and data scientists. Technical/quantitative tools focus on data or AI
pipeline through technical solutions. One major drawback is that it may miss essential fairness considerations; for
example, it cannot be employed to mitigate bias in the COMPAS algorithm as the nuances could not be
adequately captured. It lacks methods to understand and mitigate biases but perpetuates a misleading notion
that “Fair ML” is not a complex task to achieve. Some of the standard solutions in this category are:
1. IBM’s AI Fairness 360 Toolkit: It is a python toolkit through the lens of technical solutions under fairness
metrics.
2. Google’s What-If Tool explores the model’s performance on a dataset through hypothetical situations. It
allows users to explore different definitions of fairness constraints under various feature intersections.
3. Microsoft’s fairlean.py: It is a python package consisting of mitigation algorithms and metrics for model
assessment.
On the other hand, Quantitative techniques can delve into the nuances of fairness. They can enable teams to
explore the societal implications, analyses fairness harms and tradeoffs, and propose plans to find the potential
sources of bias and ways to mitigate them. Two of the most prominent qualitative techniques are:
1. Co-designed AI fairness checklist (2020): This checklist is designed by a group of Microsoft researchers
and academicians, 49 individuals from 12 technical organizations. It covers the items included in different
stages of the AI pipeline, including envision, define, prototype, build, launch, and evolve, and is
customizable according to the deployment.
2. Fairness Analytic (2019): This analytic tool is developed by Mulligan et al. to promote fairness at the earlier
stages of product development. It enables teams to understand biases from a specific application
perspective to analyze and document their effects.

While these tools exist to analyze the potential harms, it is the responsibility of users to understand the aftereffects of which tools they are using, and which types of biases can mitigate. A detailed review of landscape and
gaps in fairness tool kits is given in [1].
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Grounds of Discrimination
In brief
International and national laws prohibit discriminating on some explicitly defined grounds, such as race, sex,
religion, etc. They can be considered in isolation, or interacting, giving rise to multiple discrimination and
intersectional discrimination.

More in Detail
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights prohibit discrimination in several grounds [1]: 1) race, 2) skin colour,
3) sex, 4) language, 5) religion, 6) political or other opinion, 7) national or social origin, 8) property, or 9) birth [2],
although the list is not exhaustive. By directly addressing these grounds, the Declaration highlights the
problematic of considering decisions or regulations on them while leaves the door open to a more extensive view
by prohibiting as well discrimination based on other grounds. By doing so, the Declaration implies that any
difference in treatment or exercise with respect to the rights encompassed in the Declaration would have legal
implications. Therefore, grounds of discrimination should not be considered a closed and fixed list but an
enumeration opened to debate and reflection as the circumstances and context require. For example, the African
Charter on Human and People’s Rights prohibits discrimination in grounds of fortune, rather than property [3]
whereas the American Convention on Human Rights includes economic status [4] and the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union adds the association with a national minority [4].
To this regard, grounds of discrimination encompass three different motives on which decisions and policies
should not be based (see also the entry Discrimination & Equity): (1) grounds innate to the individual such as
race, gender, age, disability, (2) grounds intrinsic to the individual freedom and autonomy that is political belief or
religion, and (3) grounds highly founded on stereotypes or stigma and which are usually irrelevant for social,

economic, or politic interactions, as sexual orientation or ethnicity) [6]. The use of any of these grounds is often
perceived as a lack of impartiality influenced by negative and prejudiced reasons and emotions towards certain
members of the society. Prohibiting discrimination on these grounds aims to ensure that the distribution of social
goods and services do not respond to subjective and irrational feelings, whether that turns out to be an
advantage or a disadvantage for the individual or group concerned.
Sex refers to a person’s biological status, categorized as male, female, or intersex; gender refers to the attitudes
and behaviors that a culture associates with a person’s sex, categorized as masculine, feminine and transgender
(gender identity different from sex assigned at birth or non-binary); sexual orientation refers to the sex of those to
whom one is sexually and romantically attracted, categorized as homosexual, heterosexual, and bisexual. See [7]
for a psychological discussion of the differences between the terms, [8] for a discussion with reference to the
United States (U.S.) anti-discrimination law, and [9] for a comparative analysis on anti-discrimination European
Law. A country profile report on the legal rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender and (LGBT) people is
published yearly[2] by Human Rights Watch. Human-Computer Interaction research is also addressing the extent
to which AI systems “express gender and sexuality explicitly and through relation of experience and emotions,
mimicking the human language on which they are trained” [10].
Race is a social construct to categorize people into groups. The term is controversial, and with little consensus on
its actual meaning. [11] summarizes biological and social concepts of race, and discuss U.S. categorizations of
races used for data collection, e.g., in census data. Ethnicity refers to self-identifying groups based on beliefs
concerning shared culture, ancestry and history. The distinction between race and ethnic grounds is,
nonetheless, a provocative issue primarily in Europe where after the Second War World the notion of race
become some sort of a taboo. By consequence, the lacking of words, academic work, and policies addressing
race (un)justice has also resulted on a downplay of race grounds of discrimination and the indistinct use of ethnic
origin as race with mislead intentions [12].
Legislations and research studies have evolved with a different focus on vulnerable groups, sometimes restricting
themselves to specific settings, including credit and insurance, sale, rental, and financing of housing, personnel
selection and wages, access to public accommodation, and education. For instance, discrimination against AfroAmericans is dealt with to a large extent by studies from the U.S., whilst discrimination against Roma people has
been mainly considered by E.U. studies.
Although the aforementioned grounds for discrimination are typically considered separately, the interaction of
multiple forms of discrimination has been receiving increasing attention [13, 14]. An elderly disabled woman for
example, could be discriminated against for being above a certain age, because she is a woman, because she is
disabled, or any combination of these. Multiple discrimination comes into play when a person is discriminated
against on the basis of different characteristics at different times: each type of discrimination works
independently, according to distinct experiences, and multiple discrimination refers to their cumulative impact.
When different grounds operate at the same time, then this is known as compound or intersectional
discrimination. Compound discrimination (sometimes called additive multiple discrimination) occurs when each
ground adds to discrimination on other grounds, for example migrant women experiencing both underemployment (such as migrants compared to local residents) and lower pay (such as female workers compared to
male workers). Intersectional discrimination occurs when concurrent acts of discrimination result in a specific and
distinct form of discrimination [15]. For example, [16] reports the case of Afro-American women stereotypes
which when taken in isolation cover neither women nor Afro-Americans.
Grounds of discrimination are key inputs in the design of fair AI systems: fairness metrics, for instance, rely on
comparing models’ performances across protected and unprotected groups. We refer to the entries on and for
details. Here, we concentrate on the problem of faithfully representing grounds of discrimination in data, by
distinguishing the coding of human identity in raw data (datafication) and the representativeness of grounds of
discrimination in data (representation bias).
For instance, if gender is coded with a binary feature (male/female), then any further discrimination analysis is
limited to contrasting only such two groups, excluding non-binary people. There is then the need for a more
elaborate representation of human identity in raw data, e.g, using ontologies for concept reasoning [17].
Moreover, the categories used to encode grounds of discrimination may embed forms of structural discrimination,
which is hidden when features are considered in isolation, but made apparent when connected with other
features in a knowledge graph [18]. The issue of source criticism [19], which is central historical and humanistic

disciplines, is still in its infancy in the area of big data and AI. Source criticism attains at the provenance,
authenticity, and completeness of data collected, especially in social media platforms. For instance, the
mechanisms of social software, such as the option given to users to identify their gender as binary, result into
functional biases [20] of the data collected. Beyond the complexity of datafication, the representiveness of
grounds of discrimination in datasets [21] also affects discrimination and diversity analyses, and the fairness of AI
models trained over those datasets (see also the entry on Bias).
Most of the grounds of discrimination fall in the category of sensitive personal data whose collection and
processing is prohibited under several privacy and data protection laws, unless certain exceptions apply. For
example, the grounds of race, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, political stances, religious beliefs, and trade union
membership are considered special categories of personal data under the European General Data Protection
Regulation [1]. Likewise, the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) will include as sensitive attributes, among
other, consumer’s racial or ethnic origin, religious or philosophical beliefs [22], while the Virginia Consumer Data
Protection Act (VCDPA) will add to those attributes, the ground of mental or physical health, sexual orientation, or
citizenship or immigration status [23]. From a regulatory perspective, the restriction towards the collection and
processing of sensitive personal data intends to minimize the possibilities of algorithmic systems to discriminate
people based on intrinsic or innate attributes of the individual. However, some criticism have arisen towards this
perspective as more voices defend the need to use sensitive attributes to ensure the non-discriminatory nature of
algorithmic models [24]. The European Proposal for Regulating Artificial Intelligence (Artificial Intelligence Act)
seems to have reflect on this position as it will introduce a exception allowing, to the extent that it is strictly
necessary for the purposes of ensuring bias monitoring, detection and correction in relation to the high-risk AI
systems, the processing of special categories of data [25].
Discrimination grounds in datasets can be be the output of an inference. For instance, gender may be explicitly
given (e.g., in a registration form) with consent to a specific usage (e.g., personalization), or it can be inferred
using supervised learning [26]. A growing number of AI approaches can infer people’s personality traits [27], to
be used e.g., for personalization and recommendation purposes. To some extent, even in cases where the
system is blinded to protected attributes, inferences can lead to discriminatory results as the system finds
correlations directly related to grounds of discriminatory. Inferences can, therefore, be quite problematic because
they can reinforce the historical disadvantage and inequalities suffered by certain members of the society [28]. As
the current legal protections rest on the restricted access to data reveling the belonging of an individual to a
protected group or prohibition of use of such data to motivate a decision, the access and use of such information
indirectly creates a threat to individuals’ rights [29]. For this reason, the correctness of such inferences can be
crucial on attributed grounds of discrimination and, consequently, on decisions and fairness analyses. Despite
inferences offer new possibilities for biased and invasive decision-making, the legal status of inferred personal,
both with respect to data protection and anti-discrimination laws, is quite debated [30].
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Protected group, protected grounds and prohibited grounds are also used as synonymous of grounds of
discrimination.

[[2]]

For 2021, see the Human Right Watch World Report.

Justice
In brief
Justice encompasses three different perspectives: (1) fairness understood as the fair treatment of people, (2)
rightness as the quality of being fair or reasonable, and (3) a legal system, the scheme or system of law. Justice
can be distinguished between substantive and procedural.

More in Detail
It is commonly accepted that, justice entails “the proper administration of the law; the fair and equitable treatment
of all individuals under the law” [1]. Therefore, justice encompasses three different perspectives, (1) fairness
understood as the fair treatment of people, (2) rightness as the quality of being fair or reasonable, and (3) a legal
system, the scheme or system of law, in which every person receives his/her/its due from the system, including
all rights, both natural and legal [5]. Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be a tool for administering justice in the legal
system, or it can itself be subject to the requirements of fairness and rightness when used for automated decision
making (ADM). In the former case, AI can be adopted at several levels of autonomy [6], e.g., from no automation
to superhuman autonomous AI for legal reasoning. For a state of the art of the use of Machine Learning (ML) in
the criminal justice system (mainly in the United States), see [7]. Several books and newspapers commentaries
warn about the risks of using AI for justice administration [8]. In the latter case, the design of AI-based systems
can benefit from discussion and theories of justice in the legal and ethical disciplines. However, the above
conceptualization of justice has given rise to an endless and ongoing debate regarding whether justice is an
inherent component of the law, not separate or distinct from it, or is simply a moral judgment about law [9]. In
essence, the debate considers whether justice understood as fairness and rightness is independent from the law,
or to what extent the law includes considerations of justice and the legal system simply applies justice to human
conflicts. In conclusion, the concept of justice is as central to legal theory as it is difficult to define.
Nevertheless, a range of different components or categories of justice have been defined, both in the
philosophical literature [10] and in the legal literature [11]. These can be understood along several distinctions,
starting with one between substantive and procedural justice. This is the difference between considering justice in
terms of the outcomes which have to meet certain standard in order to be just [12], versus considering justice in
terms of a procedure which meets certain standards (and possibly considering the outcomes of any such
procedure as being just regardless of the resulting distributions [13]). It is, however, common to consider
procedural justice partly in terms of the results (e.g., a trial procedure is just if it – at least – mostly acquits the
innocent and punishes the guilty). As such, substantive justice is the main notion to discuss here, although the
use of AI in procedures also affects questions of procedural justice.
Substantive justice in turn can be viewed in different ways. First, there is a question of whether one focuses on
distributive justice or on corrective justice. Distributive justice deals with the distribution of the benefits and
burdens of social cooperation [12]. These can be comparative, such as the theory of (strict) egalitarianism which

requires that resources are distributed to minimize overall inequality [14] and other versions of egalitarianism. For
example, on Luck egalitarianism (and, closely related, Equality of Opportunity) inequalities in the final distribution
may be allowed only in so far as they are not the result of luck or a difference of opportunity [15, 16]. By far the
most influential, however, has been Rawls’ view of Justice as Fairness, which combines a requirement of equality
of opportunity with the difference principle: unequal distributions have to satisfy a min-max condition where “they
are to be to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged members of society.” [17] Alternatively, distributive
notions of justice can be non-comparative. Sufficiency principles [18], requiring that everyone receives a
minimally sufficient amount of resources are a clear example of a distributive justice notion that doesn’t involve
comparisons between individuals. Desert-based principles [19], which hold that resources should be allocated
based on what individuals deserve can also be non-comparative (if they specify absolute amounts based on what
one deserves, as opposed to a share of the total). Views thus differ on what the right principles are for distributive
justice. Furthermore, it is interesting that most of these principles have only a limited overlap to fairness in ADM
[3] (cf. the entry on Fairness notions and metrics).
Where distributive justice focuses on the just distribution of goods, corrective justice concerns the rectification of
wrongs or the undoing of transactions which can be either voluntary (contract) or involuntary (when defrauded or
a victim of misrepresentation) [20, 21]. This differs from distributive justice, as corrective justice first requires a
wrong that needs to be corrected, and the correction might violate the ideal distribution of goods according to
distributive justice principles. As such, disagreements exist over the priority to be placed between these two
principles: is corrective justice merely a way to achieve distributive justice or is corrective justice normatively
prior? [22] However this issue is settled, it is a matter of fact that corrective justice is an important part of current
legal systems. Similarly, retributive justice [23], which focuses on the compensation of the victim of criminal
behaviour and the punishment of the lawbreaker, is crucial to our current systems.
In all these cases procedures are followed to make decisions on the distribution of resources, the appropriate
corrections and potential punishments. Procedural justice relates to the normative conditions that these
procedures have to meet. As such, it encompasses principles of legality, proportionality, effective remedy, fair
trial, presumption of innocence and right of defence [4, 24, 25, 26]. Procedural justice is also affected by the use
of AI, as this changes procedures and so new standards have to be found for when a procedure including AI is
just. Such standards are also needed for transparency, and the notion of procedural justice has been used to
propose such a standard by [27], who argue that what matters to determine the justness of an algorithm is the
goals of the algorithm as well as how effectively they are met. That is intended to allow an evaluation of the
justness of the procedure, and thus of the use of the algorithm. For instance, [28] conducted experiments
involving laypeople, that showed a “fairness gap” between human judges and AI robot judges. Such a gap is
reduced by enhancing the interpretability of AI decisions.
Part of the question of what procedures are just is that of which political procedures should be decided on.
Political justice addresses the foundational issues of political rights and responsibilities embedded in
constitutional theory and how individuals shall share the control over the shape of the constitution[1] [29]. Social
justice, on the other hand, addresses how members should compare under the basic structure of the society [29],
and, its “primary task is not so much to save the computational infrastructure AI and ICTs rely on but rather to
defend society” [30]. This concern decisions about the broad shape of society and thus cannot readily be solved
with fair ML tools. Yet algorithms can help in the implementation of these decisions. As such, justice can be seen
to differ from fairness: its scope is often broader, and it is not restricted to questions of equality between different
groups to which an algorithm is applied. See e.g., [31] for a discussion of data justice, pertaining to “the way
people are made visible, represented and treated as a result of their production of digital data”, and the literature
on organizational justice theory [32, 33] for the notion of interactional justice pertaining to how workers are
treated with respect and dignity (interpersonal justice) and how they are provided with explanations of business
process and outcomes (informational justice). Still, the design of AI systems intersects with all of the notions of
justice discussed here.
The increased use of AI and ADM reflects a tendency to solutionism [34], where technical solutions are offered to
solve all social and economic problems [35]. However, unfair, discriminatory, and unjustified decisions affecting
different aspects of individuals’ economy and private life has encouraged a critical reflection on questions
regarding “what, then, do we talk about when we talk about governing algorithms?” [36]. Likewise, the proposed
algorithmic justice [37] strives to address these unintentional effects provoked by the use of ADM for the
allocation of welfare services. This novel conception of justice, founded on Nancy Fraser’s abnormal justice
theory, defends “the need to expand our collective understanding of justice, beyond issues of equal access to,

and equal distribution of justice” [38, 39] as referred in [37] in order to recognise, debate, diagnose and address
harmful effects of ADM in the allocation of transformative services [37]. That being the case, (un)just ADM are
more and more scrutinised under the lens of procedural justice as several studies [40, 41, 42] “suggest that
people do not only care about whether the outcome of a decision benefits them, but also whether it meets
standards of justice” [2]. To this regard, AI’s explainability and transparency would be crucial to justify and explain
the algorithmic decisions and decision-making process and therefore ensure the accountability intelligibility of the
decisions, and, by extension, of the process (a principle known as open justice when referring to the judicial
system [43]).
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See the European Social Survey page for a survey on perceptions of political justice in Europe.

Segregation
In brief
Social segregation refers to the separation of groups on the grounds of personal or cultural traits. Separation
can be physical (e.g., in schools or neighborhoods) or virtual (e.g., in social networks).

More in Detail
Social segregation refers to the “separation of socially defined groups” [1]. People are partitioned into two or
more groups on the grounds of personal or cultural traits that can foster discrimination, such as gender, age,
ethnicity, income, skin color, language, religion, political opinion, membership of a national minority, etc. (see
entry on Grounds of Discrimination). Contact, communication, or interaction among groups are limited by their
physical, working or socio-economic distance. Such a separation is observed when dissecting the society into
organizational units (neighborhoods, schools, job types).

Fig. 17 Racial spatial segregation in New York City, based on Census 2000 data [2]. One dot for
each 500 residents. Red dots are Whites, blue dots are Blacks, green dots are Asian, orange
dots are Hispanic, and yellow dots are other races.

Early studies on residential segregation trace back to 1930’s [3]. In this context, social groups are set apart in
neighborhoods where they live in, in schools they attend to, or in companies they work at. As sharply pointed out
in Fig. 17, racial segregation (a.k.a. residential segregation on the grounds of race) very often emerges in cities
characterized by ethnic diversity. Schelling’s segregation model [4, 5] shows that there is a natural tendency to
spatial segregation, as a collective phenomenon, even if each individual is relatively tolerant – in his famous
abstract simulation model, Nobel laureate Schelling assumed that a person changes residence only if less than
30% of the neighbors are of his/her own race.
[6] argued that segregation is shifting from ancient forms on the grounds of racial, ethnic and gender traits to
modern socio-economic and cultural segregation on the basis of income, job position, and political-religious
opinions. An earlier comparison of ideological segregation of the American electorate online and offline is offered
in [7]. The paper found that segregation in news consumption is higher online than offline, but significantly lower
than the segregation of face-to-face interactions with neighbors, co-workers, or family members. More recently, it
has been warned that the filter bubble generated by personalization of online social networks may foster
segregation [8], opinion polarization [9], and lack of consensus between different social groups. Segregation in
social network has been investigated in [10], with experiments on segregation on the grounds of sex and age for
directors in the boards of the companies. Other works have focused on religious social networks [11],
A segregation index provides a quantitative measure of the degree of segregation of social groups (e.g., Blacks,
Whites, Hispanics, etc.) distributed among units of social organization (e.g., schools, neighborhoods, jobs, etc.).
Several indexes have been proposed in the literature. The surveys [12, 13] represent the earliest attempts to
categorize them. Afterward, [14] provided a shared classification with reference to five key dimensions:
evenness, exposure, concentration, centralization, and clustering. Finally, [15] adapts segregation measure to
graphs representing social networks. In this entry, we will consider basic evenness and exposure indexes. Other
three classes of indexes are specifically concerned with spatial notions of segregation. Concentration indexes
measure the relative amount of physical space occupied by social groups in an urban area. Centralization
indexes measure the degree to which a group is spatially located near the center of an urban area. Clustering
indexes measure the degree to which group members live disproportionately in contiguous areas.
We restrict here to consider binary indexes, which assume a partitioning of the population into two groups, say
majority and minority (but could be men/women, native/immigrant, White/NonWhite, etc.). Let \(T\) be size of the
total population, \(0 < M < T\) be the size of the minority group, and \(P = M/T\) be the overall fraction of the
minority group. Assume that there are \(n\) organizational units (or simply, units), and that for \(i \in [1, n]\), \(t_i\)
is the size of the population in unit \(i\), \(m_i\) is the size of the minority group in unit \(i\), and \(p_i = m_i/t_i\) is
the fraction of the minority population in unit \(i\).
Evenness indexes. Evenness indexes measure the difference in the distributions of social groups among
organizational units. The dissimilarity index \(D\) is the weighted mean absolute deviation of every unit’s minority
proportion from the global minority proportion:
\(D = \frac{1}{2 \cdot P \cdot (1-P)} \sum_{i=1}^n \frac{t_i}{T} \cdot | p_i - P | \label{equ:dissimilarity}\)
The normalization factor \(2 \cdot P \cdot (1-P)\) is to obtain an index in the range \([0, 1]\). Since \(D\) measures
dispersion of minorities over the units, higher values of the index mean higher segregation. Dissimilarity is
minimum when for all \(i \in [1, n]\), \(p_i = P\), namely the distribution of the minority group is uniform over units.
It is maximum when for all \(i \in [1, n]\), either \(p_i = 1\) or \(p_i = 0\), namely every unit includes members of
only one group (complete segregation).
The second widely adopted index is the information index, also known as the Theil index in social sciences [16]
and normalized mutual information in machine learning [17]. Let the population entropy be \(E = - P \cdot \log{P}(1-P) \cdot \log{(1-P)}\), and the entropy of unit \(i\) be \(E_i = - p_i \cdot \log{p_i}-(1-p_i) \cdot \log{(1-p_i)}\). The
information index is the weighted mean fractional deviation of every unit’s entropy from the population entropy:
\(H = \sum_{i=1}^n \frac{t_i}{T} \cdot \frac{(E-E_i)}{E}\)
Information index ranges in \([0, 1]\). Since it denotes a relative reduction in uncertainty in the distribution of
groups after considering units, higher values mean higher segregation of groups over the units. Information index
reaches the minimum when all the units respect the global entropy (full integration), and the maximum when
every unit contains only one group (complete segregation).
The third evenness measure is the Gini index, defined as the mean absolute difference between minority
proportions weighted across all pairs of units, and normalized to the maximum weighted mean difference. In
formula:

\(\label{eq:Gini} G = \frac{1}{2 \cdot T^2 \cdot P \cdot (1-P)} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^n \sum_{j=1}^n t_i \cdot t_j \cdot |p_i
- p_j|\)
Here \(\sum_{i=1}^n \sum_{j=1}^n t_i \cdot t_j \cdot |p_i - p_j|\) is the weighted mean absolute difference. The
normalization factor is obtained by maximizing such a value. The definition of the Gini index stems from
econometrics, where it is used as a measure of the inequality of income distribution [18]. The Gini index ranges in
\([0, 1]\) with higher values denoting higher segregation. The maximum and minimum values are reached in the
same cases of the dissimilarity index.
Exposure indexes. Exposure indexes measure the degree of potential contact, or possibility of interaction,
between members of social groups. The most used measure of exposure is the isolation index [19], defined as
the likelihood that a member of the minority group is exposed to another member of the same group in a unit. For
a unit \(i\), this can be estimated as the product of the likelihood that a member of the minority group is in the unit
(\(m_i/M\)) by the likelihood that she is exposed to another minority member in the unit (\(m_i/t_i\), or \(p_i\)) –
assuming that the two events are independent. In formula:
\(I = \frac{1}{M} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^n m_i \cdot p_i\)
The right hand-side formula can be read as the minority-weighted average of minority proportions in units. The
isolation index ranges over \([P, 1]\), with higher values denoting higher segregation. The minimum value is
reached when for \(i \in [1, n]\), \(p_i = P\), namely the distribution of the minority group is uniform over the units.
The maximum value is reached when there is only one \(k \in [1, n]\) such that \(m_k = t_k = M\), namely there is
a unit containing all minority members and no majority member.
A dual measure is the interaction index, which is the likelihood that a member of the minority group is exposed to
a member of the majority group in a unit. By reasoning as above, this leads to the formula:
\(\mathit{Int} = \frac{1}{M} \cdot \sum_{i=1}^n m_i \cdot (1-p_i)\)
It clearly holds that \(I + \mathit{Int} = 1\). Hence, lower values denote higher segregation. A more general
definition of interaction index occurs when more than two groups are considered in the analysis, so that the
exposure of the minority group to one of the other groups is worth to be considered [14].
The key problem of assessing social segregation has been investigated by hypothesis testing, i.e., by formulating
one or more possible contexts of segregation against a certain social group, and then in empirically testing such
hypotheses. Such an approach is currently supported by statistical tools, such as the R packages OasisR[1] and
seg[2] [20], or by GIS tools such as the Geo-Segregation Analyzer[3] [21]. A tool for multidimensional exploration
of segregation index has been proposed[4] in [22].
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Accountability and Reproducibility
In brief

Accountability and Reproducibility are two interrelated concepts, cornerstones of Trustworthy AI. Accoutable AI
systems can contribute to reproducibility, and Reproducible AI systems can contribute to accountability.

More in detail
Accountability and Reproducibility are two cornerstones of Trustworthy AI [1]. Accountability requires
mechanisms be put in place to ensure that AI systems and their outcomes, both before and after their
development, deployment and use, can be observed and analyzed. This ability to review AI systems involve
technical and organisational logging processes [3] to enable investigators to draw the same conclusions from an
experiment by following provided guidelines.
In this context, Accountability and Reproducibility are interrelated concepts. Developing reprodubicle AI systems
can enable accountability over AI systems. On the other hand, the process of record-tracking and logging for
accountability can support an increasing level of reproducibility.
A third dimension strictly correlated with Accountability and Reproducibility is Traceability. We suggest to
navigate in the appropriate section of this book for more detailed information about these three dimensions.

Main Keywords
Accountability: Accountability is an ethical aspect studied in the TAILOR project to ensure that a given
actor or actors can render an account of the actions of an AI system. The accountability concept is strictly
related to the concept of responsibility.
Wicked problems: A class of problems for which science provides insufficient or inappropriate resolution.
Meaningful human control: Meaningful human control is the notion that aims to generalize the traditional
concept of operational control over technological artifacts to artificial intelligent systems. It implies that
artificial systems should not make morally consequential decisions on their own, without appropriate control
from responsible humans.
The Frame Problem: The frame problem is the challenge of knowing and modeling the relevant features
and context of situations, and getting an agent to act on those without consideration all the irrelevant facts
as well.
Reproducibility: Reproducibility is the ability of independent investigators to draw the same conclusions
from an experiment by following the documentation shared by the original investigators.
Traceability: Traceability can be defined as the need to maintain a complete and clear documentation of
the data, processes, artefacts and actors involved in the entire lifecycle of an AI model, starting from its
design and ending with its production serving.
Provenance Tracking: Provenance tracking represents the tracking of “information that describes the
production process of an end product, which can be anything from a piece of data to a physical object. […]
Essentially, provenance can be seen as meta-data that, instead of describing data, describes a production
process.”
Continuous Performance Monitoring: Continuous performance monitoring is the activity to track, log and
monitor over time the behaviour and the performance of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
models. This activity is particularly relevant after in-production deployment in order to detect any
performance drifts and outages of the model.
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Accountability
In Brief
Accountability is an ethical aspect studied in the TAILOR project to ensure that a given actor or actors can

render an account of the actions of an AI system. The accountability concept is strictly related to the concept of
responsibility.

Abstract
According to [1], the requirement of accountability complements the other ethical dimensions, and is closely
linked to the principle of fairness. It necessitates that mechanisms be put in place to ensure responsibility and
accountability for AI systems and their outcomes, both before and after their development, deployment and use.

Motivation and Background
Whenever something goes wrong, there is often a call to define who is responsible for this wrongdoing.
Responsibility is a broader topic that might have different conceptualizations. However, in this sense, it usually
means one’s obligation to render an account of your actions and the consequences of these, i.e. accountability.
Accountability can be defined as a form of “passive responsibility” (or backward looking responsibility) in the
sense of being held to account for or justify towards others a given action or consequence that happened in the
past [4]. Although accountability implies having to account for one’s actions, if the account given is considered
insufficient, then one might still be considered blameworthy and thus deserving of censure or blame [5].
AI systems bring particular concerns with respect to accountability, as understanding how the systems work can
be challenging, and commercial considerations can conceal broader organisations processes [3]. Although one
might “understand” the inner workings of the algorithms used, the outcomes might still not be predictable,
complicating accountability even further [6].
Two often discussed examples to explain the accountability setting are related to autonomous driving cars and
medical decisions.
Indeed, imagine a self-driving car that hits a pedestrian. Who should account for or justify the system’s actions?
The person within the car that might not have been able or willing to supervise the system? The manufacturer,
that designed the systems and thus should be the only responsible of the behaviour of its products? The
programmer that did not correctly implement all the necessary checks? The manufacture of the sensor that did
not detect the pedestrian? The person who conducted the test that did not foresee that particular circumstance?
Or, again, in the case of a wrong diagnosis following an MRI. Do we expect an account from the doctor that did
not see the error or the AI system (at all the same possible levels we saw in the previous example)?
Given the difficulties, a lot of effort put in the definition of accountability regards the Auditability principle: [1]
Auditability entails the enablement of the assessment of algorithms, data and design processes. This
does not necessarily imply that information about business models and intellectual property related to
the AI system must always be openly available. Evaluation by internal and external auditors, and the
availability of such evaluation reports, can contribute to the trustworthiness of the technology. In
applications affecting fundamental rights, including safety-critical applications, AI systems should be
able to be independently audited.
Other aspects took into consideration in the High Level Expert Group report [1] are:
Minimisation and reporting of negative impacts, i.e., assessing, documenting and minimising the
potential negative impacts of AI systems, even thanks to the use of impact assessments both prior to and
during the development, deployment and use of AI systems.
Trade-offs to tackle tensions that may arise between requirements. If conflict arises, trade-offs should be
explicitly acknowledged and evaluated in terms of their risk to ethical principles, including fundamental
rights. Any decision about which trade-off to make should be reasoned and properly documented. Whether

no ethically acceptable trade-offs can be identified, [1] clearly states that the development, deployment and
use of the AI system should not proceed in that form.
Redress must be ensured when things go wrong, with particular attention to vulnerable persons or groups.
The importance of the redress is advocated also by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights
[7], where particular emphasis is posed to collective redress (i.e., collective redress, a way in which victims
can join forces to overcome obstacles), and by the Council of Europe [8], where is specified that a citizen
should not necessarily have to pursue legal action straight away and seeking remedies should be available,
known, accessible, affordable and capable of providing appropriate redress.

Guidelines
Several guidelines and checklists have been proposed to increase accountability over the actions of AI systems,
both from EU authorities and industries, such as:
The Assessment List for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence (ALTAI) [9]
This Assessment List (ALTAI) is firmly grounded in the protection of people’s fundamental rights exposed by
the High Level Expert Group report [1]. It is probably the most complete one so far and the reference point
for all other checklists.
The ALTAI checklist helps organisations understand what Trustworthy AI is, in particular what risks an AI
system might generate, and how to minimize those risks while maximising the benefit of AI. It is intended to
help organisations identify how proposed AI systems might generate risks, and to identify whether and what
kind of active measures may need to be taken to avoid and minimise those risks. It aims at raising
awareness of the potential impact of AI on society, the environment, consumers, workers and citizens (in
particular children and people belonging to marginalised groups) and at encouraging the multidisciplinarity
and the involvement of all relevant stakeholders. It helps to gain insight on whether meaningful and
appropriate solutions or processes to accomplish adherence to the seven requirements (as outlined above)
are already in place or need to be put in place. This could be achieved through internal guidelines,
governance processes, etc.
For each requirement, this Assessment List for Trustworthy AI (ALTAI) provides introductory guidance and
relevant definitions in the Glossary. The online version of this assessment list contains additional
explanatory notes for many of the questions.
Getting the Future Right [10]
The European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights published a report where a fundamental rights-based
analysis of concrete ‘use cases’ is provided. The report illustrates some of the ways that companies and the
public sector in the EU are looking to use AI to support their work, and whether – and how – they are taking
fundamental rights considerations into account. In this way, it contributes empirical evidence, analysed from
a fundamental rights perspective, that can inform EU and national policymaking efforts to regulate the use
of AI tools.
ICO’s guidance on the use of artificial intelligence [2, 11]
The UK data protection authority has been very active on all the topics related to accountability, publishing
guidance that is constantly updated. In [2], the focus of accountability is on being compliant with data
protection law and being capable of minimise risks. It explores some important aspects such as Leadership
and oversight (e.g., the structure of the analyzed organization), Transparency, Privacy, and Security; a
whole section is dedicated to the Data Protection Impact Assessment.
In [11], a short checklist is presented, even if in the document itself is highlighted that “Accountability is not
a box-ticking exercise” but rather taking responsibility for what you are doing with personal data,
considering this as an opportunity to develop and sustain people’s trust.
IBM’s FactSheets [12]
This document starts from Supplier’s Declarations of Conformity (SDoCs), which are documents largely
used by many industries even if they are usually not legally required documents, to describe the lineage of
a product along with the safety and performance testing it has undergone. SDoCs aims at capturing and
quantifying various aspects of the product and its development to make it worthy of consumers’ trust. The
chechlist proposed in [12] should help increasing trust in AI services. We envision such documents to
contain purpose, performance, safety, security, and provenance information to be completed by AI service
providers for examination by consumers.
A FactSheet will contain sections on all relevant attributes of an AI service, such as intended use,
performance (including appropriate accuracy or risk measures along with timing information), safety,

explainability, algorithmic fairness, and security and robustness. Moreover, the FactSheet should help in
listing how the service was created, trained, and deployed along with what scenarios it was tested on, how
it may respond to untested scenarios, guidelines that specify what tasks it should and should not be used
for, and any ethical concerns of its use. Hence, FactSheets help prevent overgeneralization and unintended
use of AI services by solidly grounding them with metrics and usage scenarios. FactSheet is a quite
interesting example because in this case a private company highlights the need of ethical procedures,
standards, and certifications.
Microsoft’s guideline for human-AI interaction [13]
In this paper, authors identified 18 question, related to different phases of the use of an AI system, and 10
different kinds of application, ranging from e-commerce recommender systems to route planning systems,
from automatic photo organizers to social network feed filtering systems. Then, authors empirically
evaluated both the clarity and the relevance of various questions in the various domains, highlighting
potential criticality (e.g., reporting a violation to the question ``Make clear why the system did what it did’’ if
a recommender system did not non give any explanations of the reason why a certain product was
suggested).

Possible Taxonomy of terms
Boven [14] defines accountability as
a relationship between an actor and a forum, in which the actor has an obligation to explain and to
justify his or her conduct, the forum can pose questions and pass judgement, and the actor may face
consequences.
Wiering [15] presented a thorough systematic literature review on algorithmic accountability structured on the five
points identified by Boven in his definition, which we briefly summarize below:
Arguments on the actor: Involves a broader discussion on who is responsible for the harm that the system
may inflict when it is working correctly, and who is responsible when it is working incorrectly. It involves
different levels of actors (e.g. individuals, teams, department, organizations) with different roles and
possibly also third-parties. Due to these multiple levels and actors, situations known as ``the problem of
many hands’’ might occur, in which the collective can reasonably be held responsible for an outcome, while
none of the individuals can be reasonably held responsible for that outcome [4]. In these situations, to be “in
the loop” is not enough, calling for a more meaningful ability to control the design and operation process, in
other words calling for L3.meaningful_human_control.
The forum: To whom a given account is directed. The forum might take different shapes such as political,
legal, administrative, professional, and towards the civil society. Examples of forum include General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), the proposed EU AI Act, or even the guidelines for trustworthy AI proposed
by the European Commission [1], as discussed in the previous section.
The relationship between the actor and the forum: This relationship comes in different forms and
shapes, according to all other four points. Nevertheless, they are usually mapped in three phases: the
information phase, the deliberation and discussion phase, and the final phase, where consequences can be
imposed on the actor by the forum.
The content and criteria of the account: Although ex ante analysis, such as impact assessment and
simulations, can be helpful, they are limited as they cannot foresee all possible behavior and
consequences. The importance of an accountability relationship should depend not only on such ex ante
factors, but also on the extent to which a given system impacts society and individuals.
The consequences which may result from the account: In situations where there is a more “vertical”
accountability relationship between actor and forum (e.g., accountability through legal standers),
consequences are usually made more tangible. In more “horizontal” settings (e.g., self-regulation of
organizations), consequences are defined based more on a moral imperative.

Accountability gaps and their implications
As AI systems, especially systems with learning abilities, are deployed “in the wild”, human control and prediction
over their behaviour are very difficult if not impossible, leading to so-called “accountability gaps”. Santoni de Sio
& Mecacci [16] divided such gaps in public accountability gap and moral accountability gaps. Public

accountability gaps relate to citizens not being able to get an explanation for decisions taken by public agencies,
while moral accountability gap refers to the reduction of human agents’ capacity to make sense of – and explain
to each other the behaviour of AI systems.
Accountability gaps point to the fact that accounting requires knowledge and some ability to control [16].
Designers and developers of AI systems can only tackle this challenge by acknowledging that this is not a matter
of fortuitous allocation of praise or blame, and that systems should be developed in a manner that allows for
stakeholders to be held accountable. Among other things, this relates to the social context where these systems
are deployed (and whether a given solution or formulation can be argued), how the questions and criteria for
accountability are framed, and the level of understanding and control that a given actor might have. In this
encyclopedia, we discuss these three interrelated concepts, respectively, in the entries Wicked problems, The
Frame Problem, and Meaningful human control.
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This entry was written by Luciano C Siebert and Francesca Pratesi.

Wicked problems
In brief
A class of problems for which science provides insufficient or inappropriate resolution [1].

More in Detail
Wicked problems are not objectively given but their formulation already depends on the viewpoint of those
presenting them [2].
In spatial planning literature there is a difference between tame problems and wicked problems. The former is a
problem with a set of well-defined rules and clear goal, e.g. problems like solving sudoku’s. There are however
another set of problems that do not do well when we think of them in terms of search spaces, constraints, rules,
and goal settings.
This class of problems, named Wicked problems [1] is largely determined by the professional skill of framing and
addressing the problem in a particular way. These problems are political like policy around poverty. The setting
and solutions are contingent, depending on political view, available information, and dependent on formulation.
There are ten different markers that show wickedness[1].
1. There is no definite formulation of a wicked problem.
2. Wicked problems have no stopping rule.
3. Solutions to wicked problems are not true-or-false, but good-or-bad.
4. There is no immediate test of a solution to a wicked problem.
5. Every solution to a wicked problem is a ’one-shot operation’; because there is no opportunity to learn by
trial-and-error, every attempt counts significantly.
6. Wicked problems do not have an enumerable set of potential solutions, nor is there a well-described set of
permissible operations that may be incorporated into the plan.
7. Every wicked problem is essentially unique.
8. Every wicked problem can be considered to be a symptom of another problem.
9. The existence of a discrepancy representing a wicked problem can be explained in numerous ways. The
choice of explanation determines the nature of the problem’s resolution.
10. The planner has no right to be wrong
Spatial planning may be far removed at first sight from engineering, but with the embedding of technology in
society, we do move towards a society were tame problems with well-defined rules fall short with regard to the
potential impact implementations may have in society. In fact, many algorithms can already be regarded as policy
in one way other another, as a particular implementation may provide benefits to a certain train of thought or a

particular set of actions. A policy that gives financial benefits those in dire straits (e.g. those below the poverty
line) can have a similar effect as an algorithm that allocates resources to those in need. Point being, we should
not underestimate the similarity between administration and algorithm.
If we take the ten different markers for algorithmic implementation into account, then we can draw a number of
inferences. First, it shows us the immediate impact of implementation, not only is implementation a one-shot
operation because it may skew public perception[3], it also may influence other potential solutions. Second, these
solutions are political and not to be framed in terms of optimization (true/false and good/bad). Third, there are a
variety of equally effective solutions that would be permissible, meaning that the choice for this particular one
carries a certain political or personal weight.
The first point latches onto something else in planning theory, that of path dependency. When an implementation
becomes embedded in society it is hard to remove[4]. We also see this in philosophy technology through the
Collingride dilemma[5]. In planning theory it shows that implementation may effect future implementations as it
opens certain doors and closes others. Consider for example, our use of the QWERTY keyboard, this is partly
due to its widespread use, rather than efficiency (DVORAK is more effective) [6]. The claim of path dependency
is that these implementations (of which many others would be equivalent) can cause a path that is hard to step
away from.
This last inference is one that engineers should take into account when designing algorithms for a societal
context. It means that they themselves become a political player in the scheme of things rather than the
executioner of the wishes of certain stake-holders. In essence, the role of the engineers and that of a policy
designer are interlinked by their societal impact. Wicked problems are a way of showing the impact they have
when dealing with bureaucracy, algorithmic or otherwise. Accountability comes into play when we consider that
the engineer is not a neutral player within this game, they carry some of the blame of the outcome as it was their
framing of the problem that led to a particular solution. Of course there are many ways to alleviate some of these
problems
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This entry was written by Sietze Kuilman.

Meaningful human control
In brief
Meaningful human control is the notion that aims to generalize the traditional concept of operational control
over technological artifacts to artificial intelligent systems. It implies that artificial systems should not make
morally consequential decisions on their own, without appropriate control from responsible humans.

More in Detail

The notion of meaningful human control has its origins in the discussions on lethal autonomous weapon systems
(LAWS), specifically in regards to life-or-death decisions that such systems could in principle make. Avoiding
ethical issues related to autonomous decision making by artificial agents requires that humans, and only humans,
have control of and are accountable for the use of lethal force [1]. The concrete implications of this requirement
are still debated, with proposals range from calls for a full ban of LAWS [2] to suggestions on governance,
implementation, and use of such systems that can contribute to meaningful human control (e.g. [3], [4]). While
ethical issues associated with the lack of human control are perhaps most apparent for autonomous weapon
systems, they extend far beyond the military domain, to a wider class of human-AI systems that make decisions
with moral implications. At the time of writing, researchers have approached meaningful human control in the
contexts of automated driving systems [5] [6], medical decision support systems [7], unmanned aerial vehicles
[8], among other domains. Many of these domain-specific operationalizations rely on a philosophical account of
meaningful human control proposed by [9]. This account builds on the concept of “guidance control” [10] and
provides two necessary conditions for meaningful human control. The tracking condition requires that the
decision-making system tracks and responds to all human reasons (i.e., values, norms, intentions) relevant in
given circumstances. The tracing condition requires that any action/decision of the human-AI system should be
traceable to at least one human within the system who has proper moral understanding of the situation and the
effects of the system in that situation.
Tracking and tracing, as well as several alternative domain-specific accounts, provide conceptual frameworks for
meaningful human control. Making these concepts less vague and more relatable to design and engineering
practice is however very challenging [11]. In [12] an attempt to close this gap between theory and practice is
made by proposing four actionable properties that can be addressed throughout the system’s lifecycle:
Property 1: A system in which humans and AI algorithms interact should have an explicitly defined domain
of morally loaded situations within which the system ought to operate.
Property 2: Humans and AI agents within the system should have appropriate and mutually compatible
representations.
Property 3: Responsibility attributed to a human should be commensurate with that human’s ability and
authority to control the system.
Property 4: There should be explicit links between the actions of the AI agents and actions of humans who
are aware of their moral responsibility.
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The Frame Problem
In brief
The frame problem is the challenge of knowing and modeling the relevant features and context of situations,
and getting an agent to act on those without consideration all the irrelevant facts as well.

More in Detail
The frame problem originated with McCarthy and Hayes[1] back in the sixties, but it has been appropriated many
times over. The frame problem, as described by McCarthy and Hayes, was mostly about representationalism.
They wondered how we could describe an update function such that it does not require a multitude of
unnecessary and unaffected statements. It was and is a poignant question. We could have an agent that is able
of acting on certain parts of the world, say paint pieces of paper [2], but when we give it other actions, these
actions may interact. How does the machine know that the moving said paper won’t also change its colour? In
representationalism, it seemed to mean that we had to add a variety of statements that only worked in serious
edge-cases.
The frame problem as philosophers appropriated it was about generalized action. How does an agent keep a
faithful representation of the world, after it has acted [3]? Such an agent would need to have a kind of update
function that does not require going over all the superfluous statements [4]. Fodor [5] posited it as Hamlet’s
problem: How does an agent know when to stop thinking?
The frame problem these days is sometimes regarded as the general relevance problem, not being limited to
representationalism but going into connectionism as well [6]. In this case, the inheritance of the frame problem for
connectionism entails the follow: how does an agent know which data is considered to be relevant to the
situation? The problem for connectionists approaches is not that input needs to exert influence on the system, but
rather that it produces the correct influence to preserve relevance.
This is where one can see problems for accountability on the horizon. In situations where agents have to act, we
require that they indeed make the correct inferences given a certain context, have the correct update function,
and produce the correct influence. All of these require that the agent understands the context at hand and is able
to make the correct inferences such that the relevant action is achieved.
However, that is easier said than done. The task of the agent’s designer is finding a way that all these relevant
inferences can be incorporated into the agent. For if they don’t then we introduce a gap. The model of the agent,
their capacity for action, and the world will result in an agent that acts while missing (relevant) inferences. This
can thus end up harming people or misaligning with human intention. The obvious examples are those of harmful
classifications - Google for example had a problem with the classification of Gorilla’s[7].

The question of the frame problem for accountability is not how to solve the frame problem, as that seems to
require solving a variety of tractability question and understanding the relation between agent and the world such
that relevancy can be aptly captured. Rather, the designer should be aware of its own limitation and the
limitations of the model that is housed within the agent. Meaning that accountability has a social aspect of
explaining the necessary limits of the system or boxing possible actions of the agents such that these limits are
acceptable in their scope.
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Reproducibility
Synonyms: Replicability, Repeatability.

In brief
Reproducibility is the ability of independent investigators to draw the same conclusions from an experiment by
following the documentation shared by the original investigators [1].

Abstract
This entry firstly introduces the motivations behind reproducibility in the scientific process and, then, in artificial
intelligence and machine learning. Due to the rather wide range of different meanings of reproducibility in the
literature and the ambiguity of the terms, a brief review of the most important definitions is provided and
discussed. In this context, we promote the most stable formulation of the definition. Practical guidelines to various
standards for documenting code, technical experiment setup, and data are also discussed.

Motivation and Background
Reproducibility in science means that one can repeat or replicate the same (or sufficiently similar) experiment and
obtain the same (or sufficiently similar) research results as the original scientists on the basis of their publications
and descriptions. To this aim and to ease the replication, the discovered claims, methods and analyses should be
described in a sufficiently detailed and transparent way. Diverse reproducibility settings have been identified in
the literature, see e.g. [1] [2], but from a more general standpoint, reproducibility entails that studies are
reproduced by independent researchers.

Reproducibility is an essential ingredient of the scientific method, meant to verify the published results and claims
and to enable a continuous self-correcting process in scientific discoveries. Unfortunately, the rising of a so-called
research replication crisis has been lately pointed out ([3]). According to several surveys, a relatively too large
amount of published research results, in such disciplines as chemistry, biology, medicine and pharmacy, earth
and environmental sciences, cannot be repeated. This may suggest issues with these results or at least with their
good descriptions. Reproducibility in artificial intelligence (AI) and, in particular machine learning (ML), are
specifically challenging. The continuously increasing complexity of new methods (often having many hyperparameters that need specialized optimization strategies), the size of studied datasets and the use of advanced
computational resources pose many difficulties for communicating the necessary results as compared to the
older works. The paper [4] presents the view of some researchers (such as J. Pineau citing her interview)
claiming that ML was previously more theoretically based, while it has become a more experimental science in
the past decade, and many proposals of new models, in particular deep networks, come from running many
experiments with the intensive use of available data. In this context, the authors ([5]) indicate growing difficulties
in reproducing the work of others. Other reasons of difficulty in reproducibility include: lack of access to the same
training data or differences in data distribution; mis-specification or under-specification of the model or training
procedure; lack of availability of the code necessary to run the experiments, or errors in the code; underspecification of the metrics used to report results; selective reporting of results and ignorance of the danger of
adaptive overfitting as well as the use of adaptation strategies embedded in the development libraries.
Nevertheless, software solutions and systems based on AI and ML are gaining momentum. Many of them are
being used in high-stake applications where their decisions can have an impact on people and society, and their
improper operation may cause harm. In this frame, the quest for reproducibility of such methods is even more
urgent and reproducibility becomes one of the key postulates within Responsible AI or Trustworthy AI. [6] also
claims that reproducibility of AI is very important for other reasons. Researchers, students and R&D engineers
need to have a good understanding of new and, often quite complex, methods, reproduce them (sometimes by
their own re-implementations), carefully check their correctness, examine their working conditions and limitations,
as well as to verify the presented results, especially if they need to further use them in their systems often applied
to complex tasks. Moreover much of AI new projects receive either public or business funds, so it should be
subject to accountability and it is necessary to convince others that these projects can produce reliable results.

Terminology
In this handbook, we follow the concept of reproducibility introduced by [7]. According to this concept, which is
also adopted in a number of more recent papers (e.g.,[1]; [8]; [5]), reproducibility refers to the ability of an
independent researcher to reproduce the same, or reasonably similar results using the data and the experimental
setup provided by the original authors.
Reproducibility should not be confused with other terms describing the ability to replicate the results in science,
such as replicability and repeatability ([2]]). Replicability defined in a way consistent with our understanding of
reproducibility is the ability of an independent researcher to produce results that are consistent with the
conclusions of the original work, using new data or different the experimental setup. The term repeatability
appears in some references, e.g. [9] that uses a notion of reproducibility inconsistent with our definition, but
should be considered to describe an ability of a researcher to repeat his/her own experimental procedures using
same experimental setup and data, while achieving reasonably repeatable results that support the same
conclusions.
In order to compare these reproducibility-related terms, the main conceptual dimensions need to be identified.
Based on the analysis of the literature, the following dimensions can be distinguished: (i) availability of the
components originally deployed in experimental workflows (i.e., data, code and analysis as considered by [5];
[10]; [11]); (ii) teams involved in the experimentation (i.e., whether or not the experiments was conducted by the
same group who is running the reproducibility validation); (iii) reasons because the experiment or part of it is reconducted (i.e., validating the repeatability of the experiment or as suggested by [1] corroborating the scientific
hypothesis and theory the experiment aims to support. With respect to these conceptual dimensions, the
reproducibility-related terms used in the literature can be clustered in the following way:
Most of the literature (including [5]; [1]; [12]]) refers to reproducibility as the attempt to replicate experiment
as much as possible as the original one, that is by using original data, code and analysis when available.
Computational reproducibility, method reproducibility, direct replication and recomputation are used in lieu of

reproducibility respectively by [10], [13], [14], [15] and [16]. [1] distinguishes the notion of reproducibility
from corroborating the scientific hypotheses or theory to ground which the experiment is designed for.
The term replicability is highlighted by [7], [8], [12], [5], where an independent team can obtain the same
result using the data, which could be slightly different, and methods which they develop completely
independently or change slightly. Furthermore [8]; [5] use another name – robust – for carrying out the
experiments with the same data and some changes in an analysis or code implementations.
Some works such as [9] [8]; [17]; [1] uses repeatability to indicate a weaker level of reproducibility where
the replication of the experiment is achieved by the same team that provided the original experiments.
In the context of the above literature review, it is also worth clarifying the discussion of what is reproduced as a
result of the above activities and how to understand the term result. In the case of AI works, [1] distinguishes
between different possible results to reproduce:
Outcome – the result of applying the model implementation for selected data (e.g., predictions - labels for
test examples)
Analysis – calculated measures or other indicators (e.g. prediction accuracy values)
Interpretation – more general conclusions from the experiments. According to Gunderesn the last point is
the most important in reproducibility, because in the scientific method certain hypotheses are tested or
certain beliefs are confirmed.
Similar importance of refining the levels of reproducibility has the division proposed in [13]:
Reproducibility of methods: the ability to implement, as exactly as possible, the experimental and
computational procedures, with the same data and tools, to obtain the same results
Reproducibility of results: the production of corroborating results in a new study, having used the same
experimental methods
Reproducibility of inference: the drawing of qualitatively similar conclusions from either an independent
replication of a study or a reanalysis of the original study
The general definitions should be however made more specific whenever we apply it to contemporary artificial
intelligence research, and to the sub-field of machine learning in particular. The reasons are grounded in the high
complication of the modern software processing pipelines, that often depend on third-party software (frameworks,
libraries), use an extended set of metaparameters that are crucial to arrive at the correct results, and require
modern hardware (e.g. recent GPU cards) with it’s specific architecture and drivers. These features of AI
research and applications make this field different from the general science, where reproducibility refers primarily
to the careful documentation of the experimental procedure.
In AI systems, the main components of the experimental setup are software and data. The software plays the role
of our experimental setup. Although depending on the specific context, hardware components may be included
as well (e.g. in computer vision, robotics), most of the AI-related research is conducted on pre-recorded datasets,
so we can limit our scope to the software. The other dimension is data. Together, software and data define the
conceptual dimensions of the space on which the defined terms are spanned in AI. However, as we noticed
earlier, AI is a very broad field, with a number of distinctive sub-fields that have specific requirements when it
comes to defining the exact elements of software, and sometimes have specific requirements as to the data,
such as elimination of biases or privacy issues. This motivates the introduction of guidelines or “best practices”
for reproducibility, that often also include terms that define the degree to which the postulate of full reproducibility
is met, usually in relation to the amount of code, technical details and data that the author shares with readers.

Guidelines
Definitions of the different reproducibility-related terms are often accompanied by badges and guidelines helping
people in making the definitions operational.
Some definitions differentiate the notion of reproducibility according to the kind of resource shared. For
example [10] focus on computational reproducibility with bronze, silver, gold standards. [11] and [1]
propose different increasing levels R1, R2, R3, R4 depending on whether experiment descriptions, codes,
data and experiment are stored. @ACMv1.1 recommends that three separate badges related to artefact
review be associated with research articles in ACM publications: Artifacts Evaluated, Artifacts Available and
Results Validated.

Guidelines ease the description of experiments. For example, [5] provides a special Machine learning
reproducibility checklist; datasheets [18], model cards [19] and factsheets [20] provides templates for
describing datasets and the AI models deployed increasing the transparency and accountability of
experimentations and operational intelligent systems.
Below a few of the above guidelines are precised. Following [10]’s proposal, the three degrees of the
reproducibility standards for ML are based on availability of data, model, and code, as well as other analyses or
programming dependencies. For instance, in the bronze standards (the minimal requirements for reproducibility)
the authors should make the data, model and its source code publicly available for downloading. The silver
standard extends it by additionally providing: dependencies of the analysis (in a form to be installed in a single
command), recording key details of the analysis and used software requirements. Furthermore, all elements in
the analysis should be documented to be set deterministic. Within the gold standard the authors should also
prepare this analysis reproducible with a single command - which is the most demanding with respect to full
automatization of the reproducibility process.
[5] specify the necessary elements to be documented and made public with respect to the following categories:
model and algorithm, theoretical claims, datasets used in experiments, shared code including dependencies
specifications, all reported experimental results (with all details for the experimental setup, hyper-parameters,
training details, definitions of evaluation measures, and description of the computing infrastructure used). [8]
provide similar recommendations for ML in robotics, by focusing on the reproducibility of computation
experiments on real robots. They stress the role of managing properly the software dependencies, distinguishing
between experimental code and library code, and documenting the measurement metrics, which is essential for
reinforcement learning.
Datasheets by [18] specify how to document the motivation, composition, collection process, recommended uses
for data deployed in the systems and experiments; model cards by [19] ease the description of model’s intended
use cases limiting their usage in contexts for which they are not well suited; factsheets [20] provide a template for
describing the purpose, performance, safety, security, and provenance information to be completed by AI service
providers for examination by consumers.

Software frameworks supporting reproducibility
Lately, a paradigm based on tailoring the DevOps approach to AI and ML is emerging as a practical tool for
ensuring reproducibility. This paradigm makes use of frameworks for Machine Learning Model Operationalization
Management (MLOps), which streamline the whole development lifecycle of AI and ML models. MLOps enables
developers and auditors to keep track of and inspect the various choices done and the artefacts produced in the
different phases of AI and ML design and development (i.e., data gathering, data analysis, data
transformation/preparation, model training and development, model validation, and model serving). [21] analyze
some of the available open tools for MLOps. This allows for maintaining a comprehensive documentation that is
at the basis of model reproducibility.
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Traceability
In Brief
Traceability can be defined as the need to maintain a complete and clear documentation of the data, processes,
artefacts and actors involved in the entire lifecycle of an AI model, starting from its design and ending with its
production serving [2].

Abstract
This entry introduces the motivations behind traceability and illustrates its core requirements, which encompass
documenting the entire development cycle of an AI model and tracking its live functioning after the deployment in
production.

Motivation and Background
Developing an Artificial Intelligence (AI) model or an AI-powered system entails a considerable number of
choices along the entire development process, which may result in diverse behaviours and functioning of the
same model or system. This phenomenon is particularly relevant when learning-based approaches comes into
play, due to the dependency of Machine Learning (ML) models on the data used for their training as well as the
complexity and variety of the ML methods that might be used, especially when based on Deep Learning (DL).
Furthermore, the development of such models relies often on large trial-&-error experimental processes, which
are not commonly well documented (see the reproducibility entry).
This condition makes it evident the need for a comprehensive and clear documentation of the actions taken as
well as the various processing steps performed when developing an AI or ML model, as, without this
documentation, it might be difficult to reconstruct the reasons behind the outcomes and the functioning of an AI
model. In consideration of this, the High-Level Expert Group on AI (AI HLEG) has included the traceability of an
AI model as one of the main mean to enable the transparency principle for Trustworthy AI [1]. Overall, traceability
aims to ensure the avoidance of any “grey” area about the AI model or system, thus guaranteeing the
transparency of and the trust in the development, production functioning and usage of an AI system. The recordkeeping activity entailed by traceability should regard the data used, the data pre-processing steps as well as the
development settings, the development workflows and the actors involved [3]. This encompasses the detailed
provision of information about the provenance and the usage of any data and artefacts involved in the
development of the AI model or system. In this view, traceability incorporates the measures to ensure
reproducibility and it can be understood as the technological mean for guaranteeing the auditability and
accountability of AI models and systems [4].

The two souls of traceability
AI models based on learning are data-inductive and dynamic systems, whose development relies on an initial set
of data. This set, although large, might not necessarily span the whole variability range of real-world cases or
conditions. This implies that, when used in practice, the AI model or system can encounter slightly different or

novel data that differ from those it has been exposed to during training. This phenomenon calls for the monitoring
of AI models after their deployment in production, in order to log their usage as well as to track over time their
performance, vitality and conduct. Such an AI maintenance system is an important part of traceability, which can
be then seen as one principle, two souls:
provenance tracking of data, processes and artefacts involved in the development of the AI model,
continuous performance monitoring of the AI model after deployment in production.
These two aspects will be further explained in the following entries.
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Provenance Tracking
In brief
Provenance Tracking represents the tracking of “information that describes the production process of an end
product, which can be anything from a piece of data to a physical object. […] Essentially, provenance can be
seen as meta-data that, instead of describing data, describes a production process.” [1]

More in Detail
“Traceability in AI shares part of its scope with general-purpose recommendations for provenance … ”[2]. In fact,
provenance is “any information that describes the production process of an end product, which can be anything
from a piece of data to a physical object” [1].
Keeping track of provenance is vital in various settings. It contributes to increasing the trust on produced
systems. According to Gil et al. [3], the provenance of scientific results, i.e., “how results were derived, what
parameters influenced the derivation, what datasets were used as input to the experiment, etc.” facilitates the
reproducibility of the whole process.
Data and workflows deployed in an AI system are two key ingredients in traceability and provenance tracking. In
particular, the distinction between prospective and retrospective provenance is introduced in the literature when
dealing with workflows. The prospective provenance models workflows in an abstract and informative way, as
templates composed of tasks that can be instantiated, modified, and combined. The retrospective provenance
models past workflows, highlighting what task was executed and how data or other artifacts were derived [4].
Herschel et al. [1] claims that “provenance can be seen as metadata that, instead of describing data, describes a

production process”. Considering the central role metadata play in tracking provenance, this section discusses
some popular models to track provenance. In particular, Garijo et al. [5] have provided a holistic, Linked Data
compliant, and ready-to-use solution to document workflow specifications and their executions, which exploits
PROV-O [6], P-PLAN [7] and the Open Provenance Model for Workflows (OPMW)[1].
PROV is a metadata model defined as a W3C recommendation. It captures the provenance documenting the
entities, agents, actions, and the involved in a production chain, and the relations among them (e.g., attribution
and usage). PROV acknowledges the need to represent workflows, also called plans, by including a construct
such as prov:Plan. However, “it does not elaborate any further on how plans can be described or related to other
provenance elements of the execution.” [7].
P-PLAN vocabulary extends PROV-O introducing constructs for plans (p-plan:Plan subclass of prov:Plan), their
steps (p-plan:Step) and their input and output variables (p-plan:Variable). Still, P-PLAN does not model a fullfledged notion of workflow.
OPMW extends P-PLAN and the “Open Provenance Model (OPM), a legacy provenance model developed by the
workflow community that was used as a reference to create PROV” [5]. OPMW distinguishes between workflow
specifications, namely templates, and their workflow execution traces.
OPMW specifies workflow templates as instances of the class opmw:WorkflowTemplate (subclass of pplan:Plan); the template processes/actions as opmw:WorkflowTemplateProcess (subclass of p-plan:Step); the
template artifacts, manipulated or produced by processes, as opmw:WorkflowTemplateArtifact (subclass of pplan:Variable). Accordingly, the template for the generic n-th step is an instance of
opmw:WorkflowTemplateProcess. The n-th template steps’ input and output are indicated by the properties pplan:hasInputVar and p-plan:isOutputVarOf, and are instances of opmw:WorkflowTemplateArtifact, representing
any expected file, parameter, and collection of documents considered and manipulated by the template step. The
classes opmw:WorkflowExecutionAccount, opmw:WorkflowExecutionProcess and
opmw:WorkflowExecutionTemplate represent the execution counterparts of the template instances. The
properties opmw:correspondsToTemplate, opmw:correspondsToTemplateProcess,
opmw:correspondsToTemplateArtifact bind the execution and the template counterparts. Thus, n-th step is the
actual execution of the n-th template step and it is an instance of opmw:WorkflowExecutionProcess, which is a
specialization of the class prov:Activity. The actual execution’s n-th input and output steps are indicated by the
PROV properties prov:used and prov:wasGeneratedby, and are instances of opmw:workflowExecutionArtifact
which is a particular kind of prov:Entity. Albertoni et al. [8] provides examples of the use of the above metadata
models when documenting scientific experiments.
Although not specific to AI experiments and systems, the models mentioned above offer some excellent standing
and a backbone for describing data, actors, other kinds of entities, and how these might relate in experiments.
Such a standing needs to be refined and extended to capture the gist of specific AI experiments. AI-related
controlled terminologies might be required, for example, to complements the backbones with the hyperparameters, tasks and metrics for AI techniques. Adopting a backbone, which is defined according to linked data
best practices, offers the ability to combine different models and terminologies as needed, easing the tailoring of
such backbone with the required AI-specific and community-governed refinements.
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Continuous Performance Monitoring
In brief
Continuous performance monitoring is the activity to track, log and monitor over time the behaviour and the
performance of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning models. This activity is particularly relevant after inproduction deployment in order to detect any performance drifts and outages of the model.

More in Detail
Monitoring the live functioning of a produtionalised ML/AI model or system is an emergent topic that is gaining
increasing attention as more and more methods are being deployed in industrial, commercial and public sectors.
As any other piece of software, any tool based on AI/ML needs to be maintained over time, for fixing bugs and
ensuring quality. ML models and systems require specific strategies that take into account their nature of learning
from data.
Idealistically, the behaviour of ML models trained on sample well-curated data is expected to generalise on new,
unseen data in the post-deployment phase. Nonetheless, this happens rarely in practice, and a model’s
performance assessed live is often different from the performance evaluated offline during development.
Furthermore, it is well-known that the performance of an AI model or system degrades over time.
Several phenomena have been identified as drivers of this decay. The input data fed into the ML model may
contain unexpected patterns not present in the training datasets. Moreover, the characteristics of data may
change over time, causing that the relationships at the core of the ML methods do not stand valid any more.
This phenomenon, termed concept or model drift [1], can lead the model to make wrong predictions. Additionally,
if the nature (or distribution) of the input data become vastly different with respect to those used for training, the
performance can even drop below acceptance. This phenomenon is known as covariate shift [2]. Performance
degradation can also result from the impact that the same deployed ML model may have on the decision process
that it supports. The ML model may influence other elements involved in the decision or induce an overall change
in the phenomenon that is being modelled, which was not taken into account during training.

Overall, after its deployment, an ML method can come across several difficulties and changes that the level of
efforts and skills needed in its maintenance could be an order of magnitude higher than that needed in model
building.
Given these concerns, several strategies and best practices have been investigated to monitor the behaviour of
ML methods after deployment, also in relation to any consequence the methods can have. The first work
published in 2015 described the various challenges that ML methods raise after deployment in relation to data
dependencies, model complexity, reproducibility, testing, and changes in the external world [3]. After that, several
methods have been presented in the literature, focusing specifically on data [4], on the role of humans in ML
deployment [5], on testing strategies [6], or the definition of a general framework to track ML methods in their live
functioning (e.g., pipelines, datasets, execution configurations, code and human actions) [7].
Overall, the best practices, promoted also from industrial actors [8, 9], include a continuous monitoring of the ML
system to assess its quality and “vitality”. Various types of metrics are suggested in this respect, focusing mainly
on performance evaluation. The idea is to detect changes in the behaviour and then act via re-training or
implementing an active learning approach (when reinforcement learning is adopted), so as to rectify any wrong
conduct. It should be noted that model maintenance can be seen as nurturing the model, as it can take
advantage of the new knowledge coming from the real-setting scenario, thus it can produce an improvement of
the original version released.
Monitoring and maintenance can be performed in a proactive or reactive fashion. Proactive monitoring works to
identify the input samples that deviate significantly from the patterns seen in the training phase and to analyse
them more in detail to understand any drifts. The reactive approach entails detecting a wrong output and
identifying its causes, so as to understand how the method can be rectified.
The Continuous Delivery [10] and DevOps [11] approaches have been also proposed to better manage the risks
of releasing changes to Machine Learning applications and, then, do them in a safe and reliable way.
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Respect for Privacy
In Brief
Respect for Privacy is an ethical aspect studied in the TAILOR project for ensuring personal data protection that
is at the core of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1]. GDPR, in its Article 5, promote privacy by
design in the form of a certain number of general principles for ensuring privacy as the default in the whole chain
of data processing for a given task. We outline the challenges and solutions for enforcing privacy by design
approaches.

Abstract
When protecting personal data, we are faced to the dilemma of disclosing no sensitive data while learning useful
information about a population. One approach for solving this tension between privacy and utility is based on data
encryption and consists in developping secure computation protocols able to learn models or to compute
statistics on encrypted data. A lot of scientific literature [2] [3] [4] [5] has been exploring this security-based
approach depending on the target computational task. Another approach consists in conducting data analysis
tasks on datasets made anonymous by the application of some ./T3.5/L1.privacy_mechanisms. according to
some Privacy Models. Anonymization must no be reduced to Pseudonymization (see also Re-identification
Attack), which is defined in GDPR Article 4 as “the processing of personal data in such a way that the data
cannot be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information.” Anonymization, as
defined in GDPR (see Recital 26), refers to a process that removes any possibility of identifying a person even
with additional information. In the resulting anonymized data, the connection should be completely lost between
data and the individuals. Based on such a definition, anonymization is very difficult to model formally and to verify
algorithmically. We will briefly survey the main privacy models and their properties, as well as the main privacy
mechanisms which can be applied for enforcing the corresponding privacy properties or for providing strong
guarantees of robustness to attacks.

Motivation and Background
Publishing datasets plays an essential role in open data research and in promoting transparency of government
agencies. Unfortunately, the process of data publication can be highly risky as it may disclose individuals’
sensitive information. Hence, an essential step before publishing datasets is to remove any uniquely identifiable
information from them. This is called Pseudonymization and consists in masking or replacing by pseudonyms
values of properties that directly identify persons such as their name, address, postcode, telephone number,
photograph or image, or some other unique personal characteristic.
Pseudonymization is not sufficient however for preserving the privacy of users. Adversaries can re-identify
individuals in datasets based on common attributes called quasi-identifiers or may have prior knowledge about
the users. Such side information enables them to reveal sensitive information that can cause physical, financial,
and reputational harms to people.
Therefore, it is crucial to assess carefully privacy risks before the publication of datasets. Detection of privacy
breaches should come with explanations that can then be used to guide the choice of the appropriate
anonymization mechanisms to mitigate the detected privacy risks. Anonymization should provide provable

guarantees for privacy properties induced by some Privacy Models. Differential Privacy and k-anonymity are the
two main privacy models for which ./T3.5/L1.privacy_mechanisms have been designed. They enjoy different
properties based on the type of perturbations or transfomations applied on the data to anonymize.
The strength of Pseudonymization and anonymization techniques can be assessed by their robustness to privacy
attacks that aim at re-identifying individuals in datasets based on common attributes called quasi-identifiers or on
prior knowledge.

Guidelines
EDBP has published several guidelines. The EDPB Guidelines on Data Protection Impact Assessment focus on
determining whether a processing operation is likely to result in a high risk to the data subject or not. It provides
guidance on how to assess data protection risks and how to carry out a data protection risk assessment.
Data minimisation is a strong recommendation to limit the collection of personal information to what is directly
relevant and necessary to accomplish a specified purpose, and to retain the data only for as long as is necessary
to fulfil that purpose.
The most authoritative guideline on data protection “by design and by default” outlines the data subject’s rights
and freedoms and the data protection principles that are illustrated through examples of practical cases. It
emphasizes the obligation for controllers to stay up to date on technological advances on handling data
protection risks, and to implement and update the measures and safeguards taking into account the evolving
technological landscape.

Software Frameworks Supporting Dimension
There are some practical tools that help in enanching respect for privacy and awareness, in particular definining
and mitigating potential privacy risks. This is compliant with the Data Protection Impact Assessment introduced in
the GDPR.
Risks can be identified and addressed at an early stage by analyzing how the proposed uses of personal
information and technology will work in practice. We should identify the privacy and related risks, evaluate the
privacy solutions and integrate them into the project plan.
Currently, a lot of frameworks have implemented to manage this task. University of British Colombia provides a
tool for determining a project’s privacy and security risk classification. TrustArc offers a consulting service for
analyzing personally identifiable information, looking at risk factors and assisting in the development of policies
and training programs. Information Commissioner’s Office provides a handy step by step guide through the
process of deciding whether to share personal data[1][2]. Also the US Department of Homeland Security
implemented such decision tool.
A (non-exhaustive) list of more practical tools includes:
Amnesia, a tool for anonymize tabular data relying on k-anonymity paradigm;
AXR, a tool that incorporates different Privacy Models;
Scikit-mobility, a Python library for mobility analysis that includes the computation of privacy risks in such
setting, based on the work presented in [6] [7].

Taxonomic Organisation of Terms
The Respect for Privacy dimension mainly regards the Data Protection. The Assessment of Privacy Risks can be
performed, and two diffent strategies are available two protect the data privacy. The first one regards the
application of Anonymization Mechanisms, such as Pseudonymization, k-anonymity, or Differential Privacy. The
second strategy is Data Encryption, which is strictly related with the Security Dimension. In Fig. 18, one can find
the taxonomy proposed here. In blue, there are highlighted the possible attacks related to the various strategies,
i.e., Re-identification Attack, ./T3.5/L2.membership, and Security Attacks.

Fig. 18 A possible taxonomy about solutions to the Respect for Privacy dimension.

Main Keywords (TBA)
Data Anonymization (and Pseudonymization): A data subject is considered anonymous if it is reasonably
hard to attribute his personal data to him/her.
Pseudonymization: Pseudonymisation aims to substitute one or more identifiers that link(s) the identity of
an individual to its data with a surrogate value, called pseudonym or token.
Privacy Models: There are essentially two families of models, based on different goals and mechanisms:
anonymity by randomization (where the most recent paradigm is Differential Privacy) and anonymity by
indistinguishability (whose most famous example is k-anonymity).
Differential Privacy: Differential privacy implies that adding or deleting a single record does not
significantly affect the result of any analysis.
\epsilon-Differential Privacy: \(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy is the simpler form of Differential Privacy,
where \(\epsilon\) represents the level of privacy guarantee.
(\epsilon,\delta)-Differential Privacy: A relaxed version of Differential Privacy, named (\(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))Differential Privacy, allows a little privacy loss (\(\delta\)) due to a variation in the output distribution for the
privacy mechanism.
Achieving Differential Privacy: Differential privacy guarantees can be provided by perturbation mechanisms
aim at randomizing the output distributions of functions in order to provide privacy guarantees.
k-anonymity: k-anonimity (and the whole family of anonymity by indistinguishability models) is based
on comparison among individuals present in data, and it aims to make each individual so similar as to be
indistinguishable from at least k-1 others.
Attacks on anonymization schemes: There are a variety of attacks that involve data privacy. Some of them
are very context-specific (for example, there exists attacks on partition-based algorithms, such as deFinetti
Attack or Minimality Attack), while other are more general.
Re-identification Attack: Re-identification attack aims to link a certain set of data related to an individual in
a dataset (which does not contain direct identifiers) to a real identity, relying on additional information.
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Data Anonymization (and Pseudonymization)
In Brief
A data subject is considered anonymous if it is reasonably hard to attribute his personal data to him/her.

More in Detail
A data subject is considered anonymous if it is reasonably hard to attribute his personal data to him/her. What
“reasonably” actually means depends both on the context and on the requirements given by data respondents.
Both the identity of a subject and other information related to him/her are considered in the context of anonymity,
for example sensitive information regarding health, religion, political tendencies and, more in general, any kind of
information that can somehow distinguish the subject from others. The European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR [1]) defines anonymous data as
“[…] information which does not relate to an identified or identifiable natural person or to personal
data rendered anonymous in such a manner that the data subject is not or no longer identifiable”.
Thus, data to have this property has to be deprived of all distinctive elements of a person, i.e., those elements
that permit to identify both directly or indirectly that person in the data. Since anonymous data does not enable
re-identification of data subjects, even with the use of additional information, this type of data is not subject to the
privacy regulations since it is not considered personal data.
Note that this is process is absolutely different from removing the direct identifiers only (e.g., name, surname,
social security number). This process is called de-identification, and it can be subjected to privacy leaks, such as
re-identification. The process of substitute a set of direct identifiers with a surrogate value, or psudonym, is called
Pseudonymization. It suffers from the same weaknesses of de-identification. Nevertheless, the GDPR strongly
advocates the application of Pseudonymization:
“The application of pseudonymisation to personal data can reduce the risks to the data subjects
concerned and help controllers and processors to meet their data-protection obligations” (Recital 28).

“In order to be able to demonstrate compliance with this Regulation, the controller should adopt
internal policies and implement measures […]. Such measures could consist, inter alia, of […]
pseudonymising personal data as soon as possible […]” (Recital 78).

“The further processing of personal data for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or
historical research purposes or statistical purposes is to be carried out […] provided that appropriate
safeguards exist (such as, for instance, pseudonymisation of the data)” (Recital 156).
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Pseudonymization
In Brief
Pseudonymisation aims to substitute one or more identifiers that link(s) the identity of an individual to its data
with a surrogate value, called pseudonym or token.

More in detail
To preserve a subject’s privacy, one of the most basic methodology is to de-couple the identity of said subject
from its data. This is process is called pseudonymisation. The typical practical approach to achieve pseudonymity
is to detect which attributes in the data may reveal the subject’s identity, called personal identifiers, and substitute
them with some other value.
However, re-identification may be needed in certain cases (for example, to contact data subject for further
questions), therefore personal identifiers are often maintained for re-associating subject and identity. This
association should be secured and inaccessible to anybody having access tho the pseudonymised data, so that
protection is guaranteed.
Following the description in the Article 4(5) of the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [1]:

“the processing of personal data in such a manner that the personal data can no longer be attributed
to a specific data subject without the use of additional information, provided that such additional
information is kept separately and is subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure that
the personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person”.
This definition indicates that the additional information needed to actually link a subject’s identity to it’s data
should be the focus of pseudonymisation techniques. Indeed, pseudonymization reduces the risk of publishing
data due to a direct re-identification (See Re-identification Attack).
Recital 28 of the GDPR, states that “explicit introduction of pseudonymisation in this Regulation is not intended to
preclude any other measures of data protection”. Article 6(4) of the GDPR also reports that pseudonymisation
could be an “appropriate safeguards” and that data controller should operate “pseudonymising personal data as
soon as possible” (Recital 78 GDPR) and implementing “appropriate technical and organisational measures,
such as pseudonymisation” (Article 25(1) GDPR) both at the time of the determination of the means for
processing and at the time of the processing itself.
The pseudonym must be distinguishable and irreversible in the absence of additional information. This means
that it should not be possible to reconstruct the original value by just considering the pseudonym, i.e., there does
not exist any function that computes the original value with the pseudonym as input. The correspondence
between original value and pseudonym must be stored in a separate location and must be secured against data
breaches. Surrogate values need also to be managed after the generation, either internally or externally. In the
latter case, the institution who owns data outsources this service to a qualified (and trusted) third party.

Pseudonymisation techniques

There are several techniques that perform pseudonymisation. They can be generally summarized in three main
categories:
1. Cryptographic with secret key: these techniques use mathematical mechanism to alter the original value
through the application of a secret key. This key is at the core of the mechanism: with it, the
pseudonymisation can be reversed, so the key has to be secured at all times.
2. Hash-based: these techniques use a function that, given an identifier (composed by one or more attributes)
with arbitrary length returns a value of fixed size (e.g., size 256 bits, which correspond to 32 characters),
being called hash value or message digest. The hash function is usually a deterministic function and must
be irreversible, i.e., for any input of the function it is infeasible to compute the inverse function from the
output. Functions typically used for hashing are SHA-2 [2] and SHA-3 [3], for example the SHA3-512 which
has output values of length 512 bits.
3. Keyed-hash based: a combination of the previous techniques where the hash function requires a key,
called salt [4], to compute its output. This is generally considered a more robust approach that simple
hashing. Varying the key, the same data subject’s identifier can be translated in several different
pseudonyms. In cryptography literature, these are referred to as message authentication codes [5]. This
family of techniques is more robust against some brute-force attacks, especially if the salt is changed
sufficiently often.
4. Keyed-hash function with deletion: equal to the previous one, but after the generation of the pseudonym,
the correspondence table is deleted, i.e., we cannot associate again pseudonyms to personal identifiers.
5. Tokenization: the idea of tokenization is to substitute the subjects’ identifiers with a token generated with
some cryptographic methods. However, tokenization is a non-mathematical approach: data is replaced but
the type or length is not altered. Typically knowledge of a token has no usefulness for a third party. Another
difference is that tokenization is fast and can be done with few computational resources.[6]
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Privacy Models
There are essentially two families of models, based on different goals and mechanisms: anonymity by
randomization (where the most recent paradigm is Differential Privacy) and anonymity by indistinguishability
(whose most famous example is k-anonymity).
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Differential Privacy
In brief
Differential privacy implies that adding or deleting a single record does not significantly affect the result of any
analysis.

More in detail
The Family of Differential Privacy Models
Differential privacy is a prominent family of privacy-preserving data publishing models (see Privacy Models). It
comprehends privacy as the ability to set a limit on the impact of any single individual on the outputs of the
function that produces the information to publish (computation, e.g., of a set of statistics, of a machine learning
model, of generated synthetic data). In other words, a differentially private function promises to each individual
that its outputs will be more or less the same whether the individual’s data is input by the function or not.
Differential privacy models all share this common intuitive goal but they differ in the way they formalize it - for
example, on the quantification of the impact of an individual or on the tolerance to possible failures of the
guarantees (though improbable). They usually exhibit properties that have been identified as key requirements to
privacy models. <!–(see ./L2.privmod_properties for details).

Achieving Differential Privacy
Designing a function that satisfies differential privacy often boils down to carefully combining basic perturbation
mechanisms (such as, e.g., the Laplace mechanism) and to demonstrating formally either that data is only
accessed through a differentially private function (leveraging the safety under post-processing and the selfcomposability properties), or that the output distribution of the function complies with the targeted differential
privacy model (through, e.g., randomness alignments). We refer the interested reader to Achieving Differential
Privacy for more information.

An expanding universe
The seminal differential privacy models were proposed in the mid-2000’s and include \(\epsilon\)-differential
privacy (see \(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy) or \((\epsilon, \delta)\)-differential privacy (see (\(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))Differential Privacy). The number of differential privacy models has grown fastly over the years (more than 200
extensions or variants have been reported in a 2020 survey paper). Differential privacy is often considered in the
academia as a de facto standard for privacy-preserving data publishing and has earned the original authors the
prestigious Gödel Prize in 2017. Famous organizations (e.g., the US Census Bureau) and companies (e.g.,
Google, Apple, LinkedIn, Microsoft) have launched ambitious real-life applications of differential privacy.
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\(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy
Synonyms: \(\epsilon\)-indistinguishability.

In brief
\(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy is the simpler form of Differential Privacy, where \(\epsilon\) represents the level
of privacy guarantee.

More in Detail
The Statistical Databases Context
The seminal \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy model lays down the basic notions related to differential privacy by
formalizing the intuitive requirement that the possible impact of any single individual on the output of a
differentially private function must be limited (see Differential Privacy). The initial \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy
model focuses on the context of statistical databases: the private dataset is a table \(\mathcal{D}\) in which each
individual contributes at most one record, the system answers interactively to a sequence of statistical queries
over \(\mathcal{D}\) (e.g., a sequence of queries containing counts, sums, averages, etc), and the \(\epsilon\)differential privacy model aims at limiting the information leakage about the private dataset.
Formalizing Differential Privacy
In a nutshell, the \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy model requires that the presence/absence of any possible
individual does not shift any output probability by more than a factor of \(e^\epsilon\). More precisely, a random
function \(\mathtt{f}\) with range \(\mathcal{O}\) satisfies \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy if and only if for all possible
pairs of datasets (\(\mathcal{D}\), \(\mathcal{D}'\)) such that \(\mathcal{D}'\) is \(\mathcal{D}\) with one record
more or one record less, and for all \(\mathcal{S} \subseteq \mathcal{O}\), then it holds that: \(\mathtt{Pr} [
\mathtt{f} ( \mathcal{D} ) \in \mathcal{S} ] \leq e^\mathbf{\epsilon} \times \mathtt{Pr} [ \mathtt{f} ( \mathcal{D}' ) \in
\mathcal{S} ]\) where \(\epsilon>0\) is the privacy parameter.
Let us comment the above definition. First, the function \(\mathtt{f}\) can be any arbitrary function, including the
usual statistical functions (e.g., counts, sums) but not restricted to them. Second, the pairs of datasets whose
output distributions must not differ too much are taken from the full space of the possible datasets; they are not
derived from the actual private dataset. Third, the impact of an individual is defined based on the presence (or
absence) of his/her record in (or from) any possible dataset. Pairs of datasets that differ on the presence/absence
of a single record are called neighboring datasets. Note that variants might exist (e.g., by considering that
neighboring datasets are datasets that differ on the value of a single row). Fourth, the value of \(\epsilon\) sets
the tolerance of the model to the possible impacts of individuals on the output of \(\mathtt{f}\): the lower the \
(\epsilon\) the more stringent the requirement. Common values range from \(\epsilon=0.01\) to \(\epsilon=10\).
Please see Achieving Differential Privacy for a synthesis of how common functions can be adapted in order to
satisfy \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy.
Self-Composability and Safety Under Post-Processing
The \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy model is self-composable as follows. The parallel composition of two functions,
respectively satisfying \(\epsilon_1\)-differential privacy and \(\epsilon_2\)-differential privacy, satisfies \(\max
(\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2)\)-differential privacy. Their sequential composition satisfies \((\epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2)\)differential privacy. The \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy model is as well convex and safe under post-processing.
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(\(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))-Differential Privacy
In brief
A relaxed version of Differential Privacy, named (\(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))-Differential Privacy, allows a little privacy
loss (\(\delta\)) due to a variation in the output distribution for the privacy mechanism.

More in Detail
Relaxing \(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy
The (\(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))-differential privacy model is a common relaxation of \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy.
Under the \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy model, the probabilities that the function \(\mathtt{f}\) outputs the same
output when computed over neighboring datasets are allowed to diverge up to an \(e^\epsilon\) factor. The (\
(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))-differential privacy model additionally tolerates the two probabilities to diverge by a small
additional quantity, denoted \(\delta\).
This leads to revisiting the formal definition of \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy as follows. A random function \
(\mathtt{f}\) with range \(\mathcal{O}\) satisfies (\(\epsilon\), \(\delta\))-differential privacy if and only if for all
possible pairs of datasets (\(\mathcal{D}\), \(\mathcal{D}'\)) such that \(\mathcal{D}'\) is \(\mathcal{D}\) with one
record more or one record less, and for all \(\mathcal{S} \subseteq \mathcal{O}\), then it holds that: \(\mathtt{Pr} [
\mathtt{f} ( \mathcal{D} ) \in \mathcal{S} ] \leq e^\mathbf{\epsilon} \times \mathtt{Pr} [ \mathtt{f} ( \mathcal{D}' ) \in
\mathcal{S} ] + \delta\) where \(\epsilon>0\) and \(\delta \geq 0\) are the privacy parameters. When \(\delta>0\), (\
(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))-differential privacy is also called approximate differential privacy.
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Achieving Differential Privacy
In Brief
Differential privacy guarantees can be provided by perturbation mechanisms aim at randomizing the output
distributions of functions in order to provide privacy guarantees.

More in Detail

Perturbation mechanisms aim at randomizing the output distributions of functions in order to provide privacy
guarantees. We focus on the major mechanisms able to provide differential privacy guarantees (see Differential
Privacy) and concentrate on the major mechanisms. The Laplace Mechanism is dedicated to perturb functions
that output real values, allowing them to satisfy \(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy. The Exponential Mechanism is a
generalization of the Laplace mechanism and also allows to satisfy \(\epsilon\)-differential privacy. The
éGaussian Mechanism* is a variant of the Laplace mechanism, applying to functions that output real values as
well, but allowing them to satisfy the \((\epsilon,\delta)\)-differential privacy relaxation. These three mechanisms
are appropriate for perturbing centralized functions that input a full dataset (e.g., a sum query). They are often
used as basic building blocks, combined or not, for perturbing elaborate functions. Finally, Randomized
Response Mechanisms input and output one single row at a time (represented as a vector of bits): they are local
mechanisms and can be applied prior to the data collection.
History
The earliest known randomized response mechanism has been proposed in the 1960’s (decades before
differential privacy) by Warner, a sociologist who wanted to improve the reliability of responses to sensitive
questions by letting the interviewee perturb his/her answer in a controlled manner. Thanks to the simplicity of
their implementation and to the differential privacy guarantees that they provide, they generate a renewed
interest both from the academia and from the industry.
The Laplace mechanism (resp. the Gaussian mechanism) has been proposed jointly with the seminal \(\epsilon\)differential privacy model (resp. the \((\epsilon, \delta)\)-differential privacy model). Its generalization as the
Exponential mechanism was proposed the following year.
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k-anonymity
In Brief
k-anonimity (and the whole family of anonymity by indistinguishability models) is based on comparison
among individuals present in data, and it aims to make each individual so similar as to be indistinguishable from
at least k-1 others.

More in Detail

One of the most common models for anonymization is k-anonymity, where a subject is considered anonymous if
an adversary cannot achieve identification of her within a set of other k-1 subjects. This set of k individuals is
called the anonymity set. Identification, in this context, means the ability to distinguish the subject from other
individuals with whom his/her data are grouped. This definition of anonymity is implicitly quantifiable as it
depends from the size of the anonymity set. Clearly, a bigger anonymity set implies a better guarantee regarding
indistinguishability. For example, the anonymity of a subject with an anonymity set of size 30 is better than the
one that can be achieved with an anonymity set of size 5.
The k-anonymity framework was originally applied on relational tables [1]. The basic assumption is that attributes
are partitioned in quasi-identifiers and sensitive attributes [2]. The quasi-identifiers are attributes that can be
linked to external information to re-identify the individual to whom the information refers (so-called Reidentification Attack). Usually, they are publicly known or easy to obtain with a superficial knowledge of the
subject: for example, age, zip-code, and gender are classic quasi identifiers. The sensitive attributes, instead,
represent the information to be protected. Indeed, a dataset satisfies the property of k-anonymity if each released
record has at least k−1 other records also visible in the release whose values are indistinct over the quasiidentifiers.
In k-anonymity techniques, strategies such as generalization and suppression are usually applied to reduce the
granularity of representation of quasi-identifiers. It is clear that these methods guarantee privacy but also reduce
the accuracy of applications on the transformed data. Indeed, one of the main challenge of k-anonymity is to find
the minimum level of changes (in terms of generalization or suppression) that allows us to guarantee high privacy
and good data precision. In Table 2, one can find an example of a privacy mitigation through generalization that
allows to reach 3-anonymity, i.e., k-anonymity with 3 as the minimum size of each anonymity set, starting from
the situation depicted in Table 1.
Pseudo-id Gender

Date of Birth

ZIP code

Disease

1000

F

5 June 1975

02108

Lyme Disease

1001

F

15 May 1973

01970

Hypertension

1002

F

3 December 1977

02657

Vertigo

1003

M

5 September 1941

10238

Stroke

1004

M

15 June 1947

10042

Stroke

1005

M

25 April 1946

10133

Stroke

1006

F

25 December 1942

10053

Diabetes

1007

F

5 October 1949

10053

Osteoporosis

1008

F

6 July 1946

10053

Arthritis

Table 1 A potential extract from a medical dataset. Gender, date of
birth, and ZIP code are the quasi-identifiers, while the Disease is the
sensitive attribute. An adversary knowing that Alice was born in 1974
and lives in Boston, MA, who gains access to this dataset, will discover
that Alice is the patient number 1000 and that she has Lyme Disease.

Pseudo-id Gender Date of Birth ZIP code

Disease

1000

F

[1970-1979]

0****

Lyme Disease

1001

F

[1970-1979]

0****

Hypertension

1002

F

[1970-1979]

0****

Vertigo

1003

M

[1940-1949]

10***

Stroke

1004

M

[1940-1949]

10***

Stroke

1005

M

[1940-1949]

10***

Stroke

1006

F

[1940-1949]

10053

Diabetes

1007

F

[1940-1949]

10053

Osteoporosis

1008

F

[1940-1949]

10053

Arthritis

Table 2 The 3-anonymous version of the dataset shown in Table
1. The gender attribute is maintained as is, while the date of birth
was replaced by an interval of years and the precision of the ZIP
code was reduced. An adversary knowing the same information
described in Table 1 cannot be sure if Alice is the patient number
1000, 1001 or 1002. Indeed, now each patient is included in an
anonymity set of at least 3 individuals.

Weakness of k-anonymity model
Unfortunately, the k-anonymity framework can be vulnerable in some cases. In particular, it is not safe against
homogeneity attack and background knowledge attack. The homogeneity attack exploits a possible lack of
variety in the sensitive attributes. Indeed, an adversary can infer the value of the sensitive attributes when a kanonymous dataset contains a group of k entries with the same value for the sensitive attributes. As an example,
suppose that the attacker is searching for Bob in the dataset presented in Table 2: the adversary knows that Bob
was born in July 1946. Even if the attacker is not able to discriminate Bob between patients 1003, 1004, and
1005, the disease associated with all these three patients is a stroke; thus, the adversary cannot re-identify Bob,
but he/she can still infer that Bob suffers from heart disease. In a background knowledge attack, instead, an
attacker knows information useful to associate some quasi-identifiers with some sensitive attributes: as an
example, remaining in the medical domain, it is common knowledge that certain diseases are more frequent in a
specific gender.
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Attacks on anonymization schemes
There are a variety of attacks that involve data privacy. Some of them are very context-specific (for example,
there exists attacks on partition-based algorithms, such as deFinetti Attack or Minimality Attack), while other are
more general. For example, we can have the Re-identification Attack, where the aim is to link a identity in the
data with a real identity; Membership Attack, where the goal is to understand whether or not a particular
individual is present in the considered dataset; Reconstruction Attack, where one wants to reconstruct (even
partially) a private dataset from public aggregate information.
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Re-identification Attack
Synonyms: Linking attack, Attack on pseudonymised data

In Brief
Re-identification attack aims to link a certain set of data related to an individual in a dataset (which does not
contain direct identifiers) to a real identity, relying on additional information.

More in Detail
A first, basic, and simple way to preserve a subject’s privacy is to de-couple the identity of said subject from its
data. This is process is called Pseudonymization. The typical practical approach to achieve pseudonymity is to

detect which attributes in the data may reveal the subject’s identity, called personal identifiers, and substitute
them with some other value. While this process can help in reducing the risk of a direct re-identification of the
data subjects based on the published data, re-identification can still be possible in certain cases.
Indeed, additional information (usually called background information) can be used by a malicious third party
(often called adversary or attacker) to link a subject’s identity to its data. Additional information makes the
difference between pseudonymised and anonymised data. Anonymous data are deprived of all distinctive
elements of the person, i.e., those elements that permit to identify both directly or indirectly that person in the
data. Anonymous data cannot be re-identified by definition, even when using additional information, therefore this
type of data is not subject to the current privacy regulations (e.g., the GDPR [1]).
This key difference can be better understood with the famous real life example of the attack on the privacy of the
Governor of Massachussetts. In 1996, William Floyd Weld, then Governor of Massachusetts, lost his
consciousness during a public event. Rushed to the nearby Deaconess Waltham Hospital, he was officially
diagnosed with influenza and consequently discharged the following day [3]. Some time later, professor Latanya
Sweeney, a graduate computer science student at MIT at the time, successfully reconstructed what had
happened to the governor and inferred his diagnosis linking two different data sources: a publicly available voter
rolls dataset and a hospital dataset without patients’ names, thus considered anonymous [4]. The voter rolls
dataset contained the name, address, ZIP code, birth date, sex and other attributes of every voter in the city of
Cambridge (Middlesex County). The hospital dataset was issued to researchers by the Massachusetts Group
Insurance Commission and contained diagnosis of patients along with some demographic information. Since the
identity of the different patients was not present in the hospital data, the information published there was
considered harmless; indeed, this is almost true if thery are considered by themselves. But Sweeney knew that
the governor was admitted to the hospital, so she also knew he was present in the data. Therefore, she (in a
complete legittimate way) gained access to both datasets and she intersected the demographic information in the
two dataset, discoverying some important facts: six individuals in the hospital dataset shared the Governor’s birth
date; only three of these were men; but only one of these men lived in the Governor’s own ZIP code.
Surname
…
Weld

Name
…

Date of birth Sex
…

William Floyd 31 July 1945

Address

ZIP code

Last vote

…

…

…

…

M

75, Essex St

02139

22 May 1998

F

150, Main St

02139

22 May 1998

Welsh

Alice

4 July 1952

Weltcher

Bob

13 July 1947

M

148, Gold Rd

02138

22 May 1998

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Table 3 Cambridge Voter Roll Dataset: this table represents an extract of the voter
dataset.

Id Sex Date of birth ZIP code
…

…

…

…

Visit

Diagnosis

…

…

1

M

31 July 1945

02138

9 May 1996

Diabetes

2

M

31 July 1945

02139

18 May 1996

Stroke

3

F

31 July 1945

02138

18 May 1996 Osteoporosis

4

F

31 July 1945

02139

23 May 1996

Stroke

5

M

4 July 1945

02138

5 June 1996

Diabetes

6

M

13 June 1945

02139

9 June 1996

Arthritis

7

F

5 April 1945

02139

4 July 1996

Hypertension

…

…

…

…

…

…

Table 4 Hospital Dataset: this table represents an extract of the
medical dataset. Note that this table does not contain any direct
identifiers, such as surnames or social security numbers.
In Table 3 and Table 4 we can see a simplified version of Sweeney’s attack. Looking at the tables singularly, no
sensitive information (i.e., the diagnosis) about the Governor William Floyd Weld can be inferred. However, from
Table 3 we gain access to the date of birth and ZIP code of Governor. Then, we can search for the persons born
on July 31, 1945 in Table 4, finding patients number 1, 2, 3 and 4. However, ids 3 and 4 correspond to women, so
we should consider only individuals 1 and 2. Finally, we can look at the ZIP code in Table 4: the patient number 1
lives in a different area, so we only have one patient (the number 2) that can be the Governor. In brief, we can
see that, matching the information colored in blue from the two tables, there is no other possibility for Governor
Weld but to be a patient suffering from a stroke. This was a clear breach of the privacy of the Governor, as the
public statement about his health differed from the actual cause of hospitalization.
Sweeney conducted similar attacks in a more structured and generalised experiment, finding that 87% of the
United States population was uniquely or nearly uniquely identified by the combination of ZIP code, gender, and
date of birth [2]. This leaded Sweeney to theorize the k-anonymity principle, and call the attributes used for the
re-identification process quasi-identifier.
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Sustainability
In Brief

Sustainability is an ethical aspect studied in the TAILOR project. Sustainability in AI refers to the application of AI
technology (from the power consumption of the hardware to the processing and storage of a very large dataset)
while considering problems related to sustainable development. The sustainability in AI can be divided into two
branches that should be addressed: AI for Sustainability and Sustainability of AI [1]. The first branch is the most
developed branch whose aim is to achieve the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and
where not-for-profit organisation such as AI4Good or AI for Climate are active to address the scope. In this
branch we consider AI applications whose objective is to use the algorithm for environmental purposes such as
reducing the energy cost of large data centres or better predicting the weather forecast to maximise renewable
energy production. The second branch regards the sustainable development of AI/ML itself, concerning how to
measure the sustainability of developing and utilising AI models such as the computational cost of training AI
algorithms or the amount of CO2 emission.

Abstract
In this part we will cover the main elements that define sustainability in AI systems. Some of them are related to
the aspects of AI for sustainability and can be common to computer systems in general, others are related to the
sustainability of AI. We will focus on sustainability in AI with more attention to new AI-specific issues and
challenges because they are less covered in the literature. We include a taxonomic organisation of terms in the
area of AI sustainability and their definition.

Motivation and Background
Given the increasing capabilities and widespread use of artificial intelligence, there is a growing concern about its
impact on the environment related to the carbon footprints and the power consumption needed for training, store
and developing AI models and algorithms. There is a wide literature regarding the dangers of climate change and
the need of modifying the habits of use of the technology by consumers and industries. Plans such as the
European Green Deal promulgated by the European Commission has the aim to tackle climate change. AI has
the potential to accelerate the efforts of protecting the planet with many applications such as the use of machine
learning to optimise the energy consumption efficiency, reducing the CO2 emission, monitoring quality of the air,
the water, the biodiversity changes, the vegetation, the forest cover, and preventing natural disasters.

Guidelines
The guidelines include common elements that should be considered in the design and build of a piece of
technology while using ML and other emerging technologies. In 2015 the United Nations General Assembly set
up the Sustainable Development Goals, a list of 17 interlinked global goals that are intended to be achieved by
the year 2030. Not-for-profit organisations such as AI4Good also described a list of guidelines like “Guidelines on
the Implementation of Eco-friendly Criteria for AI and other Emerging Technologies” and “Guidelines on the
environmental efficiency of machine learning processes in supply chain management” (both guidelines can be
found here) with the scope of addressing very important aspects on the use of AI and its development.

Taxonomic Organisation of Terms
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet, and
ensure that by 2030 all people enjoy peace and prosperity. They were adopted by the United Nations in 2015 as.
They are divided into 17 goals -they recognize that action in one area will affect outcomes in others and that
development must balance social, economic and environmental sustainability (see here for further details).
AI is involved in many of these 17 Global Goals, including Sustainable cities and communities and Responsible
consumption and production with areas like production optimization, smart cities and green computing.

Fig. 19 A possible taxonomy about Sustainability Goals [2].

Main Keywords
Green AI: The goal of Green AI (also known as Green IT, Green Computing, or ICT Sustainability) is to
minimise the negative aspects of IT operations on the environment. To do so, computers and IT products
can be designed, manufactured and disposed of in an environmentally-friendly manner.
Power-aware Computing: Power-aware computing (also called Energy-aware Computing and Energyefficient Computing) is part of the Green IT. Power-aware design strategies strive to maximise performance
in high-performance systems within power dissipation and power consumption constraints. Reduced power
utilisation on a node is one way to reduce the amount of energy required to compute. Lowering the
frequency at which the CPU works on one approach to do this. Reduced clock speed, on the other hand,
increases the time to solution, posing a potential compromise.
Cloud Computing: Cloud computing (or Mesh computing) is the provision of computing resources (storage
and processing power) on demand, without direct user intervention. A large cloud often includes multiple
data centres, each housing a different set of functions. The cloud computing model aims to achieve core
economies of scale through sharing of resources, taking advantage of a “pay-as-you-go” model that can
decrease capital expenditures, but can also result in unforeseen operating expenses for users who are
unaware of the concept.
Edge Computing: Edge Computing (or Fog Computing) is a distributed computing paradigm in which
processing and data storage are brought closer to the data sources. This should increase response times
while also conserving bandwidth. Rather than referring to a single technology, the phrase refers to an
architecture.
Data Centre: A data centre is a structure, a specialised area inside a structure, or a collection of structures
used to house computer systems and related components such as telecommunications and storage
systems. Because IT operations are so important for business continuity, they usually incorporate
redundant or backup components and infrastructure for power, data transmission connections,
environmental control (such as air conditioning and fire suppression), and other security systems. A huge
data centre is a large-scale activity that consumes the same amount of power as a small town.
Cradle-to-cradle Design: Cradle-to-cradle Design (also known as 2CC2, C2C, cradle 2 cradle, or
regenerative design) is a biomimetic approach to product and system design that mimics natural processes,
in which materials are considered as nutrients flowing in healthy, safe metabolisms.
Resource Prediction: Resource prediction (also called Workload Prediction or Workload Forecast) is the
estimation of the resources a customer will require in the future to complete his tasks. This concept has a
wide variety of application and it is particularly studied in the context of data centres management. When
these forecasts are generated, historical and current data are utilised to predict how many resource units,
which tools and operative systems and the number of requests are required to accomplish a task.
Resource Allocation: Cloud computing provides a computing environment where businesses, clients, and
projects can lease resources on demand. Both cloud users and providers want to allocate cloud resources
efficiently and profitably. These resources are typically scarce, therefore cloud providers must make the
best use of them while staying within the confines of the cloud environment and meeting the demands of
cloud apps so that they may perform their jobs. The distribution of resources is one of the most important
aspects of cloud computing. Its efficiency has a direct impact on the overall performance of the cloud

environment. Cost efficiency, reaction time, reallocation, computing performance, and job scheduling are all
key difficulties in resource allocation. Cloud computing users want to do task for the least amount of money
feasible.
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Green AI
Synonyms: Green IT, Green Computing, ICT sustainability.

In Brief
The goal of Green AI is to minimise the negative aspects of IT operations on the environment. To do so,
computers and IT products can be designed, manufactured and disposed of in an environmentally-friendly
manner.

More in Detail
The concept of Green computing practises came into prominence in 1992, when the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) launched the Energy Star program. The goals of green computing includes the maximisation of
energy efficiency, the reduction of energy consumption. There are four aspects that are addressed by green IT:

Green use: use of computers in an eco-friend;y and energy-efficient way by minimising their electricity
usage and using their peripheral devices.
Green disposal: disposing of obsolete electronic equipment in an environmentally safe manner by
repurposing it or recycling it.
Green design: computers and other devices designed with reduced energy consumption.
Green manufacturing: making computers and other systems with as little waste as possible in order to
reduce their environmental impact.
Government regulatory agencies are also actively working to promote green computing principles by enacting a
number of voluntary initiatives and rules. The following strategies can be used by average computer users to
make their computing more environmentally friendly:
When you are gone from your computer for a lengthy amount of time, use hibernation or sleep mode.
Instead of desktop PCs, get energy-efficient laptop computers.
Make sufficient measures for the safe disposal of electronic trash.
At the end of the day, turn off computers.
Rather than buying new printer cartridges, refill them.
Instead of buying a new computer, consider renovating one that already exists.
Activate the power management options to keep an eye on your energy usage.
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Power-aware Computing
Synonyms: Energy-aware computing, Energy-efficient computing.

In Brief
Power-aware computing is part of the Green AI. Power-aware design strategies strive to maximise performance
in high-performance systems within power dissipation and power consumption constraints. Reduced power
utilisation on a node is one way to reduce the amount of energy required to compute. Lowering the frequency at
which the CPU works on one approach to do this. Reduced clock speed, on the other hand, increases the time to
solution, posing a potential compromise.

More in Detail
Low-power design strategies attempt to decrease power or energy consumption in portable equipment in order to
fulfil a particular performance or throughput objective. All of the energy used by a system ultimately dissipates
and is converted to heat. Power dissipation and related thermal issues have an impact on performance,
packaging, reliability, environmental impact, and heat removal costs; power and energy consumption have an
impact on power delivery costs, performance, and reliability, and they are directly related to portable device size
and battery life.
Power-aware computing’s major purpose is to save energy while routing communications from source to
destination. The contemporary period is characterised by wireless networks, in which nodes connect with one
another over many hops. In this technology, many data transfer protocols are employed. Different routing
techniques will draw more power from the battery. In power-aware computing, power-aware routing metrics have
played an essential role.
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Cloud Computing
Synonyms: Mesh Computing.

In Brief

Cloud computing is the provision of computing resources (storage and processing power) on demand, without
direct user intervention. A large cloud often includes multiple data centres, each housing a different set of
functions. The cloud computing model aims to achieve core economies of scale through sharing of resources,
taking advantage of a “pay-as-you-go” model that can decrease capital expenditures, but can also result in
unforeseen operating expenses for users who are unaware of the concept.

More in Detail
With cloud computing, users are able to utilise any or all of these technologies, without having to know a great
deal about them or being an expert in them. As a result, cloud computing reduces overhead and lets users focus
on expanding their business rather than on IT problems.
Virtualization is the primary enabling technology for cloud computing. By separating a physical computing device
into multiple virtual ones, each of which can easily be managed and used for computing operations, virtualization
software allows companies to reduce costs and increase efficiency. By using operating system-level virtualization,
idle computing resources can be allocated more efficiently and turned into a scalable system of independent
computing devices. Increasing utilisation of the infrastructure through virtualization reduces costs and speeds up
IT operations.
In autonomous computing, users can provision resources on-demand by automating a number of steps. Through
automation, processes become more efficient, labour costs are reduced, and the possibility of human error is
reduced. In the context of Green AI, cloud computing addresses two major challenges - energy consumption and
resource consumption.
Cloud computing can significantly lower carbon emissions and energy use thanks to virtualization, dynamic
provisioning environment, multi-tenancy, and green data centre technologies. Certain on-premises

applications can be moved into the cloud by large enterprises and small businesses in order to reduce their
energy consumption and carbon emissions. People can buy products and services online without having to travel
to physical stores, reducing greenhouse gas emissions associated with travel. One example would be online
shopping, where they purchase products online without having to drive and waste fuel to reach the physical
stores.
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Edge Computing
Synonyms: Fog Computing.

In Brief
Edge computing is a distributed computing paradigm in which processing and data storage are brought closer to
the data sources. This should increase response times while also conserving bandwidth. Rather than referring to
a single technology, the phrase refers to an architecture.

More in Detail
Edge computing is defined as any form of computer software that provides reduced latency closer to the
requests. It can be defined as any computing outside the cloud that happens at the network’s edge, and more
particularly in applications where real-time data processing is necessary. While cloud computing works with huge
data, edge computing works with immediate data or data created in real-time by sensors or users. Virtualization
technology may be used in edge computing to make it easier to deploy and execute a wide range of applications
on edge servers.
Edge computing has its roots in content distributed networks, which were developed in the late 1990s to provide
web and video content from edge servers located near consumers. In The early 2000s, these networks expanded
to host applications and application components at edge servers, leading to the first commercial edge computing

services, which hosted applications including dealer locators, shopping carts, real-time data aggregators, and ad
insertion engines. Edge and fog computing are examples of new technologies that can help reduce energy use.
These technologies enable redistribution computing closer to the user, lowering network energy costs.
Furthermore, having fewer data centres reduces the amount of energy consumed in operations such as
refrigeration and maintenance.
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Data Centre
In Brief
A data centre is a structure, a specialised area inside a structure, or a collection of structures used to house
computer systems and related components such as telecommunications and storage systems. Because IT
operations are so important for business continuity, they usually incorporate redundant or backup components
and infrastructure for power, data transmission connections, environmental control (such as air conditioning and
fire suppression), and other security systems. A huge data centre is a large-scale activity that consumes the
same amount of power as a small town.

More in Detail
Data centres in the field of enterprise IT are meant to serve business applications and operations such as email
communication and file sharing, applications for productivity, management of customer relationships, databases
and enterprise resource planning, machine learning, AI and big data, communications and collaboration services,
as well as virtual desktops. Routers, switches, firewalls, storage systems, servers, and application delivery
controllers are all part of the data centre design.
Data centre security is crucial in data centre architecture because these components hold and handle businesscritical data and applications. They provide services such as computing resources and network and storage
infrastructure. Data centre facilities are energy guzzlers, accounting for between 1.1 and 1.5 percent of total
global energy consumption in 2010 [1].
Data centre facilities use to 100 to 200 times more energy than ordinary office buildings, according to the US
Department of Energy [2]. From the IT equipment to the HVAC (heating, ventilation and air conditioning)
equipment to the actual location, configuration, and construction of the building, an energy efficient data centre
design should handle all the energy usage issues contained in a data centre.
The US department of energy has identified five major arrears where energy efficient data centre architecture
best practises should be focused:
IT systems,
environmental conditions,
air quality control,
refrigeration systems,
and systems involving electricity.
On-site electricity production and waste heat recycling are two more energy-efficient design options
recommended.
Data centre design that is energy efficient should assist to better use a data centre’s space while also increasing
performance and efficiency.
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Cradle-to-cradle Design
Synonyms: 2CC2, C2C, cradle 2 cradle, regenerative design.

In Brief
Cradle-to-cradle Design is a biomimetic approach to product and system design that mimics natural processes,
in which materials are considered as nutrients flowing in healthy, safe metabolisms.

More in Detail
Cradle to Cradle is a philosophy that views rubbish as an infinite resource and encourages people to do the right
thing from the start. It’s about making community and product development work like a healthy ecological system,
where all resources are utilised efficiently and in a cyclical manner. Industry, according to C2C, should safeguard
and enhance ecosystems and nature’s biological metabolism. It is a comprehensive economic, industrial, and
social framework aimed at creating jobs that are efficient and waste-free. The concept may be applied to many
facets of human civilization, including urban landscapes, buildings, economy, adn social systems.
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Resource Prediction
Synonyms: Workload Prediction, Workload Forecast.

In Brief
Resource prediction is the estimation of the resources a customer will require in the future to complete his
tasks. This concept has a wide variety of application and it is particularly studied in the context of data centres
management. When these forecasts are generated, historical and current data are utilised to predict how many
resource units, which tools and operative systems and the number of requests are required to accomplish a task.

More in Detail
A resource prediction ensures that the resource pool is proportionate to the workload. To accomplish efficient
work scheduling and load balancing in cloud computing, accurate resource requests forecast is required. It is vital
for a competitive service to ensure that resources are available to fulfil demand as it arises. Cloud computing
companies want to preconfigure computers ahead of time in order to deliver a high Quality of Service (QoS),
which includes low latency, high availability and high dependability. If demand can be precisely forecast, suppliers
may expect greater resource usage and a reduction on pre configured but idle computers, in addition to a high
Quality of Service.
Cloud service demand, on the other hand, is difficult to forecast due to factors such as variety, size, burst and
uncertainty. Service providers would be able to make a principled trade-off between QoS and resource cost if
they had an accurate model of demand variance across time. The topic is widely studied in the literature and
includes many algorithms and techniques applied over more than a decade, from statistical models to Machine
Learning and Deep Learning models.
The benefits of predicting the future demands include better resource utilisation and a reduction of the overall
location with the opportunity of serving more customers, which leads to an increase in profit and an overall
reduction of energy and maintenance costs, with a possible improvement in environmental impact.
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Resource Allocation
In Brief
Cloud computing provides a computing environment where businesses, clients, and projects can lease resources
on demand. Both cloud users and providers want to allocate cloud resources efficiently and profitably. These
resources are typically scarce, therefore cloud providers must make the best use of them while staying within the
confines of the cloud environment and meeting the demands of cloud apps so that they may perform their jobs.
The distribution of resources is one of the most important aspects of cloud computing. Its efficiency has a direct
impact on the overall performance of the cloud environment. Cost efficiency, reaction time, reallocation,
computing performance, and job scheduling are all key difficulties in resource allocation. Cloud computing users
want to do task for the least amount of money feasible.

More in Detail
The provision of services and storage space for certain tasks specified by users is referred to as resource
allocation. Different resource allocation mechanisms are used to accomplish this. Resource allocation techniques
entail combining cloud provider operations when assigning and utilising scarce cloud resources, as well as
addressing the demands of cloud applications so that they may accomplish their goals. The two stakeholders in a
cloud computing system, cloud consumers and cloud providers, have distinct objectives. Cloud providers
encourage customers to utilise as much of their resources as possible in order to increase earnings, whereas
consumers have the opposite purpose in mind. They aim to reduce their cloud computing costs while maintaining
their performance requirements. There are a variety of ways for achieving a balance between resource allocation
and cost. The measures assist in avoiding:
Over-provisioning: happens when the amount of cloud resources available exceeds the amount of
resources needed.
Under-provisioning: occurs when the provided resources are insufficient to meet the demand.
Resource fragmentation: is a problem that occurs when a system’s resources are unavailable. The
available resources are unable to distribute themselves to the needed users.
Resource contention: when two or more applications in the cloud system want to utilise the same
computational resource in the same instance. Cloud computing technology continues to be used by
businesses for a variety of purposes, including enhancing productivity, lowering cloud costs, ensuring data
security and storing unlimited data. Knowledge of resource allocation is becoming increasingly important for
cloud customers that seek to reduce their cloud use expenses. While there are several techniques for
distributing resource in the cloud, the most successful method ison that optimises cloud service provider
revenu while also ensuring cloud user pleasure.
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2CC2
Synonyms: Crade-to-cradle design, C2C, cradle 2 cradle, regenerative design.
2CC2 is a biomimetic approach to product and system design that mimics natural processes, in which materials
are considered as nutrients flowing in healthy, safe metabolisms.
You can find futher information about 2CC2 here

Accountability
Accountability is an ethical aspect studied in the TAILOR project to ensure that a given actor or actors can
render an account of the actions of an AI system. The accountability concept is strictly related to the concept of
responsibility.
You can find futher information about Accountability term here

Alignment
Synonyms: (Mis)directed behaviour, (Un)intended behaviour
The goal of AI alignment is to ensure that AI systems are aligned with human intentions and values. This first
requires determining the normative question of what values or principles we have and what humans really want,
collectively or individually, and second, the technical question of how to imbue AI systems with these values and
goals.
You can find futher information about Alignment here

Adversarial Attack
Synonyms: Adversarial Input, Adversarial Example.

An adversarial attack is any perturbation of the input features or observations of a system (sometimes
imperceptible to both humans and the own system) that makes the system fail or take the system to a dangerous
state. A prototypical case of an adversarial situation happens with machine learning models, when an external
agent maliciously modify input data –often in imperceptible ways– to induce them into misclassification or
incorrect prediction. For instance, by undetectably altering a few pixels on a picture, an adversarial attacker can
mislead a model into generating an incorrect output (like identifying a panda as a gibbon or a ‘stop’ sign as a
‘speed limit’ sign) with an extremely high confidence. While a good amount of attention has been paid to the risks
that adversarial attacks pose in deep learning applications like computer vision, these kinds of perturbations are
also effective across a vast range of machine learning techniques and uses such as spam filtering and malware
detection. A different but related type of adversarial attack is called Data Poisoning, but this involves a malicious
compromise of data sources (used for training or testing) at the point of collection and pre-processing.
You can find futher information about Adversarial Attack here

Adversarial Example
Synonyms: Adversarial Input, Adversarial Attack.
An adversarial attack is any perturbation of the input features or observations of a system (sometimes
imperceptible to both humans and the own system) that makes the system fail or take the system to a dangerous
state. A prototypical case of an adversarial situation happens with machine learning models, when an external
agent maliciously modify input data –often in imperceptible ways– to induce them into misclassification or
incorrect prediction. For instance, by undetectably altering a few pixels on a picture, an adversarial attacker can
mislead a model into generating an incorrect output (like identifying a panda as a gibbon or a ‘stop’ sign as a
‘speed limit’ sign) with an extremely high confidence. While a good amount of attention has been paid to the risks
that adversarial attacks pose in deep learning applications like computer vision, these kinds of perturbations are
also effective across a vast range of machine learning techniques and uses such as spam filtering and malware
detection. A different but related type of adversarial attack is called Data Poisoning, but this involves a malicious
compromise of data sources (used for training or testing) at the point of collection and pre-processing.
You can find futher information about Adversarial Example here

Adversarial Input
Synonyms: Adversarial Attack, Adversarial Example.
An adversarial input is any perturbation of the input features or observations of a system (sometimes
imperceptible to both humans and the own system) that makes the system fail or take the system to a dangerous
state. A prototypical case of an adversarial situation happens with machine learning models, when an external
agent maliciously modify input data –often in imperceptible ways– to induce them into misclassification or
incorrect prediction. For instance, by undetectably altering a few pixels on a picture, an adversarial attacker can
mislead a model into generating an incorrect output (like identifying a panda as a gibbon or a ‘stop’ sign as a
‘speed limit’ sign) with an extremely high confidence. While a good amount of attention has been paid to the risks
that adversarial attacks pose in deep learning applications like computer vision, these kinds of perturbations are
also effective across a vast range of machine learning techniques and uses such as spam filtering and malware
detection. A different but related type of adversarial attack is called Data Poisoning, but this involves a malicious
compromise of data sources (used for training or testing) at the point of collection and pre-processing.
You can find futher information about Adversarial Input here

Ante-hoc Explanation
Synonyms: Explanation by Design, Transparent model.
Ante-hoc explanation means to rely, by design, on a transparent model, instead of providing explanations of an
AI model.
You can find futher information about Ante-hoc Explanation here

Assessment
Synonyms: Evaluation, Testing, Measurement.
AI assessment is any activity that estimates attributes as measures— of an AI system or some of its
components, abstractly or in particular contexts of operation. These attributes, if well estimated, can be used to
explain and predict the behaviour of the system. This can stem from an engineering perspective, trying to
understand whether a particular AI system meets the specifications or the intention of their designers, known
respectively as verification and validation. Under this perspective, AI measurement is close to computer
systems testing (hardware and/or software) and other evaluation procedures in engineering. However, in AI
there is an extremely complex adaptive behaviour, and in many cases, with a lack of a written and operational
specification. What the systems has to do depends on some constraints and utility functions that have to be
optimised, is specified by example (from which the system has to learn a model) or ultimately depends on
feedback from the user or the environment (e.g., in the form of rewards).
You can find futher information about Assessment here

Attacks on Anonymization Schema
There are a variety of attacks that involve data privacy. Some of them are very context-specific (for example,
there exists attacks on partition-based algorithms, such as deFinetti Attack or Minimality Attack), while other are
more general. For example, we can have the Re-identification Attack, where the aim is to link a identity in the
data with a real identity; Membership Attack, where the goal is to understand whether or not a particular
individual is present in the considered dataset; Reconstruction Attack, where one wants to reconstruct (even
partially) a private dataset from public aggregate information.
You can find futher information about \(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy here

Attacks on Pseudonymised Data
Synonyms: Re-identification Attack, Linking Attack.
A Attack on Pseudonymised Data aims to link a certain set of data related to an individual in a dataset (which
does not contain direct identifiers) to a real identity, relying on additional information.
You can find futher information about Attacks on Pseudonymised Data here

Auditing
Auditing AI aims to identify and address possible risks and impacts while ensuring robust and trustworthy
accountability.
You can find futher information about Auditing here

Bias
Bias refers to an inclination towards or against a particular individual, group, or sub-groups. AI models may
inherit biases from training data or introduce new forms of bias.
You can find futher information about Bias here

Black-box Explanation
Synonyms: Post-hoc Explanations.
With a black-box explanation we pair the black box model with an interpretation the black box decisions or
model, instead of relying, by design, on a transparent model.

You can find futher information about Black-box Explanation here

Brittleness
Synonyms: Robustness.
Brittleness is the degree in which an AI system functions reliably and accurately under harsh conditions. These
conditions may include adversarial intervention, implementer error, or skewed goal-execution by an automated
learner (in reinforcement learning applications). The measure of robustness is therefore the strength of a
system’s integrity and the soundness of its operation in response to difficult conditions, adversarial attacks,
perturbations, data poisoning, and undesirable reinforcement learning behaviour.
You can find futher information about Brittleness here

C2C
Synonyms: 2CC2, Cradle-to-cradle Design, cradle 2 cradle, regenerative design.
C2C is a biomimetic approach to product and system design that mimics natural processes, in which materials
are considered as nutrients flowing in healthy, safe metabolisms.
You can find futher information about C2C here

Cloud Computing
Synonyms: Mesh Computing
Cloud Computing is the provision of computing resources (storage and processing power) on demand, without
direct user intervention. A large cloud often includes multiple data centres, each housing a different set of
functions. The cloud computing model aims to achieve core economies of scale through sharing of resources,
taking advantage of a “pay-as-you-go” model that can decrease capital expenditures, but can also result in
unforeseen operating expenses for users who are unaware of the concept.
You can find futher information about Cloud Computing here

Continuous Performance Monitoring
Continuous performance monitoring is the activity to track, log and monitor over time the behaviour and the
performance of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning models. This activity is particularly relevant after inproduction deployment in order to detect any performance drifts and outages of the model.
You can find futher information about Continuous Performance Monitoring term here

Cradle 2 cradle
Synonyms: 2CC2, C2C, Cradle-to-cradle Design, regenerative design.
Cradle 2 cradle is a biomimetic approach to product and system design that mimics natural processes, in which
materials are considered as nutrients flowing in healthy, safe metabolisms.
You can find futher information about cradle 2 cradle here

Cradle-to-cradle Design
Synonyms: 2CC2, C2C, cradle 2 cradle, regenerative design.

Cradle-to-cradle Design (also known as 2CC2, C2C, cradle 2 cradle, or regenerative design) is a biomimetic
approach to product and system design that mimics natural processes, in which materials are considered as
nutrients flowing in healthy, safe metabolisms.
You can find futher information about Cradle-to-cradle Design here

Data Anonymization
A data subject is considered anonymous if it is reasonably hard to attribute his personal data to him/her.
You can find futher information about Data Anonymization here

Data Center
A data centre is a structure, a specialised area inside a structure, or a collection of structures used to house
computer systems and related components such as telecommunications and storage systems. Because IT
operations are so important for business continuity, they usually incorporate redundant or backup components
and infrastructure for power, data transmission connections, environmental control (such as air conditioning and
fire suppression), and other security systems. A huge data centre is a large-scale activity that consumes the
same amount of power as a small town.
You can find futher information about Data Centers here

Data Poisoning
Data poisoning occurs when an adversary modifies or manipulates part of the dataset upon which a model will
be trained, validated, or tested. By altering a selected subset of training inputs, a poisoning attack can induce a
trained AI system into curated misclassification, systemic malfunction, and poor performance. An especially
concerning dimension of targeted data poisoning is that an adversary may introduce a ‘backdoor’ into the
infected model whereby the trained system functions normally until it processes maliciously selected inputs that
trigger error or failure. Data poisoning is possible because data collection and procurement often involves
potentially unreliable or questionable sources. When data originates in uncontrollable environments like the
internet, social media, or the Internet of Things, many opportunities present themselves to ill-intentioned
attackers, who aim to manipulate training examples. Likewise, in third-party data curation processes (such as
‘crowdsourced’ labelling, annotation, and content identification), attackers may simply handcraft malicious inputs.
You can find futher information about Data Poisoning here

Dependability
Synonyms: Reliability.
The objective of dependability is that an AI system behaves exactly as its designers intended and anticipated,
over time. A reliable system adheres to the specifications it was programmed to carry out at any time. Reliability
is therefore a measure of consistency of operation and can establish confidence in the safety of a system based
upon the dependability with which it operationally conforms to its intended functionality.
You can find futher information about Dependability here

Differential Privacy Models
Differential privacy implies that adding or deleting a single record does not significantly affect the result of any
analysis.
You can find futher information about Differential Privacy Models here

(\(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))-Differential Privacy
A relaxed version of Differential Privacy, named (\(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))-Differential Privacy, allows a little
privacy loss (\(\delta\)) due to a variation in the output distribution for the privacy mechanism.
You can find futher information about (\(\epsilon\),\(\delta\))-Differential Privacy here

\(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy
Synonyms: \(\epsilon\)-indistinguishability.
\(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy is the simpler form of Differential Privacy, where \(\epsilon\) represents the level
of privacy guarantee.
You can find futher information about \(\epsilon\)-Differential Privacy here

\(\epsilon\)-Indistinguishability
Synonyms: \(\epsilon\) Differential Privacy.
\(\epsilon\)-Indistinguishability is the simpler form of Differential Privacy, where \(\epsilon\) represents the level
of privacy guarantee.
You can find futher information about \(\epsilon\)-Indistinguishability here

Distributional Shift
Synonyms: Distributional Shift.
Once trained, most machine learning systems operate on static models of the world that have been built from
historical data which have become fixed in the systems’ parameters. This freezing of the model before it is
released ‘into the wild’ makes its accuracy and reliability especially vulnerable to changes in the underlying
distribution of data. When the historical data that have crystallised into the trained model’s architecture cease to
reflect the population concerned, the model’s mapping function will no longer be able to accurately and reliably
transform its inputs into its target output values. These systems can quickly become prone to error in unexpected
and harmful ways. In all cases, the system and the operators must remain vigilant to the potentially rapid concept
drifts that may occur in the complex, dynamic, and evolving environments in which your AI project will intervene.
Remaining aware of these transformations in the data is crucial for safe AI.
You can find futher information about Data Shift here

Dimensions of Explanations
Dimensions of explanations are useful to analyze the interpretability of AI systems and to classify the
explanation method.
You can find futher information about Dimensions of Explanations here

Grounds of Discrimination
International and national laws prohibit discriminating on some explicitly defined grounds, such as race, sex,
religion, etc. They can be considered in isolation, or interacting, giving rise to multiple discrimination and
intersectional discrimination.
You can find futher information about Discrimination here

Distributional Shift

Synonyms: Data Shift.
Once trained, most machine learning systems operate on static models of the world that have been built from
historical data which have become fixed in the systems’ parameters. This freezing of the model before it is
released ‘into the wild’ makes its accuracy and reliability especially vulnerable to changes in the underlying
distribution of data. When the historical data that have crystallised into the trained model’s architecture cease to
reflect the population concerned, the model’s mapping function will no longer be able to accurately and reliably
transform its inputs into its target output values. These systems can quickly become prone to error in unexpected
and harmful ways. In all cases, the system and the operators must remain vigilant to the potentially rapid concept
drifts that may occur in the complex, dynamic, and evolving environments in which your AI project will intervene.
Remaining aware of these transformations in the data is crucial for safe AI.
You can find futher information about Distributional Shift here

Direct Behaviour
Synonyms: Aligment, (Un)intended behaviour
The goal of AI direct behaviour is to ensure that AI systems are aligned with human intentions and values. This
first requires determining the normative question of what values or principles we have and what humans really
want, collectively or individually, and second, the technical question of how to imbue AI systems with these
values and goals.
You can find futher information about Direct Behaviour here

Edge Computing
Synonyms: Fog Computing.
Edge Computing is a distributed computing paradigm in which processing and data storage are brought closer
to the data sources. This should increase response times while also conserving bandwidth. Rather than referring
to a single technology, the phrase refers to an architecture.
You can find futher information about Edge Computing here

Energy-aware Computing
Synonyms: Power-aware computing, Energy-efficient computing.
Energy-aware computing is part of the Green IT. Power-aware design strategies strive to maximise
performance in high-performance systems within power dissipation and power consumption constraints. Reduced
power utilisation on a node is one way to reduce the amount of energy required to compute. Lowering the
frequency at which the CPU works on one approach to do this. Reduced clock speed, on the other hand,
increases the time to solution, posing a potential compromise.
You can find futher information about Energy-aware Computing here

Energy-efficient Computing
Synonyms: Power-aware computing, Energy-aware computing.
Energy-efficient computing is part of the Green IT. Power-aware design strategies strive to maximise
performance in high-performance systems within power dissipation and power consumption constraints. Reduced
power utilisation on a node is one way to reduce the amount of energy required to compute. Lowering the
frequency at which the CPU works on one approach to do this. Reduced clock speed, on the other hand,
increases the time to solution, posing a potential compromise.
You can find futher information about Energy-efficient Computing here

Evaluation
Synonyms: Assessment, Testing, Measurement.
AI evaluation is any activity that estimates attributes as measures— of an AI system or some of its components,
abstractly or in particular contexts of operation. These attributes, if well estimated, can be used to explain and
predict the behaviour of the system. This can stem from an engineering perspective, trying to understand whether
a particular AI system meets the specifications or the intention of their designers, known respectively as
verification and validation. Under this perspective, AI measurement is close to computer systems testing
(hardware and/or software) and other evaluation procedures in engineering. However, in AI there is an extremely
complex adaptive behaviour, and in many cases, with a lack of a written and operational specification. What the
systems has to do depends on some constraints and utility functions that have to be optimised, is specified by
example (from which the system has to learn a model) or ultimately depends on feedback from the user or the
environment (e.g., in the form of rewards).
You can find futher information about Evaluation here

Equity
Forms of bias that count as discrimination against social groups or individuals should be avoided, both from legal
and ethical perspectives. Discrimination can be direct or indirect, intentional or unintentional.
You can find futher information about Equity here

Explanation by Design
Synonyms: Ante-hoc Explanation, Transparent model.
Explanation by Design means to rely, by design, on a transparent model, instead of providing explanations of
an AI model.
You can find futher information about Explanation by Design here

Fair Machine Learning
Fair Machine Learning models take into account the issues of bias and fairness. Approaches can be
categorized as pre-processig, which transform the input data, as in-processing, which modify the learning
algorithm, and post-processing, which alter models’ internals or their decisions.
You can find futher information about Fair Machine Learning here

Fairness
The term fairness is defined as the quality or state of being fair; or a lack of favoritism towards one side. The
notions of fairness, and quantitative measures of them (fairness metrics), can be distinguished based on the
focus on individuals, groups and sub-groups.
You can find futher information about Fairness here

Feature Importance
The feature importance technique provides a score, representing the “importance”, for all the input features for
a given AI model, i.e., a higher importance means that the corresponding feature will have a larger effect on the
model.
You can find futher information about Feature Importance here

The Frame Problem
The frame problem is the challenge of knowing and modeling the relevant features and context of situations,
and getting an agent to act on those without consideration all the irrelevant facts as well.
You can find futher information about The Frame Problem term here

Fog Computing
Synonyms: Edge Computing.
Fog Computing is a distributed computing paradigm in which processing and data storage are brought closer to
the data sources. This should increase response times while also conserving bandwidth. Rather than referring to
a single technology, the phrase refers to an architecture.
You can find futher information about Fog Computing here

Model Agnostic
Synonyms: Model Agnostic Explanation.
We distinguish between model-specific or model-agnostic explanation method depending on whether the
technique adopted to retrieve the explanation acts on a particular model adopted by an AI system, or can be
used on any type of AI.
You can find futher information about Model Agnostic term here

Global Explanations
Global explanation is an explanation that allows understanding the whole logic of a model used by an AI
system.
You can find futher information about Global Explanations here

Green AI
Synonyms: Green IT, Green Computing, ICT sustainability.
The goal of Green AI is to minimise the negative aspects of IT operations on the environment. To do so,
computers and IT products can be designed, manufactured and disposed of in an environmentally-friendly
manner.
You can find futher information about Green AI here

Green Computing
Synonyms: Green IT, Green AI, ICT sustainability.
The goal of Green Computing is to minimise the negative aspects of IT operations on the environment. To do
so, computers and IT products can be designed, manufactured and disposed of in an environmentally-friendly
manner.
You can find futher information about Green Computing here

Green IT
Synonyms: Green AI, Green Computing, ICT sustainability.

The goal of Green IT is to minimise the negative aspects of IT operations on the environment. To do so,
computers and IT products can be designed, manufactured and disposed of in an environmentally-friendly
manner.
You can find futher information about Green IT here

ICT sustainability
Synonyms: Green IT, Green Computing, Green AI.
The goal of ICT sustainability is to minimise the negative aspects of IT operations on the environment. To do so,
computers and IT products can be designed, manufactured and disposed of in an environmentally-friendly
manner.
You can find futher information about ICT sustainability here

Intended Behaviour
Synonyms: (Mis)directed behaviour, Alignement
The goal of AI intended behaviour is to ensure that AI systems are aligned with human intentions and values.
This first requires determining the normative question of what values or principles we have and what humans
really want, collectively or individually, and second, the technical question of how to imbue AI systems with these
values and goals.
You can find futher information about Intended Behaviour here

Justice
Justice encompasses three different perspectives: (1) fairness understood as the fair treatment of people, (2)
rightness as the quality of being fair or reasonable, and (3) a legal system, the scheme or system of law. Justice
can be distinguished between substantive and procedural.
You can find futher information about Justice here

K-anonymity
k-anonimity (and the whole family of anonymity by indistinguishability models) is based on comparison
among individuals present in data, and it aims to make each individual so similar as to be indistinguishable from
at least k-1 others.
You can find futher information about K-anonymity here

Linking Attack
Synonyms: Re-identification Attack, Attack on Pseudonymised Data.
Linking Attack attack aims to link a certain set of data related to an individual in a dataset (which does not
contain direct identifiers) to a real identity, relying on additional information.
You can find futher information about Linking Attack here

Local Explanations
Local explanation is an explanation that refers to a specific case, i.e., only a single decision is interpretable.
You can find futher information about Local Explanations here

Meaningful Human Control
Meaningful human control is the notion that aims to generalize the traditional concept of operational control
over technological artifacts to artificial intelligent systems. It implies that artificial systems should not make
morally consequential decisions on their own, without appropriate control from responsible humans.
You can find futher information about Meaningful Human Control here

Measurement
Synonyms: Assessment, Testing, Evaluation.
AI measurement is any activity that estimates attributes as measures— of an AI system or some of its
components, abstractly or in particular contexts of operation. These attributes, if well estimated, can be used to
explain and predict the behaviour of the system. This can stem from an engineering perspective, trying to
understand whether a particular AI system meets the specifications or the intention of their designers, known
respectively as verification and validation. Under this perspective, AI measurement is close to computer
systems testing (hardware and/or software) and other evaluation procedures in engineering. However, in AI
there is an extremely complex adaptive behaviour, and in many cases, with a lack of a written and operational
specification. What the systems has to do depends on some constraints and utility functions that have to be
optimised, is specified by example (from which the system has to learn a model) or ultimately depends on
feedback from the user or the environment (e.g., in the form of rewards).
You can find futher information about Measurement here

Mesh Computing
Synonyms: Cloud Computing
Mesh Computing is the provision of computing resources (storage and processing power) on demand, without
direct user intervention. A large cloud often includes multiple data centres, each housing a different set of
functions. The cloud computing model aims to achieve core economies of scale through sharing of resources,
taking advantage of a “pay-as-you-go” model that can decrease capital expenditures, but can also result in
unforeseen operating expenses for users who are unaware of the concept.
You can find futher information about Mesh Computing here

Misdirect Behaviour
Synonyms: Aligment, (Un)intended behaviour
The goal of AI direct behaviour is to ensure that AI systems are aligned with human intentions and values. This
first requires determining the normative question of what values or principles we have and what humans really
want, collectively or individually, and second, the technical question of how to imbue AI systems with these
values and goals.
You can find futher information about Misdirect Behaviour here

Model Agnostic
Synonyms: Generalizable Explanation.
We distinguish between model-specific or model-agnostic explanation method depending on whether the
technique adopted to retrieve the explanation acts on a particular model adopted by an AI system, or can be
used on any type of AI.
You can find futher information about Model Agnostic term here

Model Specific
Synonyms: Not Generalizable Explanation.
We distinguish between model-specific or model-agnostic explanation method depending on whether the
technique adopted to retrieve the explanation acts on a particular model adopted by an AI system, or can be
used on any type of AI.
You can find futher information about Model Specific term here

Negative Side Effects
Negative side effects are an important safety issue in AI system that considers all possible unintended harm
that is caused as a secondary effect of the AI system’s operation. An agent can disrupt or break other systems
around, or damage third parties, including humans, or can exhaust resources, or a combination of all this. This
usually happens because many things the system should not do are not included in its specification. In the case
of AI systems, this is even more poignant as written specifications are usually replaced by an optimisation or loss
function, in which it is even more difficult to express these things the system should not do, as they frequently rely
on ‘common sense’.
You can find futher information about Negative Side Effects here

Model Specific
Synonyms: Not Generalizable Explanation.
We distinguish between model-specific or model-agnostic explanation method depending on whether the
technique adopted to retrieve the explanation acts on a particular model adopted by an AI system, or can be
used on any type of AI.
You can find futher information about Model Specific term here

Achiving Differential Privacy
Differential privacy guarantees can be provided by perturbation mechanisms aim at randomizing the output
distributions of functions in order to provide privacy guarantees.
You can find futher information about Achiving Differential Privacy here

Post-hoc Explanation
Synonyms: Black-box Explanations.
With a post-hoc explanation we pair the black box model with an interpretation the black box decisions or
model, instead of relying, by design, on a transparent model.
You can find futher information about Post-hoc Explanation here

Power-aware Computing
Synonyms: Energy-aware computing, Energy-efficient computing.
Power-aware computing is part of the Green IT. Power-aware design strategies strive to maximise performance
in high-performance systems within power dissipation and power consumption constraints. Reduced power
utilisation on a node is one way to reduce the amount of energy required to compute. Lowering the frequency at
which the CPU works on one approach to do this. Reduced clock speed, on the other hand, increases the time to
solution, posing a potential compromise.

You can find futher information about Power-aware Computing here

Privacy models
There are essentially two families of models, based on different goals and mechanisms: anonymity by
randomization (where the most recent paradigm is Differential Privacy) and anonymity by indistinguishability
(whose most famous example is k-anonymity).
You can find futher information about Privacy models here

Provenance Tracking
Provenance tracking represents the tracking of “information that describes the production process of an end
product, which can be anything from a piece of data to a physical object. […] Essentially, provenance can be
seen as meta-data that, instead of describing data, describes a production process.”
You can find futher information about Provenance Tracking term here

Pseudonymization
Pseudonymisation aims to substitute one or more identifiers that link(s) the identity of an individual to its data
with a surrogate value, called pseudonym or token.
You can find futher information about Data Pseudonymization here

Re-identification Attack
Synonyms: Linking Attack, Attack on Pseudonymised Data.
Re-identification attack aims to link a certain set of data related to an individual in a dataset (which does not
contain direct identifiers) to a real identity, relying on additional information.
You can find futher information about Re-identification Attack here

Regenerative Design
Synonyms: 2CC2, C2C, cradle 2 cradle, Cradle-to-cradle Design.
Regenerative Design is a biomimetic approach to product and system design that mimics natural processes, in
which materials are considered as nutrients flowing in healthy, safe metabolisms.
You can find futher information about Regenerative Design here

Reliability
Synonyms: Dependability.
The objective of reliability is that an AI system behaves exactly as its designers intended and anticipated, over
time. A reliable system adheres to the specifications it was programmed to carry out at any time. Reliability is
therefore a measure of consistency of operation and can establish confidence in the safety of a system based
upon the dependability with which it operationally conforms to its intended functionality.
You can find futher information about Reliability here

Repeatability

Synonyms: Reproducibility, Replicability.
Repeatability is the ability of independent investigators to draw the same conclusions from an experiment by
following the documentation shared by the original investigators.
You can find futher information about Repeatability here

Replicability
Synonyms: Reproducibility, Repeatability.
Replicability is the ability of independent investigators to draw the same conclusions from an experiment by
following the documentation shared by the original investigators.
You can find futher information about Replicability here

Reproducibility
Synonyms: Repeatability, Replicability.
Reproducibility is the ability of independent investigators to draw the same conclusions from an experiment by
following the documentation shared by the original investigators.
You can find futher information about Reproducibility here

Resource Allocation
Cloud computing provides a computing environment where businesses, clients, and projects can lease resources
on demand. Both cloud users and providers want to allocate cloud resources efficiently and profitably. These
resources are typically scarce, therefore cloud providers must make the best use of them while staying within the
confines of the cloud environment and meeting the demands of cloud apps so that they may perform their jobs.
The distribution of resources is one of the most important aspects of cloud computing. Its efficiency has a direct
impact on the overall performance of the cloud environment. Cost efficiency, reaction time, reallocation,
computing performance, and job scheduling are all key difficulties in resource allocation. Cloud computing users
want to do task for the least amount of money feasible.
You can find futher information about Resource Allocation here

Resource Prediction
Synonyms: Workload Forecast, Workload Prediction.
Resource prediction is the estimation of the resources a customer will require in the future to complete his
tasks. This concept has a wide variety of application and it is particularly studied in the context of data centres
management. When these forecasts are generated, historical and current data are utilised to predict how many
resource units, which tools and operative systems and the number of requests are required to accomplish a task.
You can find futher information about Resource Prediction here

Resource Scheduling
Cloud computing provides a computing environment where businesses, clients, and projects can lease resources
on demand. Both cloud users and providers want to allocate cloud resources efficiently and profitably. These
resources are typically scarce, therefore cloud providers must make the best use of them while staying within the
confines of the cloud environment and meeting the demands of cloud apps so that they may perform their jobs.
The distribution of resources is one of the most important aspects of cloud computing. Its efficiency has a direct

impact on the overall performance of the cloud environment. Cost efficiency, reaction time, reallocation,
computing performance, and job scheduling are all key difficulties in resource allocation. Cloud computing users
want to do task for the least amount of money feasible.
You can find futher information about Resource Scheduling here

Robustness
Synonyms: Brittleness.
Robustness is the degree in which an AI system functions reliably and accurately under harsh conditions. These
conditions may include adversarial intervention, implementer error, or skewed goal-execution by an automated
learner (in reinforcement learning applications). The measure of robustness is therefore the strength of a
system’s integrity and the soundness of its operation in response to difficult conditions, adversarial attacks,
perturbations, data poisoning, and undesirable reinforcement learning behaviour.
You can find futher information about Robustness here

Saliency Maps
Saliency maps are explanations used on image classification tasks. A saliency map is an image where each
pixel’s color represents a value modeling the importance of that pixel in the original image (i.e., the one given in
input to the explainer) for the prediction.
You can find futher information about Saliency Maps here

Security
The goal of security encompasses the protection of several operational dimensions of an AI system when
confronted with possible attacks, trying to take control of the system or having access to design, operational or
personal information. A secure system is capable of maintaining the integrity of the information that constitutes it.
This includes protecting its architecture from the unauthorised modification or damage of any of its component
parts. A secure system also keeps confidential and private information protected even under hostile or
adversarial conditions.
You can find futher information about Security here

Segregation
Social segregation refers to the separation of groups on the grounds of personal or cultural traits. Separation
can be physical (e.g., in schools or neighborhoods) or virtual (e.g., in social networks).
You can find futher information about Segregation here

Single Tree Approxiamation
The single tree appoximation is an approach that aims at building a decision tree to approximate the behavior
of a black box, typically a neural network.
You can find futher information about Single Tree Approxiamation here

Testing
Synonyms: Assessment, Evaluation, Measurement.

AI evaluation is any activity that estimates attributes as measures— of an AI system or some of its components,
abstractly or in particular contexts of operation. These attributes, if well estimated, can be used to explain and
predict the behaviour of the system. This can stem from an engineering perspective, trying to understand whether
a particular AI system meets the specifications or the intention of their designers, known respectively as
verification and validation. Under this perspective, AI measurement is close to computer systems testing
(hardware and/or software) and other evaluation procedures in engineering. However, in AI there is an extremely
complex adaptive behaviour, and in many cases, with a lack of a written and operational specification. What the
systems has to do depends on some constraints and utility functions that have to be optimised, is specified by
example (from which the system has to learn a model) or ultimately depends on feedback from the user or the
environment (e.g., in the form of rewards).
You can find futher information about Testing here

Traceability
Traceability can be defined as the need to maintain a complete and clear documentation of the data, processes,
artefacts and actors involved in the entire lifecycle of an AI model, starting from its design and ending with its
production serving.
You can find futher information about Traceability here

Transparency
Synonyms: Explanation by Design, Ante-hoc Explanation.
Transparency means to rely, by design, on a transparent model, instead of providing explanations of an AI
model.
You can find futher information about Transparency here

Unintended Behaviour
Synonyms: (Mis)directed behaviour, Alignement
The goal of AI intended behaviour is to ensure that AI systems are aligned with human intentions and values.
This first requires determining the normative question of what values or principles we have and what humans
really want, collectively or individually, and second, the technical question of how to imbue AI systems with these
values and goals.
You can find futher information about Unintended Behaviour here

Wicked Problems
A class of problems for which science provides insufficient or inappropriate resolution.
You can find futher information about Wicked Problems term here

Workload Forecast
Synonyms: Resource Prediction, Workload Prediction.
Workload Forecast is the estimation of the resources a customer will require in the future to complete his tasks.
This concept has a wide variety of application and it is particularly studied in the context of data centres
management. When these forecasts are generated, historical and current data are utilised to predict how many
resource units, which tools and operative systems and the number of requests are required to accomplish a task.
You can find futher information about Workload Forecast here

Workload Prediction
Synonyms: Resource Prediction, Workload Forecast.
Workload prediction is the estimation of the resources a customer will require in the future to complete his
tasks. This concept has a wide variety of application and it is particularly studied in the context of data centres
management. When these forecasts are generated, historical and current data are utilised to predict how many
resource units, which tools and operative systems and the number of requests are required to accomplish a task.
You can find futher information about Workload Prediction here
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